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Abstract 

Through a close examination on three Sanskrit compounds ie., 

tathagatanairatmyagarbha, tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana and parini~pannasvabhavas 

tathagatagarbhahrdayam - in the Lmikiivatiirasiitra, this thesis will demonstrate how the 

tathagatagarbha thought in the Lmikiivatiirasiitra is significantly enriched by Y ogacaric 

influence. 

First, III regard to tathagata-nairatmya-garbha, a doctrinal reVIew of the term 

"nairatmya" is necessary, because its definition differs according to different traditions. In 

primitive Buddhism, the term "nairatmya" is a synonym of the term "anatman" 

(non-existence of a substantial self), which indicates that in the realm of suffering and the 

impermanence of life phenomena that arise according to the principle of co-dependent 

origination! pratItyasamutpada, no eternal and dependent atman can be found. According to 

the Madhyamaka School, the term "nairatmya" is a synonym of the term "nibsvabhava" (no 

intrinsic-nature) which implies that all beings, whether conditioned or unconditioned, are 

all devoid of an ever-abiding intrinsic nature. For the Y ogacara School, the reality of 

nairatmya is said to be grasped under the principle of mind-only. That is to say, the 

imagined self /kalpitatman that is the presentation of mind is unreal, while the indescribable 

self/ anabhilapyatman that is the genuine mind itself is real. Finally, it can be said that the 

tathagata-nairatmya-garbha in Lafzkiivatiirasiitra accords well with the Y ogacara teaching. 

In other words, it is the Y ogacaric sense of nairatmya that sheds an influence upon the 

tathagatagarbha doctrine. 

Secondly, in regard to tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana, a doctrinal development is 

promoted owing to the identification of tathagatagarbha with alayavijfiiina, which according 
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to the Y ogaci.ira School is also named "sarvabjIjavijfiana" (cognition as the seed of 

everything). This latter synonym references its function of bringing forth all beings just as 

a giant tree originates from a seed. As a result of its identification with the alayavijiUina, the 

tathagatagarbha is said to be endowed with the function of bringing forth all forms of 

existence and thus becomes the "producing cause" of all. This interpretation is not seen in 

earlier scriptures wherein the tathagatagarbha is described simply as a static substance 

supporting all beings. 

Thirdly, in regard to parini~pannasvabhavastathagatagarbhahrdayam, the implication 

of the tathagatagarbha was expanded substantially by declaring that parini~pannasvabhava 

is the very essence of tathagatagarbha. The term "parini~pannasvabhava" according to some 

important Yogacara texts is defined as tathata (ultimate realm of suchness). The combining 

of parini~pannasvabhava with tathagatagarbha that had formerly focused on the subjective 

potential of realizing wisdom, shifts the doctrinal emphasis toward the objective realm of 

realized perfection. 

This thesis reveals that, having assimilated the Y ogacaric doctrine of dharmanairatmya, 

alayavijfiana and parini~pannasvabhava, the tathagatagarbha thinking in Lailkavatarasutra 

presents the comprehensive and distinctive features in comparison to the scriptures that 

preceded it. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

The introduction will discuss the contents of this thesis from the perspective of the 

following three topics: 

1) A General Statement about This Study 

2) A Brief Review of Related Research 

3) Methodologies Employed in This Study 

1) A General Statement about This Study 

To investigate the Yogacaric influence on tathagatagarbha doctrine, it is firstly 

necessary to have a short review on the development of the tathagatagarbha tradition. 

The tathagatagarbha tradition, just as other great streams of thought, originated from 

an upstream source that was relatively simple and primitive. It afterward flowed through 

the midstream that accumulated various influences and then it eventually constructed a 

magnificent and comprehensive downstream. From the simple to the more complex, the 

course of development of the tathagatagarbha tradition is described by many scholars. To 

cite some examples, Jikido Takasaki determines the sequence of the tathagatagarbha texts 

through such clues as their contents and their time of translation. According to Takazaki's 

study, the order of several important texts is as follows: 

1) the Tathligatagarbha sutra, 

2) the AniinatvlipiinJatvanirdesaparivartasiitra, 

3) the Srfmlilli-devi-sutra, the Ratna-gotra-vibhliga, and finally 

4) the Lmiklivatlirasiitra. 1 

Kokan Ogawa follows this formulation and classifies the tathagatagarbha texts into the 

1 See Jikido Takasaki (r%J~rnrill): The Formation of the Tathtigatagarbha Thought (~D*JJi,fEt;tJ!O)Jt%l() 
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following three stages: 

1) the first consists of the sutras that focus on the tathagatagarbha, such as the 

Tathagatagarbhasutra and the AnanatvapurlJatvanirde.sa-parivarta. 

2) The second consists of the commentaries on the tathagatagarbha such as the 

Buddhadhatusastra and the Ratnagotravibhaga that are dedicated to concluding 

and systematizing the antecedent siitras. 

3) The third consists of the sutras and commentaries that have combined the thoughts 

of tathagatagarbha and the alayavijfiana, such as the Lalikavatarasutra and the 

Mahayana-sraddhotpada. 2 

Akira Suganuma classified the tathagatagarbha texts into three categories according to 

the relationship between tathagatagarbha and alayavijfiana. 

1) First were the texts wherein the tathagatagarbha is unrelated to the alayavijfiana, 

2) second, the texts wherein the tathagatagarbha and the alayavijfiana are mentioned 

but not combined, and 

3) third, the texts wherein the tathagatagarbha and the alayavijfiana are combined, for 

example in the Lalikavatarasutra.3 

Yin-shun pointed out that the Tathagatagarbhasutra, the former half of the 

MahaparinirvalJasutra, the Aligulimalasutra are the initial scriptures of the tathagatagarbha 

teaching. Relatively, such sutras as the Srfmaladevisutra, and the AnunatvapurlJatva-

nirdesa-parivarta-sutra that are systematically composed and similar to the commentarial 

2 See Ogawa, Kokan (IN [ 15.L~): Tathagatagarbha Thought in the Lmikavatarasutra (m{1JO*,n:'1.i~i t Q ~O* 
~JGJ,fJ\) in Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (EP~~{~:r):~1i1H''G) 9: 1, 1961 

3 See Suganuma, Akira(cg1B ~): "On Tathagatagarbha Teaching in the Lankavatara Sutra" (Afn{1JO*JO)~O* 
~§Q'-=- J ~ ) l) in Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (EP~~{~:r):~liH~) 22:2, 1974 
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literature, are mature and late scriptures within the tathagatagarbha tradition.4 

To sum up, according to the opinions of the above scholars, it is possible to reach at 

least three perspectives. 

1) First, the development of the tathagatagarbha teaching as well as the compilation of 

the tathagatagarbha scriptures follow the historical process of movement from 

simplicity to complexity. 

2) Second, the Tathiigatagarbhasiltra is a very early sutra of the tathagatagarbha 

tradition, and the Srfmiiliidevfsiltra is comparatively later. 

3) Third, later texts of the tathagatagarbha tradition apparently have been influenced 

by the Yogacara philosophy and the Lalikiivatiirasiltra represents a typical 

example. 

Based on the above assumptions this thesis takes the Tathiigatagarbhasiltra, the 

Srfmiiliidevisiltra and the Lalikiivatiirasiltra as the representative works of the initial, the 

middle and the later stages of the tathagatagarbha tradition respectively. 

Actually, in its chapter on "Rejection of Meat-eating", the Lalikiivatiirasiltra refers to 

several tathagatagarbha-relevant scriptures when it states, "meat-eating is rejected by me in 

such sutras as the Hastikak~ya, the Mahiimegha, the NirviiIJa, the Aligulimiila, and this 

Lalikiivatiirasiltra" 5. Among those, the Hastikak~ya aims to propagate the siinyata 

philosophy that all phenomena is illusion-like (mayopama) , while no direct and obvious 

teaching on the tathagatagarbha can be found. The Mahiimeghasiltra insists that "all 

sentient beings have Buddha nature [and] tathagata is ever-abiding and changeless" in order 

4 See the details in Yin-shun (EPill~): Ru Lai Zang Zhi Yan Jiu Po*lliZEHJ'e (A Study on Tathiigatagarbha), 

chapter five "The Initial Scriptures of the Tathagatagarbha Teaching" (po*llii-l3?:Z :fJJM~~) . Taipei: 

Zheng-Wen IEM Publisher, 1992 

5 "~IlhhW*~ , ¥i~ , *tFmI*, EdtfJ!HiJDMi~, ~1§'iM~~". See T. 16, p. 624c. 
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to indicate that the Dharma-kaya of tathagata is inconceivably idealized. Similarly, the 

Aftgulimalasutra propagates that "all sentient beings have tathagatagarbha, [and] the 

tathagatagarbha is constantly changeless". The former half of the Mahaparinirval}asutra 

emphasizes that all sentient beings have Buddha nature and that the Dharma-kaya of the 

tathagata is constant and changeless. From the tathagatagarbha thought found in the 

Mahameghasutra, Aftgulimalasutra and Mahaparinirval}asutra that probably influenced 

the Laftkavatarasutra we can derive two points. 

1) First, all sentient beings possess the tathagatagarbha or Buddha nature, and 

therefore, although the Laftkiivatarasutra contains a classification of five gotras or 

lineages, it eventually assumes the principle of one-vehicle (eka-yiina), in view of 

the fact that, according to its contents, all sentient beings are destined to attain 

Buddhahood. 

2) Second, based on the assumption that the tathagatagarbha intrinsically is the same 

as the Dharma-kaya in that it is ever-abiding and changeless, it can be inferred 

that in the Laftkavatarasutra the tathagatagarbha is a theory that can serve as the 

ultimate support of all beings pure and impure. 

However, among all the tathagatagarbha scriptures prior to the Laftkavatarasutra, the 

most important ones are the Tathagatagarbhasutra and the Srzmaliidevisutra, for the reason 

that these two can be found obviously quoted and elaborated in the Laftkiivatarasutra. For 

example, the Laftkiivatarasutra quotes a paragraph from the Tathagatagarbhasutra 6 in 

order to discuss the difference between the tathagatagarbha and the atman explained in the 

the Brahmanical tradition of India in order to modify the primitive teaching of 

tathagatagarbha. Moreover, in mentioning SrImaladevl, the protagonist of the 

6 See the details in T16, p.489a-b, p.529b-c, or p.599b-c. 
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Srfmaladevfsutra 7 the Laflkavatarasutra aims to emphasize the excellence of the 

tathagatagarbha teaching, which is beyond the reach of the sravaka and the pratyeka-

buddha. It is owing to the consideration that the Tathagatagarbhasutra and the 

Srfmaladevfsutra have influenced the Laflkavatarasutra that the second chapter of this 

thesis is dedicated to a discussion on the introduction of these two sutras in order to locate 

this study within the macro scheme of the historical development of the tathagatagarbha 

idea found in the primary materials - both siitra and commentarial. 

After a preliminary review of the development of tathagatagarbha tradition it is 

appropriate to discuss the reciprocal influence between the Yogacrara School and the 

tathagatagarbha tradition. 

In the academic community of India and Tibet, the Madhyamika school and the 

Yogacara school (also named Vijfianavada) are regarded as the two main streams of 

Mahayana Buddhism. However, in the academic circle of Chinese Buddhism the 

tathagatagarbha tradition has been regarded as separate from Madhyamika and Yogacara 

from very ancient times. For example, Fa-zang Otill, 643-712) in his work Da-Sheng-Qi-

Xin-Lun-Yi-Ji (**iEB{§§Jfij~~[D classified Buddhism into four schools, namely, 

1) the School that grasps the dharma in accord with [its] characteristic(llif§1t¥A*), 

2) the school of genuine sunyata without characteristics (~~~f§*), 

3) the school of the dharma-characteristic of vijfiapti-matra(OtU~1tf§*) and 

4) the school of tathagatagarbha-based origination ( ~D*ill*tiEB*).8 

Among these, the first school is represented by the Theravada sects while the last three are 

7 See the details in T.16, p.51 Oc, p.557a, or 620a. 
8 See the details in T. 44, p.243b. Besides, in the other work entitled Ru-Leng-Qie-Xin-Xuan-Yi (AfJHJJa{J<~ 
~) Fa-zang named the four schools - the Existent-characteristic school (1'fi'§*), the Non-characteristic 
school (~i'§*), the Dharma-characteristic school O!i'§*) and the Genuine characteristic school (Wm 
*) -into which the Lmikavatarasiltra is sorted. See Manji Zokuzokyo (Supplement to the Taisho Edition of 
the Buddhist Canon rt!+*,)jflU~, hereafter rt!) Vol. 25, pAlla, Taipei: Xinwenfeng *JT'x~, 1994. 
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represented by the three branches of Mahayana philosophy. This classification of Buddhist 

schools has been followed throughout the ages. In modern times eminent Chinese scholars 

such as Tai-xu (*!l!It) and Yin-shun (EP JI~), in classifying "the three branches of 

Mahayana," 9 also regard the tathagatagarbha tradition as an independent branch 

distinguished from the MMhyamika and Yogacara schools. 

Among the three branches of Mahayana, the Yogacara school that teaches the false 

manifestation of consciousness and the tathagatagarbha tradition that teaches the reality and 

eternity of mind were prosperous during the middle and later period of the Mahayana 

Buddhism. Owing to their prosperity, the tathagatagarbha tradition overlapped the time that 

the Yogacara school prevailed, and owing to the fact that these two approximately 

simultaneous branches held within themselves many similar concerns, a reciprocal effect 

between these two trends of Mahayanic doctrine was logically assumed. What can be 

surmised from the Lalikiivatiirasutra, which is generally classified by Chinese scholars into 

the tathagatagarbha tradition, is that there are some newly invented terms that vividly 

reflect the Yogacaric influence on this siltra. For example, the terms 

"tathagatanairatmyagarbha," the "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana," and the "parini~panna-

svabhavas tathagatagarbha-hrdayam" all mirror Yogacaric influence from different 

perspectives. Actually, the Yogacaric influence marks the most important feature of the 

doctrinal development in the later period of the tathagatagarbha tradition. The illustration 

below shows such a trend of development. 

9 The "three branches of Mahayana" (**-=*) is frequently mentioned in many of Yin-shun's works. They 
are, first, the branch emphasizing siinyata and the temporary designation only ('11~1lfE;g), namely the 
Madhyamaka School; second, the branch emphasizing vijiiapti-matra and the illusionary nature of 
phenomena (~-'!i:cIlfE§~),viz. the Yogacara School and third, the branch emphasizing the real and eternal 

mind-only (~1¥;IlfE{J')' i.e. the tathagatagarbha tradition. 
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The vertical development of the tathagatagarbha tradition is intercepted by the 

horizontal influence from the Yogacara School. The increasing density of shadow indicates 

the growing intensity ofYogacaric influence. 

Since the Yogacaric influence appears to be the most evident in the later period of the 

tathagatagarbha tradition, it is interesting to reveal the ways in which this influence is found. 

Specifically speaking, the Yogacaric influence as found in Lalikavatarasutra is revealed by 

three Sanskrit compounds, i.e., tathagatanairatmyagarbha, tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana and 

parini~pannasvabhavastathagatagarbhahrdayam, which are the three main issues addressed 

in this thesis. 

Briefly, the first compound, tathagatanairatmyagarbha, will be taken up from the 

Yogacaric perspective of dharmanairatmya (non-substantiality of dharma). The second 

compound owing to its identification with alayavijfiana, the term tathagatagarbha will be 

understood as that which is endowed with the function of bringing forth all forms of 

existence. The third compound, declaring that parini~pannasvabhava is the very essence of 
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tathagatagarbha, indicates that the significance of the tathagatagarbha had been expanded 

substantially, especially from its being a potential of wisdom to its being a state of 

perfection. 

2) A Brief Review of Related Research on the LaIikavaUirasiitra 

Among the many studies on the LaT1kavatarasutra, D. T. Suzuki's English translation 

based on Nanjio's Sanskrit edition has been recommended widely to this day. His Studies in 

the Lankavatara Sutra also provides us with yet another prominent achievement in this 

field. Following these foundation-laying studies done by Dr. Suzuki, we have the 

Laftkavatarasutra fJJ1nO*~ which is Professor Jikido Takasaki's collation and interpretation 

of the sutra. In his work, Existence and Enlightenment in the Laftkavatara-sutra, F. G. 

Sutton explains. this sutra from an ontological and epistemological perspective. The fJJ1nO 

/lPJ~j;(:g,Mn~*~~JgM~2 is a compilation by Yin-hai of Yin-shun's lecture on the sutra. All of 

these eminent works contribute an overall description of the Laftkavatarasutra, but only 

several sections are dedicated to an introduction to and, only briefly, of the tathagatagarbha 

doctrine. 

There are a few periodical articles on the Lalikavatarasutra that focus especially on 

the tathagatagarbha doctrine. For example, Ogawa in his article, "Tathagatagarbha Thought 

in the LaIikavatara Sutra" (fJJ1nO*&'.:.1J~H Q ~D*m~'t'El,J~) in the Journal of Indian and 

Buddhist Studies (EPN*1~~jt¥:ti1fJG)IO, specially emphasizes the relationship between 

tathagatagarbha and alayavijfiana. Suganuma, in his article, "On Tathagatagarbha Teaching 

in the LaIikavatara Sutra" (}JJ'j1nO*&0)~D*~§31'':' --.JP -C) in the Journal of Indian and 

\0 In issue 9:1,1961. 
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Buddhist Studies (EPN+1~f!(+wf~)11 concludes that the Lankavatarasutra assimilated 

the alayavijfiana on the basis of the tathagatagarbha tradition. By indicating the association 

between alayavijfiana and tathagatagarbha these papers imply a Yogacaric influence upon 

the tathagatagarbha doctrine found in Lankavatarasutra. From these papers, the following 

questions are naturally raised: Is the Yogacaric influence upon the tathagatagarbha doctrine 

confined to a discussion of its relationship to alayavijfiana alone? If not, what else can 

possibly be explored on this topic? It is out of such questions that this study aims to make a 

thorough investigation on the basis of the existing literature. 

3) Methodologies Employed in This Study 

A solid foundation of textual comparison, a broad perspective of historical review, and 

a careful definition in philosophical analysis are the three approaches employed in this 

study. 

1) Firstly, regarding textual comparison, three Sanskrit versions (Nanjo, Das and 

Vaidya), three Chinese versions (in the Liu Song 420-479, North Wei 386-535 and Tang 

618-907 dynasties) and two Tibetan versions (one translated from Sanskrit and the other 

from the Song version of Chinese) of Lankavatarasutra are available to the scholarly 

community. Although all of these texts agree with one another for the most part, there are 

discrepancies that nuance important ideas among them. Therefore, a careful comparison of 

the different versions and translations of the text is critically necessary. For passages 

relevant to the main ideas discussed in this thesis, various versions are enumerated with 

their English translations. For sections that appear ambiguous in Sanskrit, this thesis relies 

mainly on the interpretation found in Dr. D.T. Suzuki's English translation because his 

II In issue 22:2, 1974. 
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I I  In issue 22:2 ,  1 974. 
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rendition can be considered the most authoritative interpretation to date. Textual differences 

among Sanskrit, Chinese, and Tibetan are carefully presented and discussed. It is believed 

that the textual comparison constructs a solid documentary foundation for further 

investigation on doctrinal matters. 

2) Secondly, in order to give a comprehensive account of the tathagatagarbha doctrine 

found in Laftkavatarasiltra, it is essential and necessary to make a historical review of the 

tathagatagarbha tradition so as to differentiate the original doctrine inherited by 

Laftkiivatiirasiltra from the newly conceived doctrine developed in Laftkiivatiirasiltra due 

to the influence of Yogacaric thinking. In order to achieve this goal, this thesis briefly 

examines the tathagatagarbha doctrine presented prior to Laftkavatarasiltra. Specifically, 

the examination is focused on the Tathagatagarbhasiltra and the Srfmiiladevisiltra because 

it is these sutras that explicate the tathagatagarbha doctrine alluded to, mentioned by, or 

even praised in the Laftkiivatiirasiltra. By means of this historical approach the Yogacaric 

influene on the Laftkiivatarasiltra as a later scripture is efficiently highlighted. 

3) Thirdly, it must be emphasized that a philosophical analysis must be based on a 

clear definition of terms. This principle is observed in this study in its dealing with 

philosophical subjects. For instance, the term "nairatmya" appears in almost all traditions of 

Buddhism. However, the term nairatmya is nuanced differently from tradition to tradition. 

Therefore, when the term nairatmya has been combined with the term tathagatagarbha to 

form the compound tathagatanairatmyagarbha, it is necessary to determine in what sense 

the term nairatmya is used in each of the various traditions in order to contextualize the 

term nairatmya within a particular tradition. 

Throughout this study, Sanskrit terms have not been italicized unless they appear 

within parenthesis ( ) or appear as titles, in which case they may have been also made bold. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

TATHAGATAGARBHA THOUGHT PRIOR TO THE LANKAVATARASUTRA 

In order to highlight the Yogacaric influence on the tathagatagarbha doctrine as shown 

in Lankavatarasutra, it is necessary to make a comparison between Lankavatarasutra and 

its precedent scriptures, wherein the Yogacraric scent had not yet been vividly breathed. 

As a basis of comparison it helps to briefly inspect the development of the 

tathagatagarbha tradition. The scriptures regarding tathagatagarbha doctrine, according to 

their contents, genre, and the sequence of times, can be classified into three stages - (1) the 

initial stage, (2) the middle stage, and (3) the later stage12
• 

(1) The Initial Stage 

Scriptures in this stage aim to propagate the belief that the tathagatagarbha, which is 

the perfect wisdom of Buddha, is inherent in all sentient beings. Endowed with 

tathagatagarbha, all sentient beings are ensured of the potential of awakening. This 

simple and explicit teaching was conveyed by means of short stories or easy metaphors. 

The nine metaphors 13 in the Tathagatagarbhasutra provide a good example. 

(2) The Middle Stage 

Scriptures in this stage attempted to assimilate the doctrines raised by other traditions, 

such as siinyata that is the main concern of the Madhyamaka tradition. Through the 

assimilation of other thinking the tathagatagarbha teaching is obviously deepened and 

enriched. Moreover, scriptures in this stage no longer appeared as simple and plain 

12 Thi~ classification of stages can be found in the work of Ogawa, who in his article "Tathagatagarbha 
Thought in the Laizktlvatara Sutra" (tJ5{}]D*J'~1i~' t ~ ~D~<::»iJGI,~J!) classified the tathagatagarbha thought 
into three groups: First, the slitras discussing tathagatagarbha, second, the commentaries organizing and 
systematizing those sutras and third, the texts combining tathagatagarbha thought and alayavijifiana thought 
See Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (EDm:~{iIM)(''F=-liHJ''C) 9: 1, 1961 

13 The nine metaphors are discussed on pp. 14-15 below. 
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metaphors, but adopted the genre of sophisticated argumentation. The 

Srfmaliidevisutra, for example, presents these features. 

(3) The Later Stage 

Scriptures in this stage confronted the rise and development of the Yogacara tradition 

and inevitably assimilated Yogacaric thinking and terminologies. Actually, the 

influence of the Yogacara tradition represented the most important characteristic of the 

scriptures composed in this stage. Furthermore, the composition dedicated to expound 

the complicated thinking was even more exhaustive and elaborative in their dialectical 

style, as found in the LGlikiivatiirasutra. 

Among those tathagatagarbha texts that preceded the Lankiivatiirasutra, the 

Tathiigatagarbhasiltra and the Srfmiiliidevisutra deserve special attention. Those texts 

deserve special attention because they are the representative works of the initial and middle 

period of the tathagatagarbha tradition respectively. Moreover, it is because the 

Lankiivatiirasiltra, as a later scripture, has quoted a statement from the 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra for further discussion, and also has mentioned SrlmaIadevi, the 

protagonist of the Srfmiiliidevisutra. 14 It is thus logically inferred that the tathagatagarbha 

thought suggested in these two scriptures is to some extent inherited by or modified in the 

Lankiivatiirasutra. Based on this assumption, this chapter will examine the tathagatagarbha 

thought as it is found in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra and the Srfmiiliidevisutra in order to 

analyze the tathagatagarbha thought found in the Lalikiivatiirasutra. The Lankiivatiirasutra 

gives a broader, historical perspective, and thus indicates those doctrinal elements that have 

been faithfully inherited from previous scriptures as well as those elements that have been 

14 The Laizkiivatarasiltra cites a section from the Tathiigatagarhhasiltra in order to further differentiate 
tathiigatagarhha from arman, while SrTmaladevT and Srfmaladevfsiltra are mentioned to praise the 
excellence of the tathiigatagarhha doctrine. 
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revised or newly added in the later stage. 

We will focus our attention on 1) the Tathtigatagarbhasutra and 2) the 

Srfmtiltidevisutra in the discussion that follows. 

1) The Tathiigatagarbhasutra 

Two Chinese versions 15 of the Tathtigatagarbhasutra are extant to date - the Da-Fang-

Deng-Ru-Lai-Zang-ling (*:1J*~D*m~U~) translated by Buddhabhadra (359-429) and the 

Da-Fang-Guang-Ru-Lai-Zang-ling (-}(:1J. ~D * ~ *~) translated by Amoghavajra 

(704-773). These two versions differ in their style of writing, that is to say, the later version 

is more detailed in description. For example, in translating the verse/gatha, Buddhabhadra's 

translation adopts the genre of five-syllable verse, while Amoghavajra's seven-syllable. 

Despite the difference in the style of translation no major conflict in contents is observed 

between these two versions. The following study is based on the later version of 

Amoghavajra, owing to the fact that it is a more elaborate translation and that it accords 

better with the Tibetan version16
• In addition to the two extant Chinese versions and one 

Tibetan version, it is possible to restore several parts of the Sanskrit original in light of the 

sections cited in Ratnagotravibhaga. 

As a very early scripture of the tathagatagarbha doctrine, the Tathtigatagarbhasutra 

established the main idea that featured that tradition, i.e., all sentient beings though 

enwrapped within defilements are endowed with the originally pure tathagatagarbha. To 

reveal this creed, there is a narration on a miracle performed by the Buddha at the 

15 According to Chu-San-Zang-li-li (t:l:r::::~gC~,) composed by Seng-you (1tffflt), there was once an earlier 

version of Da-Fang-Deng-Ru-Lai-Zang-ling (*:1J~~D*~M~) translated by Fa-ju OiJg) around 290A.D. 
to 312A.D., while it is no longer extant. See Taisho Shinsho Daizokyo *lE*JT1lff*~*Jll: (hereafter T.) Vol. 
55, pp.9c-lOa 0 

16 The Tibetan version of the Tathagatagarbhasutra is entitled ~Phags pa De bshin g.{egs pai~ sfiin po shes 
bya ba theg pa chen po~i mdo. translated by sakyaprabha, Ye ses sde. Peking edition, No. 924. 
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beginning of this siitra: 

At that time, after the meal, the Exalted One on the great Candanagarbha pavilion 

entered the [state of having the] supernatural powers of a Buddha. [And because 

of this,] suddenly myriads of lotuses streamed out from the Candanagarbha 

[pavilion], with myriads of petals, as large as wheels of carts, colorful and not [yet] 

open. The [lotuses] then rose into the sky, covered this whole buddha-field, and 

remained [there] like jewel canopy. In each calyx of the lotuses was seated, 

crossed-legged, the body of a tathagata possessing 32 great marks, emitting 

hundred of thousands of rays of light. At that time, owing to the supernatural 

power of the Buddha, the petals of all those myriads of lotuses, without exception 

became dark, deep black, putrid and disgusting, and not pleasing. But in the calyx 

of the lotuses the bodies of the tathagatas sitting crossed-legged and emitting 

hundreds of rays of light are visible everywhere. 17 

This miracle is the very first of the nine metaphors presented in the 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra which conveys the idea that the tathagata resides inside the not yet 

bloomed lotus, and once the withered petals are removed the bright and brilliant tathagata 

will be revealed. In the same way, the ever-abiding tathagatagarbha is in all sentient beings, 

and once the numerous vexations are extinguished, the pure and subtle tathagatagarbha will 

be revealed. To emphasize this very basic doctrine, the Tathiigatagarbhasutra continues by 

explaining the other metaphors of the nine: 

The second metaphor: Pure honey is surrounded by a swarm of bees. The honey can 

17 This translation is a modified one of Michea1 Zimmermann's in his work A Buddha Within: The 
Tathagatagarbhasatra The Earliest Exposition of the Buddha-nature Teaching in India. (Tokyo: The 
International Research Institute for Advanced Buddhologogy, Soka University, 2002) Bibliotheca 
Philologica et Philosophica Buddhica, VI. pp 97-98. The Chinese version of Da-Fang-Guang-Ru-Lai-Zang
ling that reads: "mB~tIt~1J~1Jfjtlmt:*:tIMcp , ~B~[ZH& ' A{~M$::trl&, 1~;fjfjtlmt~~Yffitl:H!Uf£1t~~ 
§fat-31ft ' --jifti=f{JUf£1t~~§fat-~ , ;.tzo*,ifij , @'w~5E 0 ~§~jiftJ:¥l'-IillI~' $l~-1;JJ 
§~{~~Ij± ' jt;f§1S-f& ' tzoW'§~ , ~{±IillI~ 0 1Ez:-1;JJ{!"l,~f£1t~~§f aTjift~~IHJ!l;l!Z ' 1J~--ftCP~ 
i=f~*~~~~,~=+=*~~m'~Bt-*o~~~m~~~~,~jift~~~.~'ID@'. 
~ffrFiJ~~ , ~7ft~t~ 0 1J~7E~i:!r=p~tzo*~ , :§-1J5z~;'Bt-*EA ' ~J~--1;7]§~{~~Ij± ' ~:S~ffij~ 0 

(in T. 16, p.46 I a)" accords well with this translation. 
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be obtained once the bees are removed. 

The third metaphor: Grain is wrapped inside the husk. The grain is edible once the 

husk is removed. 

The fourth metaphor: A gold brick is dropped into a filthy place. The gold brick can 

be utilized once discovered and the filth has been washed away. 

The fifth metaphor: There is an extensive deposit of gold buried under the earth but 

unknown to the man who owns it. The gold deposit will become of great use 

once excavated. 

The sixth metaphor: The seed and sprout exist inside the shell. The seed may 

gradually grow to be a giant tree, if it is provided with favorable soil 

condition. 

The seventh metaphor: The Tathagata's statue totally made up of jewels is 

enwrapped within a piece of foul cloth. This statue can be worshipped once 

the foul cloth is removed. 

The eighth metaphor: An embryo of a holy king is conceived in an ugly and humble 

woman who is not aware of what she had conceived. 

The ninth metaphor: the gold statue is hidden inside the burnt black mold. The gold 

statue will appear as a purified one once the back mold mud is removed. 18 

All these nine metaphors indicate to a simple doctrine: viz., The tathagatagarbha is 

inherent in aU sentient beings despite the fact that it is completely concealed behind greed, 

hatred, ignorance and all of the defilements. The pure dharma-kaya of the tathagata will 

make its appearance felt once the defilements of vexation are eliminated. 

The tathagatagarbha as the innate nature of sentient beings functions to guarantee that 

18 See T. 16, pp.461c-464a. 
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sentient beings will attain Buddhahood. However, exactly what is the essence of the 

tathagatagarbha? Is its status a potential as the starting point or as the positive basis for 

practice that follows? Or is it a state of perfection, the final realm or the ultimate 

achievement after a series of practices? The clues to the solutions of these questions can be 

found in the nine metaphors. 

In one place, the examples of the gold mine or the finished statue of gold as gold 

already there waiting to be discovered and excavated is implicit in the metaphors of gold 

and jewelry. That is, with regard to the fourth, the fifth, the seventh and the ninth 

metaphors, the existence of pure gold is a given. Although the procedures for exploitation 

and purification are still needed, the gold statue and statue of genuine jewelry are already in 

their pure and completed form. Similarly, the pure honey surrounded by a swarm of bees as 

found in the second metaphor is already produced, the grain. enwrapped inside the husk as 

found in the third metaphor is already ripe. According to these metaphors, tathagatagarbha 

is like a state matured and accomplished. It is a ready-perfected state awaiting to be 

discovered. The most vivid narration of this idea is found right before the first metaphor as 

a proclamation of the tathagata who states: 

Those men and women of good families, [although] submerged in vexation, 

possess inside their inmost depths one hundred thousand Buddhas who are all like 

me. It is observed by the tathagata-wisdom and the tathagata-eye that they possess 

the Buddha-dharma body that is seated cross-legged, and [that] is silent and 

immovable. Inside all of the vexation and pollution, the tathagatagarbha is 

immovable from the very beginning. The tathagata cannot be defiled by any life

form or viewpoints. Therefore, now I make the following statement thus: "All 
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According to this proclamation, the tathagatagarbha as the innermost essence of 

sentient beings is characterized to be exactly the same as the perfected state of the Buddha. 

The form of the tathagatagarbha can even be visualized as a solemnly seated Buddha. It is 

thus understandable that the tathagata would declare: "All those tathagatas are not different 

from me." 

In another place, however, it is implied in the sixth and the eighth metaphor that the 

tathagatagarbha is not so much a perfected or matured figure, but is an initial cause or an 

unseen potential of Buddhahood, just as a seed and a sprout existing inside the shell or just 

as an embryo of the noble king conceived in a woman. The seed and sprout although 

potentially able to grow into a giant tree, must still rely on the proper conditions of the 

outer environment. In the same way, the embryo of the noble king, though possessing the 

cause and the potential of gaining great achievement, still needs to depend on external 

conditions and practices to become perfected. To conclude, tathagatagarbha as a state of 

accomplishment and perfection and as the state of cause and potential is understood to be 

so in view of the nine metaphors expounded in the Tathagatagarbhasutra. However, the 

latter implication of seed and potential seems to be more dominant and persuasive from the 

perspective of the Tathagatagarbhasutra. In order to defend this point, it will be necessary 

to examine the compound tathagatagarbha first. 

The compound, "tathagatagarbha" consists of two words, tathagata and garbha. 

~jloCtJ(;4{'F~D~ j§ : '1ez~-W~D* ' ~D~~~ 0 J See T. 16, p. 461 c. Several terms in this section are 
nuanced differently in different versions. First, the term "~i:l~"literally means womb, resembling the other 
Chinese word bao/~f2, which means placenta or afterbirth. It is expediently translated as "inmost depths." A 
paralleling word is not found in the other Chinese version and the Tibetan version. Second, the term "f~¥t 

1m" is literally translated as Buddha-dharma body. The other Chinese version translates it as PD*:!1r 
tathagata-body, and the Tibetan version simply as tathagata. Third, the term "PD*it~" corresponds to "~D 
*~/tathagatagarbha" in the other Chinese version, but appears as chos fiid I dharmata I, which means 
dharma nature in the Tibetan version. 
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Tathagata is an alternate name for the Buddha, the fully accomplished person. The 

meaning of garbha is more ambiguous. The noun "garbha" is derived from the verb root 

J grabh or J grah, which means "to conceive" as in the case of giving birth. The 

derivative "garbha" as a consequence has been understood to refer to the "womb". By 

extension, the term "garbha" refers to what is contained in the womb, viz. fetus or embry02o. 

Since garbha has this twofold meaning of womb and embryo, the compound tathagata-

garbha, which is generally used to modify sarvasattval all sentient beings, can be 

interpreted from at least two perspectives, namely, from the view of the tathagata's womb 

and as the tathagata's embryo. Based on these two possible meanings, the statement 

"sarvasattvas tathagatagarbhab21 ," can be explained in two ways: namely, first, all sentient 

beings are the womb of the tathagata. In other words, the perfected tathagata is conceived 

inside all sentient beings. Second, all sentient beings are the embryos of the tathagatas. In 

other words, all sentient beings are tathagatas in an embryonic state. Doctrinally speaking, 

both of these interpretations are reasonable. In the first instance, to mention that all sentient 

beings are the womb of the tathagata, indicates that all sentient beings, though appearing 

defiled and restricted, conceive within them the pure and infinite nature of tathagata. That is 

to say, the sentient beings are the defiled womb or the temporary receptacle of the perfect 

and ever-abiding tathagatas. In this sense, the nature of garbhalwomb is impure and 

impermanent, like the pupa from which one must be freed, thus, echoing the defiled aspect 

of the sentient beings. 

In the second instance, to claim that all sentient beings are the embryos of the 

tathagatas indicates that all sentient beings, though appearing imperfect in the present, are 

20 According to M. M. Williams A Sanskrit English Dictionary, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers. 
21 This statement is cited in the twenty-seventh verse of the first chapter of Ratnagotravibhaga. This sentence 

is then explained from three aspects in light of the Tathagatagarbhasutra. 
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actually the embryonic stage of a tathagata. The gene and potential needed to become a 

tathagata is already inherent in the embryo. In this sense, the nature of garbhal embryo is 

pure and permanent. The garbha as the source of an accomplished tathagata, echoes the 

authentic and stainless core of the sentient beings. 

However, so far as Chinese Buddhism is concerned, tathagatagarbha is better 

understood as tathagata's embryo. The idea of tathagatagarbha is possibly rooted in the 

eighth metaphor of the Tathiigatagarbhasiltra. The embryo of the holy king is conceived in 

an ugly and humble woman. In order to obtain clearer understanding of the term 

"tathagatagarbha" in this context, it will be necessary to take a closer look at this eighth 

metaphor: 

There was a solitary woman, hideous-shaped and foul-smelling, her ugly look was 

like a pisiica (corpse-eating demon). Everyone who met her felt repulsive and 

horrible. She lived under [the roof of] another family that was poor and evil. She 

had sexual intercourse by chance and became pregnant. The fetus in her was 

destined to become the fetus of a cakra-vartin (a noble king who sets the Dharma 

wheel on motion). Nevertheless, that woman, though having become pregnant, 

never realized the greatness of her fetus. Because she considered herself poor and 

low, she always reflected in her feeble mind the following thoughts: "I am ugly in 

appearance, and I live under another's shabby house for a living. I cannot figure 

out what kind of human is to take a rebirth in my womb." Just in the same way, Oh 

men of good families! All sentient beings have no master and no dependence, are 

born in the three kinds of existence, make their temporary horne in the shabby 

house, and are driven by the suffering of life and death. Nevertheless, each sentient 

. beings has the tathagata's nature (tathiigata-dhiitu), possesses the tathagata's 

embryo (tathiigata-garbha), even though that sentient being may not be aware of 

this. 22 
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It is obvious that the ugly and poor woman refers to all sentient beings suffering from 

transmigration, and the embryo or fetus of the noble king refers to the tathagatagarbha. 

Here, the sentient beings appear as being defiled and feebleminded, still they all conceive 

tathagatagarbha, which is the origin of a fully accomplished one. In this sense, 

"sarvasattva" that is modified by "tathagatagarbha" present themselves with miserable 

appearance, while the tathagatagarbha covered inside must be pure and perfect in nature. As 

a result, it is better to understand that tathagatagarbha refers to tathagata's embryo, that is 

pure in origin, instead of the tathagata's womb, which is a temporary and imperfect 

receptacle. This argument can be supported when one considers the nature of 

tathagatagarbha. That is, the tathagatagarbha as an absolute being of purity and eternity is 

proclaimed in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, as follows: "This tathagatagarbha is without 

defilement," 23 or "the tathagatagarbha of all sentient beings is ever-abiding." 24 It is 

tathagata's embryo, the miniature symbol of the tathagata, instead of the womb containing 

tathagata, that possesses the attribute of purity and permanence. 

At this point it may be appropriate to look back upon the question of whether the term 

tathagatagarbha as found in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra is a state of tathagata's perfection or 

whether it refers to a potential, an origin of attaining tathagata-hood? The conflict between 

"already a tathagata" and "becoming a tathagata" existed from the very beginning of the 

tathagatagarbha tradition, as shown in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra that, literally speaking, 

favors the side of "tathagata-embryo" or "becoming a tathagata", just as an embryo 

~ , H~~'I~Pf ' 1;:R:5E~~"'lilLJ:]i:l 0 ~1Ez::P::A~fH!tl~Pf ' 3J;~#\Ii~P.D~}G',~ 0 rIiE'I~~IIT ~Z,[J\ , 
EE{J'.~ , m{'F~1t : 'i1<;Mrol~ifI ' ~1i~T~!j$;W;z3tffi]~S~EI ' Jj\/f5E9;O~16JA~J[~1J~i1<;H~ 0 J 
-nDs-nD s , 5li:EE2' _.l--n-t=;'I"", m-hfIfEJt, J+..=-t=;rh , "Rt~T/""jfj5c§-'7A, e;;J+..hC::!f::-'7r:;r:;:'",'s 0 5!fi:. 
~ 7E~ fE r:::::r::t:7-T-. ljIj .... F-3 ~ I\\\..I./l,dlA :.:::t::.~""F31 ""fiT}) .... 1·/:J-:J-r/l::.J"~-S ~J::.)'wp~r)IJ.@J!:::!. "" 

--~'Iw ' ~P.03K;rr. , ~P.D*~ , ~1Ez:~'lw/f~/f9;O 0 See T 16, p. 463c. 
23 "~P.D*~#\IipJT~", see T16, p.462a. 
24 "-t}]:flf'IWp.D*~m'l:m:/f~", see T16, p.461 c. 
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becomes a person. 

Given the above supposition, it may be inquired what kind of "gene" would be 

inherited by this embryo if tathagatagarbha is tathagata's embryo? According to 

Tathagatagarbhasiitra, it is tathagata's wisdom that is highlighted as the main contents of 

tathagatagarbha. This transcendental wisdom is to be fully revealed only after the 

attainment of tathagata-hood. As for mortal beings who are drowning in the morass of 

ignorance and disturbance, the tathagata's wisdom though inherent cannot be realized due 

to the restraining power of vexation. This fundamental doctrine that the tathagata's wisdom 

is covered by vexation is repeated over and again in the Tathagatagarbhasiitra, as found in 

such statements as: "vexation covers externally, the tathagata's wisdom resides 

internally," 25 "all sentient beings though residing in the house of grasping and 

conceptualizing possess the Dharma treasure of Buddhas, such as the tathagata's wisdom, 

power, and fearlessness,,,26 "all sentient beings are like the mold of a gold statue, the 

exterior is wrapped by the mud of vexation, the interior is spacious and filled with the 

treasure of the flawless wisdom of Buddha-Dharma.,,27 

Since the tathagatagarbha as "the wisdom of tathagata" or "flawless wisdom of 

Buddha-Dharma" is veiled behind ignorance and disturbance, a doctrinal conclusion that 

"cutting off vexation in order to reveal the knowledge and understanding of the Buddha,,28 

is sequentially reached. It is repeatedly pointed out in the Tathagatagarbhasiitra that the 

tathagatagarbha - namely the great wisdom of tathagata - will be revealed once the 

ignorance and vexation are removed. Thus, we find such sayings as: 

25 ";tJH~n~17HnHI~, ~D*Z ~~n~pg", see, T16, p. 464a. 
26 "-t;7]1:;f'lW1:1n~¥AJf::Z '1'F;g~9J, ffiFf:'f~D*~~ , tJ ' ~pfT~~1~1t;;~", see, T16, p.462c. 
27 "-t;7]1'f'IW~D3L1~t~, 17HMJH'~1mpfTmJ!; n~pg!1lli1r:p, 1i1flj1'f1~it;;~1m9;D(~)W", see, T16, p.464a. 
28 "~fI#;;tJl'l'~, F7fJ1~9;D5i", see T16, p.457c. 
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... the husks of vexation conceal the immeasurable knowledge and understanding of 

the tathagata, therefore (the tathilgata), with expediency that is in accord with 

preaching the dharma, removes the vexation [of the sentient beings] and purifies 

the all-knowing wisdom.29 

If one is able to remove ignorance and vexation, the nature (dhiltu) of that sentient 

being is to be named the embodiment of the aggregate of great wisdom. Such a 

sentient being is to be named an aggregate of great wisdom?O 

Up to this point, as found in the Tathilgatagarbhasutra, the tathagatagarbha as the 

opposite of vexation, is often mentioned as "tathagata's wisdom". An example of this can 

be seen in the following statements: 

and 

"Sentient beings are tangled in the annoying vexation's embryo?l In order to help 

them eliminate the vexation's embryo and to purify the tathagata's wisdom, the 

tathagata teaches the prominent doctrine to the bodhisattvas.'m 

"The sentient beings wrap the tathagata's wisdom in vexation,,,33 

"vexation and numerous evil karmas conceal the most eminent body. They should 
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29 "rJi'I'~fjffHI@5iPo*~:li5;O~, Il&]':J1J1fPOi1!§Jl1!, 41~~rJi'I'~, 1'-1;7]~." See, T.16, p.458a. 
30 "::5~g1'~~fij'jrJi'I'~, ~ff'IWJIF., ~J'lIj;g~*~~ilI; iElZff'l'~, ;g*~~." See T. 16, p. 463a. 
31 Maybe out of symmetrical consideration, in Amoghavajra's version the twinned translation of "tathagata's 

embryo/ PO*jjl" and "vexation's embryo/ rJi'l'~jjl" is found in such saying as: "the tathagata observes the 
tathagatagarbha of all sentient beings with the Buddha's eye, and preaches the dharma in order to eliminate 
all those sentient beings' vexation's embryo of desire, hatred, stupidity, greed, and ignorance ."(PO*]':J1911 
~NfI~-1;7]ff'lwPO*jjl, 41iElff'lwtiX ' H~ , ~ , ~ , ~E)jrJi'l'~jjl~~~iiJ:, ffij~§~1!.) See T. 16, p. 
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34 "rJi'l'~W~*, f!!\$(@5i)J!&)jJJ:!it, ~lfiJ1'~~IWf, i:mCBPo*9&". See T. 16, 459a. 
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causal stage or initial phase, is highlighted with respect to the aspect of tathagata's wisdom. 

According to the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, the most important content or the most essential 

element of tathagatagarbha is the wisdom of tathagata. Therefore, tathagatagarbha in the 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra is also named as "the great treasure of wisdom35
" or "the treasue of 

wisdom.36
" 

To conclude, with regard to the tathagatagarbha doctrine as found in the 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra, four points should be enumerated. 

(1) All sentient beings though covered by adventitious defilements are endowed with 

originally pure tathagatagarbha. 

(2) The implications that tathagatagarbha is a state of perfection and that it is the potential 

are both found in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, though the latter seems to take a more 

dominant role. 

(3) Tathagatagarbha can be translated literally as tathagata-womb and tathagata-embryo. 

However, the latter appears more reasonable considering the absolutely pure nature of 

tathagatagarbha. 

(4) The essential element of tathagatagarbha is the transcendental wisdom of tathagata. 

Many descriptions in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra equate tathagatagarbha to the wisdom 

of tathagata. 

Finally, as a section of this thesis, it may be useful to see whether there has been any 

Yogacaric influence on the tathagatagarbha doctrine as expounded III the 

35 "*~~", in "&~!1~JT*~~, 1~1~Mj!fFt!t~", means: You wear this great treasure of wisdom so as to 
escape from poverty and become a Buddha. See T. 16, p. 463a. 

36 "~if~", in "*if:t:EJtpg, m:t:E7f~~ 0 PD~W~8, ffij~J;K~§~, %l~~if~, *~~JJiflj", means: 
The great treasure is inside the body, it is ever-abiding and changeless. After observing thusly, [the 
tathagata] preaches to the sentient beings to make them obtain the treasure of wisdom, [and therefore enjoy] 
abundant wealth and extensive advantages. See T. 16, p. 458b. 
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Tathiigatagarbhasiitra. There seems to be at least two notions in the Tathagatagarbhasiitra 

may have some connection with Yogacaric thinking - namely, the notion of "embryo" in 

the eighth metaphor and the notion of "seed" in the sixth metaphor. 

In the eighth metaphor, tathagatagarbha is likened to the embryo of a noble king, and 

the destiny of dignity is determined based on the genetic relation. Similarly, according to 

Yogacara tradition, sentient beings can be classified into five families,37 respectively 

endowed with the gotra, or gene, of different potentials. What a sentient being can become 

is determined by the type of gotra inherent inside. It can be said that to some extent, the 

Yogacaric notion of gotra resembles the garbhalembryo of the Tathagatagarbhasiitra in that 

both gotra and garbhalembryo serve as the gene or potential intended for further 

development. Those sentient beings classified into the family of the Tathagata (tathagata-

gotra) can be safely viewed as those sentient beings who are endowed with tathagata-

garbha. 

Actually, at a later stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition, the "Buddha-gotra" as found 
. 

in the Ratna-gotra-vibhaga, is declared to be the third, and perhaps also the most important, 

content of tathagatagarbha. In spite of the fact that the Ratna-gotra-vibhaga interprets 

tathagatagarbha from the perspective of gotra, this notion of gotra is not necessarily 

borrowed from the Yogacara School. Jikido Takazaki pointed out in his great work The 

Formation of the Tathagatagarbha Thought that the notion of tathagata-gotra is already an 

important notion found in GQl14a-vyiiha, that preceded the Tathagatagarbhasiitra. 38 In this 

case, the idea that the tathagatagarbha is tathagata-gotra is more likely to be inherited from 

37 They are the "gotras" of sravaka, pratyeka-buddha, tathagata, and aniyata who can become any of the 
previous three according to specific conditions, and those known as the a-gotra who not endowed with any 
gotra and thus cannot become awakened under any condition. 

38 See~O*jjlJiSl,rJ!O)*fV<: (NyoraizQ ShisQ no Keisei), p. 58, Shunjusha U€Hjcffr±) Tokyo, 1974 (3rd edition 
1978) 
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Gafu;la-vyuha, instead of coming from Yogacaric influence. Gotra is a notion prevalent in 

Indian culture and has been shared by various religions and traditions since ancient time. 

Furthermore, the Yogacaric sense of gotra though resembling tathagatagarbha in view of its 

common nature as a pure and destined potential, differs from tathagatagarbha in at least two 

ways. 

First, the Yogacaric sense of gotra is comprised of three groups of beings - viz., 

sravaka, pratyeka-buddha and tathagata, while tathagatagarbha is of only one sort and is 

directed to the one-vehicle (eka-yana) of tathagata. 

Second, the Yogacaric sense of gotra is selectively inhered in certain sentient beings, 

while tathagatagarbha is universally endowed in all sentient beings, according to the 

teaching of the tathagatagarbha tradition. 

Considering these discrepancies, it can be inferred that even if the notion of gotra 

was shared by the tathagatagarbha tradition and the Yogacara School, the ideological trends 

were possibly developed individually. Therefore, it is unlikely that the garbhaiembryo in 

the eighth metaphor owes its connotation to the Yogacaric notion of gotra. 

The other Yogacaric notion closely connected with gotra is bljaiseed,39 which is also 

mentioned in the Tathagatagarbhasutra. In the sixth metaphor, tathagatagarbha is likened to 

the seed of a giant tree. Owing to the potential of the seed, a plant grows to its fullest extent. 

Similarly, according to the Yogacara School, the substratum blja (mula-bija tN::tfiy), in 

many circumstances a synonym of alayavijfiana, is the direct cause of all the beings. 

Whatever is generated is due to the maturation of the seeds stored in alayavijfiana. Takasaki 

indicated that together with "garhha," the notion of "blja" manifested in the sixth metaphor 

39 The Yogacarya-bhilmi-sastra reads that "and this gotra, is also named bfja, also named as dhatu, also 
named as prakrti".(3Z.JlUlti, 1f\~f1!Ff, 1f\::g~W, ?fj\::g~ti) See T. 30, p. 478c. 
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present the implication of growth and development. However, the notion of "blja" here is 

not identical to that of the Yogacara Schoo1.40 Briefly speaking, the Yogacaric sense of blja 

is much more extensive than that which appears in the Tathagatagarbhasutra. According to 

the Yogacara School, all seeds (sarva-bfjaka) manifest the attributes of multiplicity and 

diversity. Seeds can be pure or defiled, flawless or faulty. On the other hand, the seed of the 

giant tree, which is a metaphor for the tathagatagarbha, must be pure and flawless 

absolutely so that it can serve as the source for the perfected tathagata. Although the 

Yogacara School tends to interpret tathagatagarbha as the inherent flawless seed41
, there is 

no basis for claiming that the seed explained in the sixth metaphor is inspired by any 

Yogacaric influence. 

Finally, on the basis of neither "gotra" nor "blja", although they are regarded as 

important notions in the Yogacara School, there is no substantive basis for claiming a 

relationship between the Tathagatagarbhasutra and the Yogacara thinking. The 

Tathagatagarbhasutra, as an early scripture of the tathagatagarbha tradition, does not have 

even an iota of scent to indicate a Yogacaric influence. 

2) The SrlmiiliidevlsUtra 

With regard to the Srfmaladevfsutra we have a similar textual circumstance as that 

discussed with regard to the Tathagatagarbhasutra. First, the Sanskrit original is no longer 

extant; what remains are a few Sanskrit fragments cited in the Ratnagotravibhaga. Second, 

40 See PO*JZJi!;JJ!O)JBm, (Nyoraizo Shiso no Keisei), p. 59, Shunjusha (l'ffjc~±) Tokyo, 1974 (3rd edition 
1978) 

41 The "inherent flawless seed", which is also the inherent flawless gotra (see footnote 39), is raised in such 
Yogacara texts as Yogacarya-bhilmi-sastra and Mahiiyana-siltraLarhkara. Although those texts do not 
equate the "inherent flawless seed" to the tathagatagarbha literally and directly, according to the viewpoint 
of Yin-shun, it can be assumed that the teaching of the "inherent flawless seed" is a Yogacaric interpretation 
of the tathagatagarbha thinking that prevailed simultaneously. See the details in A Study on 
Tathagatagarbha (pO*JZZliffJE), p.204, Taipei: Zheng-Wen IEM Publisher, 1992 
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two Chinese versions of the Srfmaliidevisutra are extant to date. The first one is entitled 

Sheng-Man-Shi-Zi-Hou-Yi-Sheng-Da-Fang-Bian-Fang-Guang-ling (Jjfl!gfPrOfL -**15 
{£:1JJjUJ~D translated by GUl)abhadra in A.D.436. The second one, translated by Bodhiruci 

around A.D.706-713, is included in the Buddhist Tripitaka under the Ratnakuta class as the 

forty eighth section, entitled Sheng-Man-Fu-Ren-Hui (HjJ"MXA 1!tr). Thirdly, there is one 

Tibetan version42 available. The Tibetan version, just like the second Chinese version by 

. Bodhiruci, is included in the Ratnakuta class as one of its sections. Generally speaking, 

compared to that of GUl)abhadra, the version by Bodhiruci is smoother in writing style. 

Cross references to both versions are necessary; needless to say, the English translation by 

Alex Wayman and Hideko Wayman43 should also be consulted. 

Compared to the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, the Srfmiiliidevfsutra presents an even 

closer connection to the Lafikiivatiirasutra. It is mentioned in the Lafikiivatarasutra that: 

Oh Mahamati! for the sake of SrlmaladevI and other bodhisattvas endowed with 

profound, subtle and pure wisdom, I preach that the tathagatagarbha is named 

alayavijfiana and evolves together with the seven vijfianas, in order to make the 

sravakasrealize the selflessness of the dharmas. Oh Mahamati! For the sake of 

SrlmaladevI, I preach that the realm of tathagata is not within the realm of the 

sravakas, pratyeka-buddhas and other heretics. Oh Mahamati! Such is the 

tathagatagarbha-alayavijfiana [and] this is the realm of the tathagata.44 

This paragraph in the Lafikiivatiirasutra is obviously quoted from the Srfmiiliidevfsutra 

wherein we read: 

... the tathagatagarbha is [within] the realm of the tathagata. It is not what is to be 

42 'Phags pa lha rno dpal 'phren gi sen ge'i sgra shes bya ba theg pa chen po'i mdo, Peking edition, Otani 
University, ed., by D.T. Suzuki, No. 760 (48). 

43 The Lion s Roar of Queen Srfrn11111--A Buddhist Scripture on the Tathagatagarbha Theory, Delhi: MotiIal 
Banarsidass Publishers, 1990 first Indian edition. 

44 *~! tJ(;~llJJjtt\i:A&~7Wfty~~:g:jlj, §3tPD*~:g~~~, W1:::;~f!'!Jf:" iJ-~Vrm5i!.7:t~tJ(;. *~! ~1lJJ 
JI~A§3t1~JlJ1!., 1F~:9Hlt=*JlJ1!.. *~! llttm*~~~~1~JlJ1!.. See T. 16, p. 620a. 
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42 'Phags pa lha rno dpal 'phren gi sen ge 'i sgra shes bya ba theg pa chen po 'i mdo, Peking edition, Otani 
University, ed. ,  by D.T. Suzuki, No. 760 (48). 

43 The Lion s Roar of Queen Srfrn11111--A Buddhist Scripture on the Tathagatagarbha Theory, Delhi: MotiIal 
Banarsidass Publishers, 1 990 first Indian edition. 

44 *�! tJ(;�llJJjtt\i:A&�7Wfty��:g:jlj, §3tPD*�:g���, W1:::;�f!'!Jf:" iJ-�VM5i!}M!\�tJ(;. *�!  �1lJJ 
JI�A§3t1�JlJ1!., 1F�:9Hlt=*JlJ1!.. *� !  llttm*����1�JlJ1!.. See T. 1 6, p. 620a. 
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known by all the sravakas and pratyeka-buddhas.45 

According to this quotation of the Lmikiivatiirasutra two points can be learnt. First, the 

Lalikiivatiirasutra inherits the doctrinal stance of the Srfmiiliidevfsutra in claiming that 

tathagatagarbha is the superior realm of the tathagata. Secondly, the term tathagatagarbha 

raised in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra is nuanced in the Lalikiivatiirasutra and thus becomes 

tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana. This newly coined term of tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana shows 

clearly the distinguishing feature of Lalikiivatiirasutra, which assimilates the Yogacara 

thinking of the alayavijiiana in the later stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition. 

Regarding the similarities and dissimilarities of the tathagatagarbha thinking 

between Srfmiiliidevfsutra and Lalikiivatiirasutra, Jikido Takasaki sketchily states that 

based on the tathagatagarbha teaching of Srfmiiliidevfsutra, the Lalikiivatiirasutra goes a 

step further to discuss alayavijiiana, so as to develop the unique tathagatagarbha teaching 

involving Yogacara thinking, which is not yet found in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra.46 Yin-shun 

also briefly points out that 

... inheriting the Srfmiiliidevfsutra and merging the Yogacara thinking, the 

Lalikiivatiirasutra makes a further explanation of the tathagatagarbha. The 

Srfmiiliidevfsutra has not mentioned alayavijiiana yet, while the Lalikiivatiirasutra 

combines tathagatagarbha and alayavijiiana into the eighth vijiiana. 47 

In order to highlight the Yogacaric influence on the Lalikiivatiirasutra, it is thus 

necessary to examine the tathagatagarbha teaching in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra, so that we will 

have a basis for doctrinal comparison. In order to investigate the tathagatagarbha teaching 

45 "~o*.ff, ~~o*~W, ?F-W~M~i:pJT~D". See 1mBgffirUtL -**:1J{f:1J!JHJt T. 12, p. 221b. 
46 See The Lalikavatara Sutra (f;1'J{iJo*J) in Bukkyo Koza ({~~j(~jI'i@D 17, p. 60, Tokyo: Daizo Shuppan 

Kabushiki Kaisha(*.I±l~'&f*:r:t~ffd:) 2nd edition, 1985. 
47 See Zu Lai Zang Zhi Yan Jiu ~O*!JilZ:UHfC (A Study on Tathilgatagarbha), p. 244, Taipei: Zheng-Wen IE 

M Publisher, 1992. 
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in the Srfmaladevfsutra, the following discussion will take into account the following four 

topics viz. 

I. Tathagatagarbha and Atman 

II. Tathagatagarbha and Sfmyata 

III. Tathagatagarbha is Essentially Pure 

IV. Tathagatagarbha is the Supporting Cause 

I . Tathagatagarbha and Atman 

Primitive Buddhism established the doctrines of co-dependent origination (pratftya-

samutpada) and non-self (an-atman) to refute the theory of atman of traditional 

Brahmanism and to distinguish itself from other religions. According to the doctrine of 

non-self, both the transmigration in saIhsara and the attainment of nirvaI)a depend on cause 

and condition. Within the constantly changing phenomenal world, no independent aJ.?d ever-

abiding intrinsic nature (svabhava) can be found as a transcendental and eternal existence. 

The term "self-less" in the phrase "all entities of reality are 'self-less'" (sarva dharma 

anatmanalJ,), in fact, is one of the "Three Signs of the Dharma" (anitya, dulJ,kha and 

anatman) utilized to distinguish Buddhism from other religions of India. This teaching of 

non-self is adhered to well by most Buddhist traditions. For example, in the period of 

sectarian Buddhism, even the Sarvastivadins, who argued that all dharmas possess self-

nature (svabhava), showed respect toward the primitive teaching of non-self by claiming 

that the "dharma is existent (dharma-bhava) while atman is inexistent.,,48 In the period of 

Mahayana Buddhism, the two schools of Madhyamaka and Yogacara made efforts to 

interpret and deepen the teaching of non-self. 

48 Among the theories of atman discussed by various sects, an unusual example is that proposed by the 
VatslputrIya, who held that both dharma and atman are existent. The Vatslputrlya was belittled as "heresy 
disguised as Buddhism" because it held the idea of the indescribable self (anabhilapya-pudgala). 
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Despite the fact that non-self doctrine is commonly shared by various Buddhist 

traditions, the tathagatagarbha tradition, which was established in the later period of 

Mahayana Buddhism, made a noticeable change. Some scriptures compiled in the initial 

stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition strikingly equate tathagatagarbha to atman. For 

example, the AligulimalasiUra reads, "all sentient beings are possessed of tathagatagarbha-

atman," 49 and the MahaparinirvaTJasutra reads "atman is the very meaning of 

tathagatagarbha; the statement that all sentient beings have Buddha nature is the very 

meaning of atman.,,50 To regard tathagatagarbha as atman and to value it as such, obviously 

is contrary to the claim of non-self insisted upon in primitive Buddhism, and is closer to the 

theory of atman claimed in traditional Brahmanism. 

Perhaps due to the possibilities of a doctrinal CrISIS, namely, the mingling of 

tathagatagarbha with atman and thus blurring the non-self feature of Buddhism, some 

Mahayanists began to differentiate between tathagatagarbha and atman. As a result, the 

Srfmaladevisutra, as a scripture of the middle stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition, seems 

to return to the primitive teaching of non-self, by stating: 

It is not the case that the tathagatagarbha is the atman, the pudgala, the sattva or 

the jlva. The tathagatagarbha is not in the realm of the sentient beings holding on 

to the mistaken view that the body exists (satkayadr~ti), of the sentient beings who 

are confused and of the sentient beings holding on to the view of emptiness.51 

Atman, pudgala, sattva, and jlva are terms that refer to a permanent substance. 

"Atman" describes the aspect of independence and self-dominance. "Pudgala" indicates the 

49 "-1:}J~~.l§'1f~D*~fX," See *tJlll~MU~ in T.2, p.539c. 
50 "fX~, J:ln~~D*~~; -1:}JJK~.l§'1f1~t1, J:ln~fX~." See *m§!:¥1f!.!'JfM~ chapter seven in T.12, pA07b. 

According to the textual research done by Yin-shun, the first ten chapters of the MahaparinirviilJasutra 
were compiled in the initial stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition, and thus should not be lumped together 
with the following chapters that were compiled later. 

51 "~D*~~, ~F1ffX ' A ' ;x~ , ~~. ~D*~~, %~fj'I'j1J , _Jj{f~1f'I'j1J , ~~1f'I'j1J, ~FpfitJ~." See 
T.ll, p.677c. 
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inextinguishable soul in transmigration. "Sattva" emphasizes the congregate existence of 

five aggregates. "Jlva" suggests a being in a life cycle. All four terms refer to the same 

ever-abiding existence. By declaring that tathagatagarbha is not atman, pudgala, sattva, and 

jlva, the Srfmiiliidevfsutra makes an effort to reverse the statement, "tathagatagarbha-

atman" and to return to the traditional Buddhist doctrine of non-self. The Srfmiiliidevfsutra 

goes one step further to emphasize that those sentient beings holding the mistaken view that 

the body exists, i.e., those who are confused by the view of self (iitman), are not competent 

to enter the realm of tathagatagarbha. According to this distinction posed by the 

Srfmiiliidevfsutra, we can see that the tathagatagarbha as a Mahayanic doctrine and atman 

as a Brahmanical belief are quite different. 

However, the tathagatagarbha teaching found in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra tends more 

towards a rebuilding and praise of the atman rather than a return to an-iitman as taught in 

the Agama. The reason is that, although the Srfmiiliidevfsutra refutes the atman doctrine 

accepted in Brahmanism, it tends towards a doctrine of a perfect and ultimate atman. The 

siitra reads: 

The dharma-kay a of the tathagata is the perfection of permanence, the perfection 

of bliss, the perfection of self (atman), and the perfection of purity. 52 

In terms of the Srfmiiliidevfsutra, the dharma-kay a of tathagata and the 

tathagatagarbha in sentient beings are of the same nature, namely ultimately pure without 

defilement. The difference between dharma-kaya and tathagatagarbha is not in nature but in 

condition: the pure dharma-kay a is already freed from the defilements of impurities, while 

the pure tathagatagarbha is still covered by adventitious defilements. Although the names of 

52 "~D*1:t!t~~1&:*i~, ~1&:*i~, fl<;1&:*i~, i~1&:*i~." See T.Il, p.677b. In this context, the four -
permanence, bliss, self, and purity - indicate four characteristics that are found in sarhsara, hence the term 
paramita, translated "perfection" has the sense of "it goes to the other [shore]" (param ita) meaning that 
the tathagatagarbha has "transcended" these four that characterize sarhsara. 
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"dharma-kaya" and "tathagatagarbha" are different according to difference in perspective, 

the characteristics of both are exactly the same.53 Therefore, the perfection of self (atman) 

becomes a defining-characteristic of not only the attribute of dharma-kay a but also the 

attribute of tathagatagarbha. Even if the five aggregates that are the constituents of a 

sentient being are in fact impermanent, painful, lacking a self-nature, and impure, the 

tathagatagarbha inherent in sentient beings is characterized as permanent, bliss, self, and 

purity. However, the self (atman) in this context is not the atman praised by Brahmanism, 

but is "the perfection of self," namely, the ultimately genuine self. 

Thus, we can conclude that the tathagatagarbha teaching found in the 

Srfmaladevfsutra, while definitely disapproving the atman theory held by Brahmanism, 

approves "the perfection of atman" at the same time. Given that "tathagatagarbha equals 

atman" is a thesis posed by the Angulimalasutra and the MahaparinirvafJ,asutra, the claim 

that "tathagatagarbha is not atman" can be regarded as an antithesis held by 

Srfmaladevfsutra. Finally, by advocating that "tathagatagarbha is the perfection of atman," 

the Srfmaladevfsutra can be understood as a teaching that synthesizes the relationship 

between tathagatagarbha and atman. Thus the tathagatagarbha expounded in the 

Srfmaladevfsutra can be understood as being eventually connected with a certain form of 

atman, but not with the Brahmanical kind. 

IT . Tathagatagarbha and Siinyata 

The doctrine that all beings both conditioned and unconditioned are empty (sarva

dharma-sunyata) was maintained by the Madhyamaka school and gained popularity in the 

early period of Mahayana Buddhism. However, the tathagatagarbha tradition that prospered 

53 The relationship between tathagatagarbha and dharma-kaya will be discussed further later. 
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in the later period of Mahayana Buddhism criticized this teaching and depreciates it as an 

expedient (upaya) teaching. According to the tathagatagarbha tradition, sarva-dharma-

sunyata is not an ultimate and definite teaching, because that which is other than what is 

empty must exists as something substantial. Early scriptures of the tathagatagarbha tradition 

often establish non-emptiness as an ultimate principle. To cite one example, the 

MahaparinirvafJasutra states: 

Emptiness means the non-existence of twenty five kinds of existences, as well as 

all vexations, all sufferings, all characteristics, all conditioned things· .. ·· 'noo-

emptiness means the real and wholesome form, the permanence, bliss, self and 

purity that are motionless and changeless.54 

That is to say, all conditioned things such as vexation and suffering are empty, 

while the unconditioned existences such as the attributes of the tathagatagarbha are non-

empty. This perspective consequently produces a conflict between early Mahayana and 

later Mahayana in that it raises the question whether emptiness (Sunyatii) or non-emptiness 

(asunyata) is the ultimate principle or the perfect truth. Regarding this conflict between 

sunyata and asunyata, the Srfmiiladevisutra seems to provide a harmonious and 

comprehensive interpretation by stating: 

Tathagatagarbha is at once the wisdom of sunyata [realized by] tathagatas. 

Furthermore, this tathagatagarbha i.e. the wisdom of sunyata realized by tathagatas 

is of two kinds. Which are the two? [The first] is sunyata-tathagatagarbha, that is, 

[Wisdom] freed of [mundane] knowledge not conducive to liberation and [freed 

from] all vexations. [The second] is asunyata-tathagatagarbha, that is, wisdom 

conducive to liberation realized by Buddhas innumerable as the sands of the 

54 "~%t §~1m=+1i1"f, &~j:J'H~ , -tJ)'iS ' -tJ);f§ , -tJ)1"f~1'J"""/f~:f§-, §~~Jf~{s, 'ffi'~tt~, 
/fl}]/f~". See *~¥lEtlfm~ Chapter Five in T.12, p.395b. 
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later Mahayana in that it raises the question whether emptiness (Sunyatii) or non-emptiness 
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54 "�%t §�1m=+1i1"f, &�j:J'H� , -tJ)'iS ' -tJ);f§ , -tJ)1"f�1'J " " " /f�:f§-, §��Jf�{s, 'ffi'�tt�, 
/fl}]/f�". See *�¥lEtlfm� Chapter Five in T. 1 2, p.395b. 
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Ganges and [that possesses] the inconceivable Dharmas.55 

To say that the "tathagatagarbha is the wisdom of siinyata" is obviously an attempt 

to harmonize the tathagatagarbha, which is usually viewed as substantially existent, with 

the teaching of siinyata. 

Despite the fact that siinyata is a common doctrine shared by various traditions of 

Buddhism, the definitions of siinyata differ according to different scriptures and different 

schools. For example, according to the Madhyamaka school, siinyata implies that no 

intrinsic nature (svabhiiva) is found in any sentient being. Specifically speaking, not only 

do the conditioned existences of myriad phenomena have no intrinsic nature, but even the 

unconditioned realm realized by the Buddha is also void of intrinsic nature. In the light of 

the Srfmiiliidevfsiitra, however, "the wisdom of siinyata" equated with tathagatagarbha is 

different from the siinyata of the Madhyamaka that denies intrinsic nature (svabhiiva) 

altogether. The siinyata of tathagatagarbha, according to the Srfmiiliidevfsiitra, is further 

divided into two categories: the conditioned and impure phenomena is siinya, while the 

unconditioned and pure existence is asiinya. The theory that "some things are empty while 

the other things are not empty,,56 is a consistent opinion inherited from the very initial stage 

of the tathagatagarbha tradition and is also a decisive factor for the tathagatagarbha 

tradition that caused it to be seen as "the school insisting on existence (bhiiva)."S7 Although 

the Srfmiiliidevfsiitra discusses siinyata as a synonym of tathagatagarbha, this siinyata is 

neither the siinyata proclaimed by the Madhyamaka school as being synonymous with non-

intrinsic-nature (ni/:tsvabhiiva) nor is it the siinyata discussed in Agama to imply the 

55 "PO*~~, tlP~PO*~'[iZ~"""LfUO*~~'[iZ~1~ff=Tjt 1PJ~m=? ~!lJ~M*~, pJT~!lJ/!IU~::f 
mJm~ , -tn;l:JH~; /f~PO*~, ~~'[Znj;1i1J1~~l¥Jm~ , ::fYGI,~~1~';. See T.II, p.677a. 

56 See Angulimalyasutra *tftjj*;H~: "ff ~1~~~, ff ~1~::f~," in T.2, p.527b. 
57 "ff*"(you-zong, Existence-school), includes the Yogacara school and the tathagatagarbha tradition, in 

opposition to the "~*"(kong-zong Emptiness-school) that mainly indicates the Madhyamaka school. 
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principles of constant change and non-self, but rather it is the siinyata in accordance with 

the mind-only (citta-matra) tradition, viz., the siinyata that is also asiinya. In fact, it is this 

asiinya-tathagatagarbha that characterizes the essential feature of tathagatagarbha. In regard 

to the essential feature of tathagatagarbha, a closer observation will be made in next section. 

ill. Tathagatagarbha is Essentially Pure 

That tathagatagarbha is essentially pure (Prakrti-parisuddha) but covered by 

adventitious defilements is a common teaching among all the tathagatagarbha scriptures. 

The basic stance that tathagatagarbha is pure in nature is uncompromised even if the 

method by which it is explained differs from scripture to scripture. The 

Tathagatagarbhasutra, for example, depicts the tathagatagarbha as a perfect and concrete 

image of the tathagata. 58 The Srfma!adevfsutra, which presents a more theoretical view, 

refers to it as "essentially pure garbha" among the synonyms of tathagatagarbha that it 

ennumerates: 

The garbha of the tathagata (tathtigatagarbha) is the dharma-realm garbha 

(dharma-dhatu-garbha), the dharma-body garbha (dharma-kaya-garbha), 

supramundane garbha, and intrinsically pure garbha. This intrinsically pure 

tathagatagarbha, as understood by me, though defiled by adventitious defilements, 

is still the inconceivable objectified world of the tathagata.59 

Since the defilement is "adventitious", it must be an external and temporary factor instead 

of an inextinguishable substance or inherent nature. Besides, the term dharma-kaya-garbha 

58 The Da-Fang-Deng-Ru-Lai-Zang-ling (*:1J~~D*jiU!lI) reads: " ... all the sentient beings, within all their 
emotional obstructions of desire, hatred and ignorance, possess the tathagata-wisdom, tathagata-eyes and 
tathagata-body, [who] sits with legs crossed, solemnly and immovably ... [they] possess the garbha of the 
tathagata (tathiigata-garbha) that is always without defilements, and is equipped with perfect 
characteristics exactly like me." (-f;7]-*~, ~BX' ~ , ~~~*JH~rp, 1'f~D*~ , ~D*~R ' ~D*!'t, *aWJ[J 
lfj(~, fJD~:fi!J"""1'f~D*~*1!\V~~, t~:f§{iI1l5E, ~D~~~) See T.16, p.457b. 

59 "tlD*~1f, ;@1*W~, ;@1*!'t~ , tetttF,,~~ , 'lim1'~. Jlt*'li~~D*~1f, ~D~pfTWt, *f;'f~~~*JH~ 
PfT~, 1~;@:fPJ,IiSUiMD*tiW." See T.II, p.677c. 
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is a term to indicate the similarity between tathagatagarbha and dharma-kay a, i.e. both 

tathagatagarbha and dharma-kaya are pure in nature. What distinguishes tathagatagarbha 

and dharma-kay a is not the nature but the condition. This is explained in the 

Srfmaladevfsiitra: 

If there is no doubt about tathagatagarbha that is tangled by immeasurable vexation, 

there is also no doubt about dharma-kaya that is freed from immeasurable 

vexation.6o 

The dharma-kaya of the tathagata when not separated from the garbha of 

defilements is called "garbha of tathagata.,,61 

The similarities and dissimilarities between tathagatagarbha and dharma-kaya can be 

concluded into the illustration below. 

vexation 

tangled by vexation 

realm of sentient beings 

the same nature 
of purity 

freed from vexation 

realm of tathagatas 

This doctrine that tathagatagarbha is essentially pure even while enwrapped by 

adventitious defilements was carried over to later scriptures such as the LaJikiivatarasiitra. 

However, the Lailkavatarasiitra introduces this doctrine with a newly coined term 

"tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana" and thus giving it an obvious trace of Yogacaric influence. 

60 "::51J~~:I;:tJH~~pJT*IPD*iFF~~=tf, 1J~tB~~tJH~~1tJ1t#~~~". See T.12, p.22Ib. 
61 "PD*1tJ1t::fl!lMJH'~~, ~PD*~". See T.12, p.22Ic. "Garbha of tathagata/tJH~~" here appears sort of 

weird. Probably it is out of the consideration of symmetrical expression that "garbha of tathagata / PD* 
~" and "garbha of defilements/ tJ~j~~" comes in pairs. The same situation is found in Amoghavajra's 
version of the Tathl1gatagarhhasiltra, as mentioned in footnote 31. 
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No such trace is vividly sensed so far in the Srfmalildevfsutra. 

N Tathagatagarbha is the Supporting Cause 

As stated in previous section, the tathagatagarbha in the Srfmalildevfsutra has a 

twofold meaning - namely, the siinya-tathagatagarbha that is free from all vexations and 

the asiinya-tathagatagarbha that is the wisdom of Buddha and the inconceivable Buddha 

Dharmas. The metaphysical analysis is carried a step further in the Srfmalildevfsutra to 

indicate that since tathagatagarbha is an inextinguishable existence, it can thus serve as an 

ultimate foundation of all. That is to say, not only the siinya vexations take dependence 

upon tathagatagarbha, the asiinya merit of Buddha Dharma is also based on the 

tathagatagarbha. The Srfmalildevfsutra reads: 

The tathagatagarbha is the basis, the up-holder and the support of the treasury 

source of Wisdom not separated from liberation, It is also the basis, the up-holder, 

and the support of the conditioned dharmas that are separated from liberation.62 

It is especially emphasized in the Srfmil!ildevisutra that this multifarious world of life and 

death is based on the tathagatagarbha. The sutra reads: 

Because life and death on the basis of the tathagatagarbha possess the 

tathagatagarbha, they are named "life and death" [and this] is a sound argument .. · 

death is the decay of organs; life is the arising of new organs. It is not that 

tathagatagarbha possesses life and death. Tathagatagarbha is free of conditioned 

characteristics. Tathagatagarbha is always abiding without changes. Therefore the 

tathagatagarbha is the basis (nisraya), the beholder (ildhilra) and the support 

62 "~D*~~, W~Iilt~~Ilft~~, ~1~~t~~m9!:lI; 1GW)7f-Iilt~~~ij)l;~~i'fm1:t:, 1~ , t~ , 9!:lI". See 
T.ll, p.676c. The version of GUQabhadra is not clear in wording here. The approximate meaning is that "the 
basis, the up-holder and the support of the un-released, the un-extinguished, the un-emancipated, and not
other than the inconceivable Buddha Dharma, is the tathagatagarbha". (~Iilt~IJf~Ilft~~~Ji~HJHrm 
1:t: ...... IJfIlft~)7f-i'fm1:t:1~ , t~ , 9!:lI~, ~M*~) See T.12, p,222b. In either case of the two Chinese 
versions, tathagatagarbha is indicated as the final basis of both the pure and the defiled dharmas. 
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An important reason that the tathagatagarbha can serve as the ultimate basis of the 

phenomenal world is explained in the paragraph above. Generally speaking, what serves as 

a basis or as a beholder must be relatively stable; and this is the reason that the nest of 

swallow is more stable when it is tied upon the eaves of a house than upon a swinging reed. 

In a similar way, this phenomenal world of life and death is conditioned, ever-changing, 

and fragile. The conditioned world itself is not conducive of being an ultimate shelter or 

support; instead, it itself needs to be based on some kind of noumenal existence, which is 

unconditioned, ever-abiding, and thus perfectly stable. This noumenal existence as the 

ultimate upholder, according to Srfmiiliidevfsutra, is without doubt the tathagatagarbha. 

The tathagatagarbha as described in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra is not only the upholder of 

this samsaric world but it is also the basis of enlightenment. The sutra reads: 

If there is no tathagatagarbha, there would be no pain of suffering and the seeking 

for enlightenment. Why? These seven dharmas - the six consciousnesses and what 

is to be known - [would become] non-abiding even for an instant, and thus they 

would receive no suffering, could not detest nor reject [suffering] and would not 

desire and seek enlightenment. The tathagatagarbha has no beginning; it is a 

dharma that neither originates nor extinguishes; thus, it can bear all suffering, can 

detest suffering and can seek nirval)a.64 

The tathagatagarbha as an unconditioned dharma is free of origination and extinction. It is 

due to this attribute of absolute stability that the tathagatagarbha is capable of preserving 

the feeling of suffering and stirring the aspiration for enlightenment. In this sense, the 

tathagatagarbha is the ultimate basis and the motive power in support of enlightenment. 

63 "1:.9E11f1t<Po*~" ... '1'fPO*~, ilJJ:~)t1:.9E, ~;gcg~)t"""9E11f, ~jlj~~~fNf~; 1:.11f, *JT~fN~, JFPO* 
~1'f1:.1'f9E. PO*~11fi!li1'ff.'M§, Po*~'ffi11:::f~, ~i&PO*~~1t<, ~:t~, ~9!J1:". See T.12, p.222b. 

64 ";fi~PO*~11f, fff!~JI[R=g , ~*1~~.1iiJ~)ilJJ:? D~ll:t7\§fjt&~)J5JT~O, PO~-l:::;1!, *U1}Il::f11:, ::f~5X=g, ::f 
fi!11J1[Ri!li, !9~*1~~. PO*~11f, ~1'flW~~t ~1:.~¥~1!, ~§~=g, 1BZ~JI[R=g, !9~*1~~." See T.II, p.677c. 
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What is interesting is that, other than tathagatagarbha, the Srlmiiliidevlsutra refers to 

"the stage in which ignorance dwells" (~SjHt:tfu/ wu-ming-zhu-di / avidyiiviisabhUmi) as 

the basis, the upholder, and the support of the defiled dharmas of vexation: 

The [defiled] dharmas, more numerous than the sands of the Ganges [and] that are 

to be cut off by the bodhi-wisdom of the tathagata, are all supported and 

established on "the stage in which ignorance dwells." It is like all seeds that grow 

having the ground as their basis and support. If the ground collapses [and does not 

support the growth], then those seeds will collapse as well. In the same way, the 

[defiled] dharmas, more numerous than the sands of the Ganges [and] that are to 

be cut off by the bodhi-wisdom of the tathagata, are all dependent upon and 

supported by "the stage in which ignorance dwells" to grow. When "the stage in 

which ignorance dwells" collapses, the [defiled] dharmas, more numerous than the 

sands of the Ganges [and that] are to be cut off by the bodhi-wisdom of the 

tathagata, will all collapse as well.65 

Thus according to the Srlmiiliidevlsutra both tathagatagarbha and "the stage in which 

ignorance dwells" are the basis, the up-holder, and the support. However, "the stage in 

which ignorance dwells" can serve as the basis of only the defiled dharmas, but cannot be 

the basis of all dharmas, in the manner that the tathagatagarbha is. The reason is that "the 

stage in which ignorance dwells" is extrinsic and not intrinsic, variable and not invariable. 

What is extrinsic and variable can serve as a temporary basis only, while the intrinsic and 

invariable can be the ultimate and eternal basis of all. Therefore, "the stage in which 

ignorance dwells," though mighty and deep-rooted, is a relative basis of ever-changing 

phenomena, while the ever-abiding tathagatagarbha that is the intrinsic core of all beings 

has the capacity to be the absolute basis of all dharmas, including even "the stage in which 

65 "~1i~'1'li1j;tzD*:gm:9§lpJTJ!!.1WT1!, -1;7].gr~1W,SjH:ttiBpJTft ' pJT9!1z:. WtzD-1;7]fmr.gr{1(tiB~ , 9!1z: ' 
Jti~. ;fitiBt!'ff, fBt3j\[ljf!. tzD~~'1'li1j;~tzD*:gm:9§lpJTJ!!.1WT1t, -1;7].gr{1(1W,s)31:ttiB§:: , 9!1z: ' Jti~. 
;fi1W,s)31:ttiBlWT'ff, it§'1'11ijjj;~tzD*:gm:9§lpJTJ!!.w[1t, .gr3j\[ljW[." See MJ~@ffiro:rL -**:1J1J!:1J)jlM~, T.12, 
p.220b~c. 
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ignorance dwells." 

The above-mentioned four topics of the tathagatagarbha teaching66 are reinterpreted 

and expanded further in the Laftkiivatiirasiltra. 

As a discussion constituting a part of this thesis, it is appropriate to consider the 

Yogacaric influence upon the tathagatagarbha doctrine that is found in the Srlmiiliidevlsutra. 

Generally speaking, the Yogacaric influence upon Srfmiiliidevlsiltra is hardly visible, if 

indeed, there should be any at all. 1. Takazaki, in his The Formation of the 

Tathiigatagarbha Thought, discussing the relationship between the Srlmiiliidevlsiltra and 

Yogacara thinking, concludes four possible points associated with the both. 

1) First, the cause on which both samsara and nirval).a depend is interpreted as the 

tathagatagarbha in the Srlmiiliidevlsiltra, while its Yogacaric counterpart is the 

alayavijfiana. 

2) Secondly, jfieya, "what is to be known" (plT ~D, suo-zhi), as translated by 

Bodhiruci, seems to be inspired by Yogacaric thought concerning "the grasping 

and the grasped." 

3) Thirdly, the idea that the intrinsically pure mind is "stable" as declared in the 

Srlmiiliidevlsiltra might be inspired by the Yogacaric philosophy that 

distinguishes the stable mind from the unstable mind.67 

4) Fourth, the "the stage in which ignorance resides" (avidyiiviisabhilmi) coined in 

the SrlmiiliidevTsiltra finds its counterpart in the Yogacaric thinking of 

66 See p.29 above for the four topics - I Tathagatagarbha and Atman, II Tathagatagarbha and Sunyata, III 
Tathagatagarbha is Essentially Pure, IV Tathagatagarbha is the Supporting Cause. The details of the 
LaJikZivatZirasutra will be given in the following chapters. 

67 For further details, see The Formation of the TathZigatagarbha Thought (PD*i'VEl,;f.f(C7)JI)fflG), p.350-362, 

Tokyo: Shunjusha (lffx~±), 3rd edition, 1978. 
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"undefiled ignorance" (akli$tam ajiiiinam). 

It is not surprising to find similar conceptions between the Srlmiiliidevlsutra and the 

Yogacara tradition, since both of them aim to excavate some sort of metaphysical existence 

or psychological matrix that is relatively deep-rooted and stable. The cause on which both 

samsara and nirvaI)a depend and the stable mind, for example, are natural conclusions 

following the logical train of thought found in such an ontological or epistemological 

philosophy. It is thus understandable that the Srlmiiliidevlsutra and the Yogacara tradition 

would have shared certain concepts in common. However, despite the fact that the 

Srlmiiliidevlsutra and the Yogacara tradition present several similar ideas, there seems to be 

no direct evidence ofYogacaric influence on the Srlmiiliidevlsutra. 

It should be noted that the composition of the Srlmiiliidevlsutra, just as it was with 

the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, probably predated the great Yogacara masters Asailga and 

Vasubandhu, who comprehensively established the philosophical and psychological 

systems of the Yogacara school. Given this historical background, the Srlmiiliidevlsutra is 

not likely to have been exposed to a direct and overwhelming influence of the Yogacara 

philosophy. Besides, the important terminologies of the Yogacara philosophy, such as the 

five dharmas, the three svabhavas, the eight vijfianas, and the twofold nairatmya cannot be 

found in the Srlmiiliidevlsutra in the manner that they appear in the Lankiivatiirasutra. Yet, 

traces of Yogacaric influences are important defining-characteristic features found in the 

later period of the tathagatagarbha tradition, and with regard to this, the Lankiivatarasutra 

is without doubt the representative work marking this doctrinal development. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TATHAGATAGARBHA DOCTRINE IN THE LANKAVATARASUTRA (1) 
-TATHAGATANAIRATMYAGARBHA 

42 

Throughout the discussion on the tathagatagarbha tradition, the claims of selfhltman 

and non-empty/asiinya were seen as striking and distinctive features. The compound 

"tathagatanairatmyagarbha" found in the Lalikavatarasutra suggested that the 

tathagatagarbha teaching accorded well with the teaching of no-self/nairatmya and 

emptiness/siinyata, terms that are exactly the opposite to atman and asiinya. The compound 

"tathagata-nairatmya-garbha," according to the context from which it is extracted, aims to 

indicate that the teaching of tathagatagarbha is entirely different from the theory of atman 

held by the heretical philosophers. Rather, the teaching of tathagatagarbha is to be 

understood under the doctrinal principle of nairatmya. For that reason, the 

"tathagatanairatmyagarbha" found in the Lalikavatarasiitra can be seen as a modification 

occurring in the later period of the tathagatagarbha tradition, as well as a return to the 

doctrine of "nairatmya" found in primitive Buddhism and of "siinyata" emphasized in 

Mahayana Buddhism. However, a thorough investigation will show that the "nairatmya" of 

tathagatagarbha is the "nairatmya" of the Yogacara, and further that the "siinyata" of 

tathagatagarbha is, in the final analysis, non-emptiness claimed in both the Yogacara School 

and the tathagatagarbha tradition. As a first step to fathom the depths of this issue, it may be 

helpful to briefly review the development of the naiditmya doctrine. 

As generally agreed, Primitive Buddhism established the doctrine of an-atman 

(nairatmya in Mahayana) to refute the theory of atman of traditional Brahmanism. In this 

very initial stage of the nairatmya doctrine, it is argued that both the transmigration of 
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sarhsara and the attainment of nirval)a (i.e., the effects) are dependent upon causes and 

conditions. Within the phenomenal world what is impermanent and ever-changing, or what 

is not a self-dependent substance or what lacks an ever-abiding intrinsic nature (svabhiiva) 

as an eternal and changeless existence can never be found. What is impermanent and ever-

changing, or what is not a self-dependent substance, or what lacks an ever-abiding intrinsic 

nature (svabhiiva) as an eternal and changeless existence that constitutes the fundamental 

teaching of nairatmya, had been valued ever since the very beginning of the Buddhist 

tradition. Actually, the fact of the "nairatmya of all beings" (sarva dharmii aniitmiinal:z) is 

one of the "Three Dharma Signs" (anitya, du(tkha and aniitman) that distinguishes genuine 

Buddhism from other religions. This primitive teaching of anatmanlnairatmya is followed 

by most Buddhist traditions. For example, in the period of Sectarian Buddhism, even the 

Sarvastivadin who argued that all dharmas possess svabhava, still showed respect to the 

primitive teaching of anatmanlnairatmya by claiming that "dharma is existent (dharma-

bhiiva) while atman is inexistent.,,68 In the period of Mahayana Buddhism, the two main 

schools of Madhyamaka and Yogacara continued to make efforts in interpreting and 

deepening the teaching of nairiitmya. It can be safely concluded that impermanence/anitya, 

suffering/dubkha and non-self/nairatmya are indeed common doctrines among all Buddhist 

traditions. 

However, the tathagatagarbha tradition, which was established in the later period of 

Mahayana Buddhism, made a dramatic shift in explaining the traditional doctrine of 

nairatmya as an "expedient teaching" (upiiya) , while raising the atman, namely the 

6X Among the theories of iHman discussed by various sects, an unusual example is that proposed by the 
Vatslputrlya, who held that both dharma and atman are existent. The Vatslputrlya is belittled as "heresy 
disguised as Buddhism" exactly because it brought up the idea of the indescribable self (anabhilapya
pudgala). 
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tathagatagarbha to the "ultimate truth" (paramiirtha). In fact, it can be seen that some 

scriptures compiled in the early stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition equated the 

tathagatagarbha directly to atman. For example, the Aligulimalasutra reads "All sentient 

beings possess tathagatagarbha-atman",69 and the MahiiparinirviifJ,asutra reads "Atman is 

the very meaning of tathagatagarbha; that all sentient beings possess Buddha nature is the 

very meaning of atman.,,70 Although the confirmation of the tathagatagarbha as "atman" 

may seem to be quite in contrast to "an-atman" or "nairatmya" maintained from the very 

beginning of Primitive Buddhism, it should be pointed out that the term "atman" in the 

context of the Tathagatagarbha tradition is still a negation of the Brahmanical theory of 

atman as negated by the historical Buddha. 

In all probability, some Buddhist scholars in the later period (400-700 CE) of 

Mahayana Buddhism became concerned that the fundamental doctrine of an-atman became 

less influential day by day, and thus there arose a crisis: The Dharma teaching of the 

Agama was gradually being forgotten with time. Consequently, an intention to modify the 

tathagatagarbha teaching to conform with "an-atman" doctrine preached by the historical 

Buddha was incubated and finally expressed. Probably out of that intention, the expression 

"tathagata-nairatmya-garbha" was composed in the Lalikiivatiirasutra in order to 

differentiate the tathagatagarbha from Brahmanical atman and to insist on the consistency 

between the teachings of tathagatagarbha and nairatmya. Moreover, the Buddhist terms 

"siinyata," "nil)svabhava," etc., are none other than various statements of the 

tathagatagarbha. In other words, the bringing out of the term "tathagata-nairatmya-garbha," 

69 "~W,X5(~E:~1=f~D*ffifZ," see :5RJJ:jj~m*~ in T.2, p.539c. 
70 "fZ~, RP~~D*ffi~; ~W,X5(~t:~tH:fMi, E1P~fZ~." See *~~1.Ef!.~*~ Chapter Seven in T.12, pA07b. 

According to the textual research of Yin-shun, the first ten chapters of the Mahiiparinirviil;asiltra were 
compiled in the initial stage of the tathiigatagarbha tradition, and thus should not be lumped together with 
the subsequent chapters that were compiled later. 
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within the ideological trend that emphasizes the substantial existence of the tathagatagarbha, 

can be understood to be somewhat like an abrupt return to the traditional Buddha Dharma. 

The fusion of the tathagatagarbha with nairatmya and with siinyata explicitly distinguishes 

the tathagatagarbha teaching from the Brahmanic theory of atman, and firmly places the 

tathagatagarbha tradition within the whole scheme of orthodox Buddhism. 

However, within this scheme wherein the tathagatagarbha was fused with nairatmya 

and with siinyata, it may be inquired which of the notions is to be placed in the primary 

position and which is to be placed in the secondary position. To what extent does this 

"fusion" apply? Is the tathagatagarbha completely identical to nairatmya and siinyata? Does 

tathagatagarbha accord perfectly with nairatmya and siinyata? It should be observed that the 

meanings of certain Buddhist terms often change over time and with the various claims of 

different schools. Therefore, it should be carefully discerned whether the nairatmya of the 

"tathagata-nairatmya-garbha" agrees with the "an-atman" suggested in Primitive Buddhism, 

or with the "nil).svabhava" insisted upon by the Madhyamaka School, or with the "two 
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whether the "siinyata" of the tathagatagarbha is the siinyata defined by the Madhyamaka 

School or is the siinyata used in a Yogacara sense. 

To systematically respond to the questions above, the contents of this chapter have 

been divided into the following four major divisions and their respective subdivisions. 
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Now in order to comprehend precisely the meaning of "tathagata-nairatmya-garbha" 

expounded in the Lalikiivatiirasutra, we shall now tum to a brief review of the development 

of the nairatmya doctrine. 

1) A Brief Review of the Development of the Nairatmya Doctrine 

The meaning of the term nairatmya differs from tradition to tradition. The manner in 

which various traditions have interpreted the term may not contradict sharply with one 

another, and different emphases and nuanced viewpoints may be found in the 

interpretations suggested at different times by different traditions. 

I . "An-atman" in Primitive Buddhism 

First, for Primitive Buddhism, the doctrine of nairatmya is claimed as a refutation of 

the belief in an ever-abiding, independent, and real atman (self) broadly accepted by other 

religions of India around the time of the historical Siddhartha. According to Primitive 

Buddhism, no such existence of atman can be found either inside or outside the mind or 

body of sentient beings. The teaching of nairatmya found in Agama and taught to the 

sravaka disciples aims to refute the belief in the existence of atman. In this sense, nairatmya 

is exactly a synonym for the term "an-atman." 

It is repeatedly explained and emphasized in the Agama that the mind and body are 
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no more than a temporary composite of the five aggregates. The continuation and 

transformation of life and death are completely dependent upon causes and conditions. 

Neither the atman that is assumed to be pure, luminous, joyful or the pudgala that is 

assumed to be eternal, changeless, and ever-abiding can possibly exist either inside or 

outside the five aggregates in any credible form. Therefore, the nairatmya expounded in 

Primitive Buddhism laid special emphasis on the term "pudgala-nairatmya," i.e., a sentient 

being consists of a composite of the five aggregates, each of which is endlessly changing 

according to the principle of co-dependent origination (pratttya-samutpiida) wherein no 

eternal, changeless substance composing the atman or the pudgala could possibly be found. 

IT. "Nil,1svabhava" in Madhyamaka School 

The scope of the teaching of anatmanlnairatmya expanded with the rise of 

Mahayana Buddhism. Compared to Primitive Buddhism and Sectarian Buddhism, which 

emphasized the aspect of the non-substantiality of self (aniitmanlpudgala-nairiitmya), the 

early stages of the Mahayana Buddhism, namely from the compilation of the 

Prajiiiipiiramitiisutra to the Madhyamaka School established by Nagarjuna, inherited the 

fundamental claim of anatmanlpudgala-nairatmya on the one hand and on the other hand 

greatly emphasized the system of nil)svabhava (non-intrinsic-nature) of all beings -i.e., the 

teaching of dharma-nairatmya. 

For the Madhyamaka School, nairatmya is synonymous with nil)svabhava (no

intrinsic-nature) which in this context means that all beings, both conditioned and 

unconditioned, simply arise co-dependently and thus are devoid of an intrinsic nature that is 

ever-abiding and independent. In other words, nairatmya is the ultimate truth of sunyata. 

To sum up, it can be said that the interpretations of nairatmya as found in Primitive 
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Buddhism and the Madhyamaka School appear similar; however, there is a fine difference 

in nuance between the expositions of both traditions that has been noted above. Although 

Nagarjuna, the founder of the Madhyamaka School, seemed to be faithful to the original 

teaching of Primitive Buddhism, he actually extended the scope of this theory. When 

referring to anatman, Primitive Buddhism was focused on the body and mind of sentient 

beings and it was established that by means of analysis atman could not be found either 

inside or outside the five aggregates constituting sentient beings. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that anatman of Primitive Buddhism was a denial of atman. The Madhymaka, on 

the other hand, extended the principle of nairatmya to include not only sentient beings but 

also all kinds of beings. Just as a sentient being is devoid of an eternal and independent 

atman, so too are all beings devoid of an eternal and independent intrinsic nature. Thus, 

nairatmya, according to Madhyamaka, is the denial of intrinsic nature. Although the terms 

"atman" (self) and svabhava (intrinsic nature) are similar in their definition of eternality 

and independence, they differ in the dimension of their application. Atman refers only to 

sentient beings while svabhava (intrinsic nature) is related to a broader scope of all beings. 

Therefore, the term "atman" bears in itself a sense of free will, which is not implied in the 

term "svabhava" (intrinsic nature). 

In addition, nairatmya claimed by Nagarjuna was meant to correct the doctrine of 

the Sarvastivadins, who claimed that atman was non-existent while the dharmas, for 

instance, each of the five aggregates composing a sentient being were existent. 

Consequently, within the context of the Mahayana notion of nairatmya, anatman of 

Primitive Buddhism can be understood to be focused on pudgala-nairatmya, while the 

Madhyamaka emphasis on nil)svabhava can be understood to be focused on the aspects of 
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both dharma-nairatmya and pudgala-nairatmya, but as a response to the Sarvastivadins it 

can be understood as a negation of the existence of dharma - i.e., dharma-nairatmya. 

ill. "Twofold Nairatmya" in Yogacara School 

"Nairatmya," as interpreted by the Yogacara tradition, at first glance may appear 

similar to what was explained by primitive Buddhism and the Madhyamaka tradition. The 

Yogacara tradition, also known as a School of Mind-only/citta-matra, holds that all 

phenomena are merely the informationlmanifestation (vijfiapti-miitra) of the mind. While 

various phenomena are unreal just like a mirage, the mind itself must be real. It is based on 

this thesis of mind-only that the doctrine of twofold atman is established. 

It was, however, the doctrine of anatman that developed into the "twofold 

nairatmya" - i.e., pudgala-nairatmya and dharma-nairatmya - and that became a 

comprehensive and systematic teaching that marked the Yogacara School.7! 

Primitive Buddhism 
---+ 

(aniitman of Pudgala) 

Madhyamaka School 
--. 

(ni/:zsvabhiiva of dharma) 

Yogacara School 

(twofold nairiitmya) 

What can be inferred from the above diagram is that, the term "nairatmya" in a narrow 

sense indicates an-atman (pudgala-nairiitmya) as suggested in primitive Buddhism, while 

in a broader sense it indicates a twofold nairatmya - pudgala-nairatmya and dharma-

nairatmya - of which atmanipudgala-nairlHmya is claimed by all Buddhist traditions while 

nibsvabhavaldharma-nairatmya and twofold nairatmya are emphasized and advocated by 

the Mahayana. 

It should be noted that for the Yogacara tradition, nairatmya is established on the basis 

71 For example, the Lalikavatarasiltra that is greatly influenced by the Yogacara School is characterized by the 
teaching of the five dharma, threefold svabhava, eight vijfiana and twofold nairatmya. 
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of vijfiapti-matra (information/representation-only), which means that all living individuals 

and non-living objects have been imagined and are merely manifestations of the mind. 

Ultimately it is only on the mind (citta-miitra) on which all information/representations rely. 

The imagined-self constructed from the mind is non-existent, while the mind itself is real 

and existent. This is the reason that in his work The Twenty Verses and Their Commentaries 

(Virhsatikii), Vasubhandu discusses nairatmya in the context of the imagined-self but not in 

the context of the real and indescribable self, which is the realm of the Buddha.72 

Here we find that, first, the unreal mind constructed or imagined is the imagined-

atman (kalpitiitman). Second, the real mind free of an imagined-atman is named 

anabhilapyatman or the indescribable-self. The former as an imagined and unreal self must 

be denied, while the latter as a perfect and real self, though ineffable, must be existent and 

accepted. If a real self of a clear mind should be denied, then that on which all rely will 

collapse. This would mean that the myriads of phenomena will thereby disappear. This is 

the reason that the Yogacarins, as the followers of mind-only, denied the imagined-self of 

kalpitatman to indicate the path to awakening and established the real self of 

anabhilapyatman in order not to fall into nihilism. 

Thus, within the Yogacara, nairatmya should be understood in the context of 

kalpitatman instead of anabhiHipyatman. The kalpiUitman may appear as any imagined or 

constructed form of self. A typical example is the atman denied by Primitive Buddhism. 

The intrinsic nature (svabhiiva) denied by Madhyamaka is another form of kalpitatman, 

since intrinsic nature as-such is hypothesized and thus non-existent. The three terms -

72 The Sanskrit version reads: "tena kaipitenatmana, te.Jam nairatmyarh, na tv anabhilapyenatmana, yo 
buddhtinarh vi~aya" See S. Levi, Vijfiaptimatratasiddhi, Deux traite de Vasubandhu, Virhsatika (La 
Vingtaine) et Trirh§ika (La Trentaine), Paris: Librairie "Ancienne Honore Champion, 1925. p.6, lines 17-
18. 
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"kalpitlHman," "svabhava" (intrinsic nature), and "atman" - share the basic same feature of 

being "like an illusion" (miiyopama). However eternal and independent they may appear to 

be, they are essentially imaginary. Although they differ in dimension, the three terms 

basically imply the similar characteristics of appearing as something existent and 

permanent, characteristics negated by Buddhism when it insists on the principle of 

nairatmya. 

The range of meaning between the words "kalpitenatmana," "svabhava" (intrinsic 

nature), and "atman" differ. When insisting on anatman, Primitive Buddhism was focused 

on the anatman of pudagala and thus denied the existence of atman. The Madhyamaka 

emphasized the aspect of nibsvabhava of dharma, which denied the existence of elements 

(dharma-nairiitmya) , and the Yogacara tradition, as a comprehensive effort, established a 

twofold nairatyma which denied both atman and dharma simultaneously. According to the 

Yogacara tradition, the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha merely cut off their hindrance of 

passion so as to realize pudgala-nairatmya, and the Buddha alone cuts off the twofold 

hindrance of passion (kldiivara/:za) and knowledge (jfieyiivaralJa) in order to realize the 

twofold-nairatmya. 

Anabhilapyenatmana, on the other hand, marks a very different development from 

Primitive Buddhism and the Madhyamaka tradition. By claiming the ever-abiding 

indispensability of an ineffable atman, which is the realm of Buddha (a synonym of 

parini~panna and also the thoroughly purified mind of A.mala-vijfiana), the Yogacara 

tradition seems to go beyond the principle of anatmanl nairatmya established in Primitive 

Buddhism, and it is also contrasted against the Madhyamaka that maintains that even the 

.unconditioned dharma is co-dependent and without intrinsic nature. 
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The tathagatagarbha tradition declares that the ultimately luminous and pure 

tathagatagarbha is originally possessed by all sentient beings. This tathagatagarbha is the 

support of all existences as well as the basis upon which all sentient beings attain 

Buddhahood or are originally Buddhas by nature. The attributes of this tathagatagarbha 

may seem to resemble the Atman claimed by Brahmanism, but they diverge from the 

principle of anatman described in Primitive Buddhism. Moreover, the tathagatagarbha is 

assumed to be the ultimate support upon which both worldly saIhsara and transcendental 

nirvaI)a are established. Therefore, the tathagatagarbha that is absolute and eternal is 

completely stable and constant. The stability and permanence of the tathagatagarbha is 

beyond dispute because if the tathagatagarbha could be extinguished, then we would be in a 

state of nihilism in which all existences would lose their substantial basis. The claim that 

the tathagatagarbha refers to a permanent existence is the reason that the tathagatagarbha 

tradition is a branch of the You-zong (1f7F) , or the Chinese Buddhist school focused on 

"existence." It is owing to the emphasis on "ultimate existence" that the tathagatagarbha 

tradition is distinguished from the other Buddhist tradition that adheres to the system of 

"silnyata" of all existences. As a result, there arose this question: If the tathagatagarbha is 

understood in the sense of Atman, what then is the difference between the tathagatagarbha 

teaching and the theory of Atman? Moreover, because the tathagatagarbha implies some 

sort of absolute "existence", in what sense can the tathagatagarbha be understood so as to 

be consistent with the doctrine of "silnyata" broadly accepted by other Buddhist traditions? 

Solutions to these questions seem imperative to the discussion on the tathagatagarbha 

tradition. One solution proposed by the Lalikiivatiirasutra is that "... the tathagata-
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nairatmya-garbha should be understood by you, in order to abandon the viewpoint of the 

heretical philosophers.,,73 It can be said that the term "tathagata-nairatmya-garbha" was 

coined by the author of the Laftkiivatiirasiitra to blend "tathagatagarbha" with "nairatmya" 

that was insisted upon by the other Buddhist traditions. 

I . Tathagatagarbha is Different from Atman 

The description of the tathagatagarbha as seen in many scriptures is usually similar 

to that of the Atman believed in by the Brahmanical religions. Such blending of the 

tathagatagarbha with Atman might appear unusual to some Mahayanists who insist on the 

original intention of the Buddha Dharma to be a system of anatman. Consequently, 

Mahamati the bodhisattva, in the Laftkiivatiirasiitra, asks this question on behalf of the 

public: 

The tathagata-garbha that is expounded in the siitra as naturally pure, always 

inexhaustible, not having transformation, possessing the thirty two excellent 

characteristics, dwelling within the bodies of all sentient beings, wrapped in the 

filthy cloth of skandhas, dhatus, and ayatanas, polluted by the defilements of 

erroneous discriminations of greed, hatred, and delusion is just like the precious 

jewel hidden in one's clothes. Is not tathagata-garbha taught by the Venerable One 

[i.e., the Buddha] the same as the atman which the heretical philosophers expound 

as the atman that is the eternal creator, the omnipresent,74 unconditioned,75 and 

73 " ... tIrthakar adr~tivinivrtty-artharh, tathagata-nairatmya-garbhanusaril)a ca te bhavitavyam". (Nanjio 
edition, p.79 lines 8-9), The Tang version reads: "If you want to abandon the viewpoint of heretical 
philosophers, you should understand anatman in the sense of tathagatanairatmyagarbha" C5W\lfJltfj~)7H![Je, 
fi, ~~DM-iZtzD*~~) see T.16, p.599b. 

74 The Sanskrit original of this word is "vibhus" (in Nanjio edition, p.77), which is translated by Suzuki as 
"omnipresent". The Song version (in T.16, p.489a) and the Wei veri on (in T.16, p.529b) translated is as "fj!(] 
~", which is in accordance with the Sanskrit version, while the Tang version (in T.16, p.599b) translated it 
as "§;ff", which means "unrestricted" or "freedom." 

75 The Sanskrit original of this word is "nirgul)a" (Nanjio edition, p.77), which has been translated by Suzuki 
as "unqualified". The Song version (in T.16, p.489a) and the Tang version (in T.16, p.599b) translated 
nirgul)a as "lilt D~"* jJ~", which is a combination of a translation into the Chinese language and a 
transliteration of the Sanskrit term, the result of which must have appeared weird to the general Chinese 
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imperishable? 76 

The "sUtra" mentioned above IS probably the Tathagatagarbhasiitra, wherein it IS 

mentioned: 

In the midst of the defilements of greed, hatred and ignorance, are all sentient 

beings with tathagata-wisdom, tathagata-eyes, and tathagata-body seated cross

legged solemnly and motionlessly..... tathagatagarbha, eternal and without 

defilement, possessing all virtues and supreme characteristics is just like me".77 

Since the tathagatagarbha possesses within itself all of the perfect virtues and 

characteristics of the tathagata, how does it differ from the Atman that is unconditional, 

omnipresent, and imperishable? Moreover, since both tathagatagarbha and Atman are 

similarly wrapped within the imperfect and defiled body and mind, how do practice and 

emancipation theories differ between the tathagatagarbha tradition and other religions? 

It is not surprising that when the tathagatagarbha teaching was prevalent some 

Mahayanists had such doubts and investigated the difference between the tathagatagarbha 

and Atman. Furthermore, they probed into what definitely constituted the borderline 

between the tathagatagarbha teaching and Brahmanism. It is in response to such queries 

that the Laftkiivatarasiitra clearly claims: "The tathagatagarbha taught by me is different 

reader. The Wei version (in T.16, p.529b) translated it as "naturally existent without depending upon 
conditions" (/f'{;&§ti~, §~ffjj~), which is somewhat more understandable. 

76 My translation is based on the Tang version which reads: "v~~*l9=l§JltzO*!il*tEm~, m'l:§:/f'/iIT, 1AA~ 
~~, ~=+=;fEl, :{:EIj~-1;1]JJ<~Jt9=l, ~milW~:tJ6t(pmJl, ~~~~~5t53U:tJ6Zpff15~, tzo1AAfIW:{E 
:tJ6t(CP. :9}~~fZ~m1'F1ft lili1J~*1fI3, §:{E1AA¥~. t!tttpff§JltzO*!il~, .R/f'~1J~:9}~fZIf~?" See T.16, 
p.599b. 

77 "-1;1]hi'<~, ~~ , ~ , ~§ti1Ji'l'~9=l, ~tzD*~ , tzD*~.& ' tzD*'%, *i5fFJJOlf.;K~, ~~/f'I}]······1'§tzmK!il 
m~~15, i,~;fEl{Fm.£E., tzofZ~~," see Da-Fang-Deng-Ru-Lai-Zang-ling (*1J~tzO*!ilM~D , in T.16, 
p.457b~c. See also, Michael Zimmermann, op. cit., pp. 102-05 and notes 50-65. The passage here seems to 
correspond to his translation on p., 103-05: ' ... in the same way, sons of a good family, also the Tathagata, 
the Honorable One and Perfectly Awakened One, [perceives] with his insight (prajria), knowledge (jriana), 
and tathagata-vision (see his note 55 for details) that all sentient beings are encased in myriads of 
defilements [such as] desire (raga), anger (dve.ya), misguidedness (moha), longing (tr·YlJa), and ignorance 
(avidya) .... inside sentient beings ... sit many thatagatas, cross legged ... motionless and unaffected by any 
of the states of existences, then say "Those tathagatas are just like me!" 
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from the Atman expounded by the outsiders".78 

However, since the tathagatagarbha is other than Atman, why is the tatbagatagarbha 

depicted in such a manner so as to be similar to the latter? The LaJikfivatiirasutra explains 

that the tatbagatagarbha teaching is an expedient teaching directed towards two kinds of 

sentient beings - 1) the foolish persons who felt suspicious and fearful about the teaching 

of nairatmya, and 2) the heretics who clung to the theory of Atman. Regarding the first kind 

of sentient beings, the LaJikiivatiirasutra states, 

The Fully Enlightened Tathagatas as Arhants, in order to make the foolish persons 

(biiliiniim) cast aside their fears of nairatmya (nairiitmya-

sarhtriisapadavivarjaniirtharh), expound by means of a teaching commencing with 

tathagatagarbha (tathiigatagarbhamukhopadesena) that reveal non-discrimination 

and imagelessness (nirvikalpaniriibhiisagocararh)". 79 

Ordinary persons are inclined to regard the doctrine of nairatmya as nihilism and thus 

denying the existence of life, fear and reject the teaching of nairatmya. For such sentient 

beings, the tatbagatas preliminarily expound the teachings of the tathagatagarbha that are 

eternal, joyful, self-existent, and pure in order to cater to their mindset and then induce 

them to non-discrimination and imagelessness. As for the second kind of sentient beings, 

the LaJikiivatiirasutra states, 

... the doctrine of the tathagatagarbha is expounded in order that the heretics who 

cling to the theory of Atman, so that their minds that have fallen into the views 

imagining the non-existent Atman as real and also into the notion that the triple 

emancipation is final, rapidly may be awakened to the supreme enlightenment, 

78 "fl(;ilfttz03Ri1I, /fiPJYH1ii:.rn§ftZfl(;," in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling ::f;Jt~}jJ5{jJD*~, see T\6, p.599b. 
79 The Sanskrit version reads: "tathagata arhantab samyaksarhbuddha balanarh nairatmya

sarhtrasapadavivarjanartharh, nirvika\panirabhasagocararh tathagatagarbhamukhopadesena desayanti". See 
Nanjio edition, p.78 lines 8-\2 and D.T Suzuki, The Lankavatara Sutra, p. 69. All three Chinese 
translations are too terse to convey the meaning completely. For example, the Tang version reads: "~%~ 

:;;i;:/fJfH!\lifl(;Wfi, §ft#\li5t53U ' #\Ii~{~~tzo3R~r~," see T16, p.599b. 
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without superior". 80 

This means, that with respect to the followers of the Brahmanical tradition who believed in 

the existence of an eternal Atman and who inevitably found the teaching of anatman 

incredible, the teaching of tathagatagarbha that resembled their theory of Atman was 

employed by the Buddhists as an expedient means (upaya). Once the heretics accepted the 

Buddha Dharma, they spontaneously renounced the false imagination of Atman and 

realized the supreme enlightenment, without superior. 

Two points can be concluded in this section according to what has been mentioned 

above. First, the tathagatagarbha explained in the Buddhist scriptures is essentially different 

from the Atman suggested by Brahmanical traditions, even though they are depicted to be 

very much alike. Second, the teaching of the tathagatagarbha is not the ultimate and final 

teaching, bu.t is the expedient and conventional teaching utilized to lead foolish persons and 

heretics to realize the Buddha Dharma. That is to say, the tathagatagarbha doctrine 

discussed in this section is seen as a temporary teaching taught to fools and heretics and 

was not a teaching meant for wise and long-versed Buddhists. 

IT. Tathagatagarbha is in Accordance with Nairatmya 

As mentioned above, in the very initial stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition, the 

tathagatagarbha was viewed as Atman and its supreme virtues were highly praised. For 

instance, the Angulimalasutra states, "all sentient beings [who] possess tathagatagarbha-

HO See D.T. Suzuki, The Lankavatara Sutra, p. 69. This translation accords with the Sanskrit version (in Nanjio 
edition, p.79, line 4), wherein the section "fallen into the notion that the triple emancipation is final" 
(vimok~atrayagocarapatitasayopetai)) together with "fallen into the views imagining the non-existent 
Atman as real" (abhUtatmavikalpadr~~ipatitasaya) indicates the mindset of the heretics. See Nanjio edition, 
p.79 line 3-4. However, all the three Chinese versions seems to translate "vimok~atrayagocara

patitasayopetai)" as "to make the heretics enter the realm of triple emancipation", which is very different 
from the Sanskrit version. For example, the Song version. reads: "lffJij IHfl(;M~Ji-:iliM<:, ~PD*!Ji, 1l1i!l::f 
.fl(;5e,~;fJl, A =~~llftr~tiJll., '1~~*1~~PJm~m =m=:g:m", see T.16, p.489b. 
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atman ... eliminate all afflictions thus they see the realm of Atman." 81 The 

MahaparinirvalJasutra precisely declares that the teaching of nairatmya is an expedient 

teaching, while that of Atman is the final teaching: 

Although it has been expounded that all dharmas are nairatmya, they are not 

nairatmya. So, what is Atman? When a dharma is substantial, is real, is eternal, is 

the master, is the support, and is changeless by nature, this is called, "Atman".82 

Quite opposite to the MahaparinirvalJasutra that directly advocated the theory of 

Atman and even confused its doctrinal stance with that of Brahmanism, the 

Lcuikavatarasutra not only differentiates the tathagatagarbha from Atman, but goes a step 

further to explain that the tathagatagarbha within the whole doctrinal system of Buddhism 

parallels the doctrine of nairatmya. In other words, tathagatagarbha and nairatmya point 

toward the same purpose but by different means. The passages below taken from the 

various versions of the Lalikavatarasutra illustrate this point well. 

1. The tathagatas have expounded dharmanairiitmya that removes all traces of the 

defining-characteristics of discrimination by various skilful means issuing from 

their transcendental wisdom, sometimes by the doctrine of the tathagatagarbha 

[and] sometimes by the doctrine of nairatmya····· . through the use of various 

. d 83 terms, expressIOns, an synonyms. 

2. The dharmanairiitmya freed from all the traces of false imagination is explained 

by various skilful means issuing from the transcendental wisdom, sometimes by 

81 "-W.m1:..I§'#~D*itm"""Iff-W~Jlj~, t&Ji!J.ltJl!.", See *tJIH~~tU~ in T2, pp.539c-540a. 
82 "~§~i~~n, 'f:J~~iX;. 1PJ%~iX;? £i~~j!f, ~~, ~m, ~±, ~1;&, '11/f~~%, ~:g~n". See 

:k1il§ti3!~*~, T12, p.379a. 

83 This translation is basically that of Suzuki, Daisetz Teitaro (tr.) The Latikavatara Satra. London: Routledge 
& Kegan Paul Ltd., 1966. See also Taiwan Reprint, The Lankavatara Sutra - A Mahayana Text, Taipei: 
SMC Publishing Inc. 1991, p. 69. For the Sanskrit text, See Nanjio edition of The Lalikavatara Satra, p.78. 
tathagatas tad eva dharmanairatmyarh sarvavikalpalak~anavinivrttarh vividhail) prajiiopayakausalyayogair 
garbhopadesena va nairatmyopadesena va" ... ·citrail) padavyaiijanaparyayair desayante. 
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the master, is the support, and is changeless by nature, this is called, "Atman".82 
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[and] sometimes by the doctrine of nairatmya· · · · ·  . through the use of various 

terms, expressions, and synonyms.83 

2. The dharmanairiitmya freed from all the traces of false imagination is explained 

by various skilful means issuing from the transcendental wisdom, sometimes by 

81 "-W.m1:..I§'#�D*itm " " "Iff-W�Jlj�, t&Ji!J.ltJl!.", See *tJIH��tU� in T2, pp.539c-540a. 
82 "�§ �i��n, 'f:J��iX;. 1PJ%�iX;? £i��j!f, ��, �m, �±, �{;&, '11/f��%, �:g�n". See 

:k1il§ti3!�*�, T 12, p.379a. 
83 This translation is basically that of Suzuki, Daisetz Teitaro (tr. ) The Latikavatara Siltra. London: Routledge 

& Kegan Paul Ltd., 1 966. See also Taiwan Reprint, The Lankavatara Sutra - A Mahayana Text, Taipei: 
SMC Publishing Inc. 1 99 1 ,  p. 69. For the Sanskrit text, See Nanjio edition of The Lalikavatara Siltra, p.78. 
tathagatas tad eva dharmanairatmyarh sarvavikalpalak�anavinivrttarh vividhail) prajiiopayakausalyayogair 
garbhopadesena va nairatmyopadesena va" . . . ·citrail) padavyaiijanaparyayair desayante. 



 

expounding the tathagatagarbha [and] sometimes by expounding nairatmya.84 

3. The dharmanairatmya freed from the characteristics of discrimination IS 

explained by skilful means issuing from the transcendental wisdom [and] is 

named tathagatagarbha, sometimes by the doctrine of nairatmya, sometimes by 

the doctrine of reality-limit, nirval,la, etc. revealed by various names, phrases 

and sentences.85 

4. The nairatmyadharma freed from the characteristics of all erroneous 

discriminations is expounded by various skilful means issuing from the 

transcendental wisdom, sometimes by the doctrine of the tathagatagarbha [and] 

sometimes by doctrine of nairatmya, by means of various names and words 

different from one another. 86 

5. Even the tathagatas by means of that very different skilful means issuing from 

transcendental wisdom that transforms all of the defining-characteristics of the 

discrimination of dharmanairatmya expounds the tathagatagarbha as the 

doctrine of nairatmya by using various synonyms of words and letters, just as a 

potter [uses various materials such as water, clay and so on].87 
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Slight discrepancies are found among the five version; 88 however, in summary, 

841i~~#;it;, M-W~;l'J(:f§, J;)j.lf.l9§l~:ffJ7:1J1£, ~~~D*~, ~~~#;. (Song version) in Leng-Qie-A

Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling fJ51.1Ja~iiJNR:iHI.Ml~" see T.16, p.489b. 
851Eat;~#;, M~-W:5t5jUZ:f§, 9§1~J71£, §}~Aj~D*~, ~§3l~#;, ~~.~~.2?dE~~, flfI~+~1i]7G 

JJt. (Wei version) in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling Afn1.1Ja*~, see T.16, p.529c. 

861i~j!M-W:5t5jU:f§~#;it;CP, J;)f.lf.l9§l~:1J1£:ffJ7, ~~~D*~, ~§3lff.i1~#;, flfI~+~~~73U. 
(Tang version) in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **Am1.1Ja*~, see T.l6, p.599b. 

87 de bzhin gshegs pa mams kyang chos la bdag med pa'i mam par rtog pa'i mtshan nyid thams cad mam par 
log pa de nyid shes rab dang thabs la mkhas pa dang Idan pa mam pa sna tshogs kyis de bzhin gshegs pa'i 
snying por bstan pa 'am / bdag med par bstan pas kyang rung ste / rdza mkhan bzhin du tshig dang / yi ge'i 
mam grangs mam pa sna tshogs kyis ston to. (Tibetan version) in IJphags-pa lan-kar gsegs-paJ:zi theg-pa 
chen-poJ:zi mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vol.29 p. 40, leaf 94b, line 7-1eaf 95a-line I, also see, 
sde-dge edition, vol. ca, leaf 86b, line 1-2 [document 22084049.PDF in Disk 5; leaf no 172 of the bka' 
'gyur sde dge 'i par ma, New York: The Tibetan Buddhist Resource Center, hereafter "see TBRC"] 

88 The discrepancies are, first, the "dharmanairatmya" mentioned in Sanskrit, Song, Wei, and Tibetan versions 
appears in the Tang version as "nairatmyadharma." Generally speaking, "dharmanairatmya" means the 
absence of intrinsic nature in all things, while "nairatmyadharma" refers to the Dharma teaching of 
anatman in a narrow sense, or Dharma teaching of the twofold nairatmya in a broad sense. Doctrinally 
speaking, it may be assumed that the "nairatmyadharma" (~fl(jt;) in the Tang version is a misprint for 
"dharmanairatmya" (it; ~ #;) emphasized in the Lmikavatarasiltra. This is interesting because it 
emphasizes the teaching rather than the contents of nairatmya. Secondly, the Wei version compared to the 
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tathagatagarbha and nairatmya, though different words, equally refer to the skillful means 

utilized to interpret the principle of dharmanairatmya. That is to say, in order to explain the 

doctrine of dharmanairatmya, different methods are utilized in accordance with different 

aptitude of the listener. The tathagatagarbha adapted to the foolish and the heretics, together 

with the nairatmya adapted to the sravakas disciples, are similarly expedient teaching for 

the purpose of expounding dharmanairatmya. The doctrines of tathagatagarbha and 

nairatmya, though seemingly contradictory at first glance, are actually directed toward the 

same purpose of dharma-nairatmya, but by different means. 

tathagatagarbha (directed to the foolish and the heretics) 

Dharmanairiitmya • .---- nairatmyaJanatman (directed to the sriivaka disciples) 

~ bhutakoti, nirvaQ.a, etc. (directed to anyone having an 
appropriate aptitUde) 

In concluding this section it can be said that tathagatagarbha accords well with the 

both doctrines of pudgala-nairatmya or anatman claimed in primitive Buddhism and 

dharma-nairatmya highly praised by the Mahayana traditions. Furthermore, it can be 

understood that tathagata-nairatmya-garbha suggested in the Lalikiivatiirasiitra is a 

noticeable return to the main stream of nairatmyaJanatman within the tathagatagarbha 

tradition that is in agreement with the theory of atman, but not with the atman of the 

Brahmanical tradition 

III. Tathagatagarbha and Siinyata are in Agreement 

The tathagatagarbha tradition prevailing in the later period of Mahayana Buddhism 

criticized the doctrine of sarva-dharma-sunyata maintained by earlier Madhyamaka as an 

other versions adds the terms "bhutako{i" and "nirvclIJa," which may be additional clarification of the 
translator. 
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expedient teaching. According to some tathagatagarbha scriptures, sarva-dharma-sunyatii is 

not the final teaching, something asunya must be admitted beyond what is sunya. For 

example, it is claimed in the MahiiparinirviilJasutra that "'sunyata' means the negation of 

twenty five kinds of beings, as well as of all afflictions, all sufferings, all defining-

characteristics, all conditioned things ... 'asunyata' means the real and wholesome form 

[that is] permanence, joy, self, and purity, moveless and changeless." 89 Therefore, the 

conditioned dharmas of afflictions and suffering is sunya, while the unconditional dharma, 

viz. the tathagatagarbha, cannot be sunya. The distinction between sunyata and asunyata is 

indeed an important factor in making a division between early Mahayana of Madhyamaka 

and later Mahayana of the tathagatagarbha tradition. Faced with this distinction, the 

Laitkiivatiirasutra was obviously inclined to bridge 'sunyata' mainly advocated in the 

Prajfiiipiiramitiisutra and 'asunyata' which is the nature of tathagatagarbha. 

As discussed in the previous section, tathagatagarbha is in accord with the doctrine 

of nairatmya, while the doctrine of nairatmya is closely related to the doctrine of sunyata. 

Following this trend of logic, the doctrine of tathagatagarbha should be in agreement with 

the doctrine of sunyata. The Laitkiivatiirasutra states: 

1. Oh Mahamati, the tathagatas have expounded on tathagatagarbha as comprising 

such meanings as emptiness, reality-limit, nirva1)a, non-arising, non-objectivity, 

and freedom from desire.9o 

2. Sometimes it [tathagatagarbha] IS taught as sunyata, without-characteristic, 

wishlessness, suchness (tathatii) , the extent of reality (bhutakoti), reality-as-such 

(dharmatii) , existential pattern (dharma-kiiya), nirva1)a, lacking self-nature 

89 "~:ff, ~~~=+1i~, RjtitJ~]~ , -t;7]~ , -t;7];J>§ , -t;7]~m1'J"""::f~:ff, ~~~.~1S, m~fX~, 
::flllJJ::f~". See *JiJ£t'13:!.il!~*~ chapter five in T.l2, p.395b. 

90 See Nanjio edition of The Lalikilvatilra Sutra, p.78, lines 6-8: tathagatai) 
s[jnyatabh[jtako~inirvaI).anutpadanimittapraI).ihitadyanarh mahamate padarthanalTI tathagatagarbhopadesarh 
krtva. (Sanskrit version) 
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(nil:zsvabhiiva), non-arising, non-extinguishing, originally tranquil, nirvaI)a-by

nature and so on. These terms are meant to expound tathagatagarbha.91 

3. Regarding the tathagatagarbha taught by me, such dictions and phrases as sunyata, 

bhutakoti, nirvaI)a, non-arising, non-extinguishing, lacking characteristics, 

wishlessness and so on, are expounded as tathagatagarbha.92 

4. Those tathagatas who have truly realized Supreme Awakening expound 

tathagatagarbha by explaining the meanings of such terms as sunyata-by-nature, 

bhutakoti, nirvaI)a, non-arising, no-defining-characteristic, and wishlessness, and 

so on.93 

5. Because the tatbagatas, Arhats, [and] Buddhas having realized the supreme 

awakening, having taught the meanings of terms such as sunyata, bhutakoti, 

nirvaI)a, non-arising, non-defining-characteristic, and wishlessness, and so on as 

tathagatagarbha ... 94 

61 

Among the five versions above, the Sanskrit, Tang, and Tibetan versions are quite similar. 

The Wei version (No.3) adds the diction "non-extinguishing." The Song version, which is 

the most compressed and concise among the three extant Chinese translations, departs from 

its ordinary style of translation and adds several terms. Despite these differences, the term 

"sunyata" is mentioned by all the versions. 

The Song version, which is the most exhaustive in diction, can be understood as 

presenting the list "sunyata, without-characteristic, wishlessness" as the "three methods to 

91 in Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling fJJ1JJD~ilJ~.tt~mw*~" see T.l6, p.489b. ~8:j§jl~, ~,f§, ffliilliiJ't ~O, 
.~~, i!tl, i!~, ¥1E~, l!liEEJ'li, /Fj::, /F¥~, **~iW, El'lii1E~. ~O~~{:j], §jl~O*~B. (Song version) 

92 in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling AAJ5{jJD*~, see T.16, p.52ge. fI<;§3?;tzD*~, ~, .~~, 71E~, /Fj::, /F¥~, fflii,f§, ffliilliiJ'i~ 
:3'z.:irf~{:j], §3?;iJ~O*~. (Wei version) 

93 in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **}.jJ51JJD*~, see T.16, p.599b. tzO*~~IE:W:, .L-)"Ii~, .~~, ¥1E~, /F 
j::, ~,f§, ffliilliiJ'i~Mi{:j]~g3?;~O*~. (Tang version) 

94 ljphags-pa lan-kar g§egs-paf:ti theg-pa chen-pof:ti mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1.29, p.40, leaf 
94b, line 3-4. de bzhin gshegs pa dgra beom pa yang dag par rdzogs pa'i sangs rgyas mams ni stong pa 
nyid dang / yang dag pa'i mtha' dang / my a ngan las 'das pa dang / rna skyes pa dang / mtshan rna med pa 
dang/ smon pa med pa la sogs pa'i tshig gi don mams la / de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying por bstan par byas 
nas / (Tibetan version) Also see TBRC Disk 5, P 172 {86b line 4} 
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emancipation." It presents "tathata", "bhiitakoti" and "dharmata" as synonyms of siinyata 

according to the Madhyamaka School and "Dharma-kay a" is essentially identical to the 

tathagatagarbha.95 "NirvaI)a" refers to the realm attained when siinyata has been realized. 

"Nil)svabhava," "non-arising," and "non-extinguishing" are synonyms of siinyata 

expounded in the Madhyamaka. The terms "originally tranquil" and "nirvaI)a by nature" 

can be seen often in the Prajfiiipiiramitiisutras. In fact, this series of terms often appear in 

the Prajfiiipiiramitiisutras which advocate the siinyata of all dharmas, conditioned and 

unconditional. To cite only one example, it is stated in the Mahiiprajfiiipiiramitiisutra (*~§t 

The very profound meanings are: siinyata, no defining-characteristic, 
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highly praised by the Prajfiiipiiramitiisutra and the Madhyamaka School, is essentially 

95 According to the Srfmaliidevisutra, the tathagatagarbha is said to be entangled in defilements, while 
dharma-kaya is free of all entanglements. The tathiigatagarbha and the dharma-kaya differ only in their 
state, not in the intrinsic quality possessed by the both. 

96 "1!tr*~~, ~~~, ~;f§, ~fu1J[, ~1'F, ~~, ~1~, ;m~j, 1.!E~, ~~D, 1!31l-, i!tt, .~~. M~~~1!t1*~ 
~". See jd~;fi1Elf.l~~*~ (Mahiiprajiiiiparamitiisutra), in T.7, p.269a. 
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analogous to the tathagatagarbha suggested III later Mahayana, despite terminological 

differences. 

Up to this point, it can be concluded that the doctrine of "tathagata-nairatmya

garbha" as found in the Laftkavatarasiitra is contrary to the doctrine of "tathagatagarbha

atman" claimed in the initial stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition. It can, however, be 

understood as a return to an-atman suggested in primitive Buddhism or dharma-nairatyma 

advocated by Mahayana traditions. In addition, quite different from the early 

tathagatagarbha tradition that criticized "sarva-dharma-sUnyaUi" as an expedient-teaching 

and maintained the doctrinal stance of the You-zong (:f:f*), the sect emphasizing existence, 

the Laftkavatarasiitra seems to integrate sUnyata and asUnyata, in order to state that the 

tathagatagarbha is in accord with notions such as sUnyata, no-defining-characteristic, etc. 

advocated in the Prajfiaparamitasiitra and the Madhyamaka School. 

3) Tathagatagarbha and the "Real and Eternal Mind-only" 

A temporary conclusion according to the above discussion can be reached as 

follows: In the Laftkavatarasiitra, the tathagatagarbha doctrine is an expedient teaching 

intended for certain level of mentality of sentient beings, even though the depths of the 

tathagatagarbha doctrine accord well with nairatmya and sUnyata. In this case, according to 

Chinese Buddhist tradition, the doctrinal standpoint of the Laftkavatarasiitra is supposed to 

resemble that of "Kong-zong/~*," the sect that emphasizes sUnyata. However, a further 

closer investigation reveals differences. 

Fa-zang O!~), the eminent Buddhist scholar of the Tang Dynasty, classified the 

Buddhist teaching into four groups: 

1) the Existent-characteristic school (You-xiang-zong/~;f§*) based on Hlnayana 
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teaching; 

2) the No-characteristic school (Wu-xiang-zongl ~ f§ =*) based on the 

Prajfiiiparamitasutra and the Madhyamaka commentaries; 

3) the Dharma-characteristic school (Fa-xiang-zongI1:E: f§ =*) based on the 

Yogacara teaching, and 

4) the Genuine-characteristic school (Shi-xiang-zong/'Jf f§ =*) based on the 

tathagatagarbha doctrine. 

Among these, the LGlikavatarasutra is categorized as belonging to the fourth group.97 It is 

also stated by Fa-zang that "the so-called 'five dharmas,' 'three svabhava,' 'eight vijfiana' 

and 'twofold siinyata' are all established upon the self-mind of tathagatagarbha as the 

correct understanding of the MaMyanists." 98 Similarly, Yin-shun (EP Jr~) classified the 

Lalikavatarasutra into the category of "real and eternal mind-only," which is to be 

distinguished from the texts belonging to the categories "siinyata but name-only" and 

"illusionary but vijfiapti-only." 

"Real and eternal mind-only" is the fundamental basis of the Lalikavatarasutra. 

Furthermore, the "mind" maintained and discussed therein is the clear and pure mind of the 

tathagatagarbha. Therefore, "nairatmya" and "siinyata," related to the tathagatagarbha as 

discussed above, should be considered in the context of the doctrinal system of "real and 

eternal mind-only" so that we will be able to see the whole picture and grasp the original 

intention. In order to accomplish that, the following discussion will be divided into two 

topics: 

1. Tathagatagarbha is Essentially "Genuine Atman" 

97 See the details in Ru-Leng-Qie-Xin-Xuan-Yi (Atn1jJo{J\X:~)' in ~ Vol. 25, pp.4lOb-411a, Taipei: 

Xinwenfeng *JT:X~, 1994. 
YX "?JT~~1i1~, ='1:1, J\~~, =~, ~~.gr1j'~El{J\~D*~, :v:m~**:g-1:.iE~JIb". The "twofold sunyataJ= 
~" mentioned by Fa-zong is namely the "twofold nairatmya/=~fl(;". Ibid. p.409b. 
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II. Tathagatagarbha is Essentially Asiinya 

I. Tathagatagarbha is Essentially "Genuine Atman" 

It should be noticed that in the context of the Lmikiivatiirasiitra, the following verse 

is declared after the conclusion "The tathagata-nairatmya-garbha should be understood by 

you in order to abandon the viewpoints of the heretical philosophers," in order to reiterate 

this teaching: 

1) Personality, continuity, the [five] aggregates, causality, 
atoms, supreme spirit, ruler, creator are mind-only discrimination.99 

2) The person, continuity, aggregates, causation, atoms, supreme spirit, ruler, creator, 
are erroneously conceived by the mind. 100 

3) The person, Atman and aggregates, causations and atoms, intrinsic nature, ruler, 
creator, are erroneous discrimination of mind-only. 101 

4) The person, continuity, aggregates, causations and atoms, supreme, ruler, creator, 
these are nothing but mental discrimination. 102 

5) The person, continuity, aggregates, in the same manner, causations, atoms, supreme 
spirit, ruler, creator are discriminated in mind-only. 103 

Candrakirti, the eminent Madhyamaka scholar, in his work Madhyamakiivatiira (Dhu-ma-la 

hjug-pa) explained the import of the above verses as follows: 

Those [ideas of] pudgala etc. of heretical philosophers, 
the Buddha perceives them as not being a creator, 

99 See the Nanjio edition of The Lmikilvatilra Sfttra, p.79, lines 11-12. 
pudgalaJ:! sarhtatil;i skandhaJ:! pratyaya al)avastatha, 
pradhanam IsvaraJ:! karta cittamatrarh vikalpyate. 

(Sanskrit version) 
100 in Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling fJ5{j]a~Q}~»::§7rtBfML see T.16, p.489b. A ' fEl*, ' ~ , *~W1Jl& 
~ , 1m ' §1:£ ' {'P, {,,;§:§fJ! (Song version) 

101 in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling At;;j{ha*~, see T.16, p.529c. A ' fX&n~~, /'0U~W1Jl&~, §ti: ' §1:£ ' {'P, Oft{,'§:§ 
71-3U. (Wei version) 

102 in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling j\Jl~AfJ5{ha*~, see T.16, p.599b. ±~ , i'Eltl ' if.1I[, f5U~&mz~, 1m' § 
1:£ ' {'P~, Jl:t1fl{,\71-3U. (Tang version) 

103 IJphags-pa lali-kar gsegs-pa/:li theg-pa chen-po/:li mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1.29, p.40, 
leaf 95a, lines 6-7 See also TBRC Disk 5, p. 172, folio 86b, lines 6-7. 

I gang zag rgyun dang phung po dang II de bzhin rkyen dang rdul dag dang I 
I gtso bo dbang po byed pa dag II sems tsam pa la mam par brtags I(Tibetan version) 
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[but] teaches that the creator of the world is mind-only. 104 

The Laizkavatarasutra is assuredly a text on the teaching of mind-only, and this is why 

CandrakIrti (560-640) as a Madhyamaka scholar regarded it as an expedient-teaching and 

not an ultimate teaching. According to the LaizkavatarasUtra, notions such as pudgala, 

pradhana, ISvara, and so on maintained by other religions are essentially mental 

imaginations. Therefore, mind-only is real, while all else is not real. 

As discussed above, the underlying principle of anatman or pudgala-nairatmya is 

universally admitted by most Buddhist traditions. However, the methods adopted to 

demonstrate pudgala-naiditmya are entirely different between scriptures such as the Agama 

and the Laizkavatarasutra. In the Agama, each of the five aggregates is examined in order 

to establish that the self-existent Atman or pudgala cannot possibly exist in any form. The 

Agama claims that "the atman that is one of the aggregates" and "the atman that is 

separated from the aggregates" are nothing more than mistaken notions. The manner in 

which the atman and the doctrine of pudgala-nairatmya on the basis of the aggregates of 

body and mind have been explained is undoubtedly empirical and practical. The 

Laizkavatarasutra, on the other hand, resorts to the doctrine of mind-only and infers that 

since all existences are only manifestations of one's own mind (sva-citta-driSya-matra), the 

so-called atman is nothing more than an imaginary notion manifested from one's own mind. 

Furthermore, being a product of false imagination, the atman is unreal and lacks substantive 

existence. In order to verify the doctrine of an-atma or pudgala-nairatmya by means of a 

metaphysical theory, the Laizkavatarasutra approaches it metaphysically and 

104 mu stegs mams kyi gang zag sogs de dag I 
smras pa de dag byed por med gzigs nas II 
rgyal bas sems tsam 'jig rten byed por gsungs II 
See Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vol. 98, No. 5261, leaf233a, line 3 
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transcendentally. 

Although the conclusion of pudgala-nairatmya is reached by both the Agama and 

the Laflkavatarasutra, the significance of pudgala-nairatmya nevertheless differs between 

them due to the divergence in doctrine and the manner in which those texts explain them. 

The Agama, by incorporating the five aggregates, viz. the basic components of life, into its 

discussion, verifies that atman cannot exist inside the five aggregates that are empirically 

experienced and that it cannot exist in any unverifiable imagination or on the basis of some 

philosophical assumption. The atman maintained in philosophical or theological meditation 

has been refuted by the Buddha and is imaginary and like an illusion. Therefore, the 

pudgala-nairatmya declared in Primitive Buddhism is a through and through radical theory 

of an-atman that admits of no compromise despite its abstruse and recondite nature. 105 The 

Laflkavatarasutra, on the other hand, established the tathagatagarbha teaching on the basis 

of the metaphysical assumption of mind-only, and as a result, the atman is negated 

according to the principle of mind-only, but the "mind," established as the fundamental 

basis, cannot be negated. "Mind" in this context refers to "self-mind" or "sva-citta" (often 

mentioned in the Laflkavatarasutra)106 and also to the intrinsically pure tathagatagarbha. 

This inextinguishable "self-mind" found in the tathagatagarbha doctrine IS 

sometimes mentioned as the "genuine atman" in the Laflkavatarasutra. For instance, in the 

siitra we find such as expressions as the following: 

[The object] to be acted upon by the innermost Wisdom of Realization, 

characterized as the clear and pure genuine atman, this is indeed the 

105 A controversial issue in the light of an-atman or pudgala-nairatmya doctrine is this: how can the continuity 
of memory and of karma be possible? Although it was owing to this recondite nature of an-atman that 
various opinions on the theory of atman were suggested among sectarian Buddhism, the canonical literature 
firmly insisted on the teaching of nairatmya and never suggested any sort of atman that existed in any 
transcendental form. 

106 As for example "sva-citta" in the expression "sva-citta-drisya-matra". 
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tathagatagarbha. 107 

The genuine atman inside the aggregates cannot be known by the ignorant. 108 

If there is no such genuine atman, all these [pure dharmas] are inexistent... to teach 

that there is no genuine atman is to slander the Dharma and to be attached to [the 

dualism of] being and non-being. 109 

I explain that the genuine blazing atman, just as when the kalpa-fire is ablaze, burns 

down the thick forest of an-atman [and] separates [one] from the faults of heretical 
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107 "pg~~~PJT1-r, m~~fX;f§, If:ttlPtlD*if', in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **A11J{ho*~, see T.16, 
p.637b. 

lOR "il$~.fX, ~~:.:f~g~D", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **A1JHho*~" see T.16, p.637c. 
109"++-4m:r~~I'!r'ffi S~*.t;b4m:-§A4m:I'!r'ffi# =;¢;~+'f't.-I.~4m:'" D Sh R L Q' J' -l-"ffi':.t"l!lhO"«( :tl Jl\\JJ.-L~:r.x., AE~/D' S l\"lpJWII\\~:r~--s, ri75{I\;E4'F3 11\\ ,In Q- eng- u- eng- le- cng .I\.~/\.tnVJ Tf'.:r:, 

see T.16, p.637c-638a. The Wei version (Ru-Leng-Qie-ling Af1J{ho*~) reads: "E~$~fX, ffijIf:t~1t~, 
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110 "i.lJl~fX~~, 1~tlDffl:k~, i~~fXfJiiJ;f*, /!ll~1}~jt§J", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **Am{hu*~, 
see T.16, p.638a. The Wei version (Ru-Leng-Qie-ling Am{hu*~) reads: "/!ll~1}~jt§J, ~;tj~fX~,4J(~) 
fX~~~, tlDffl3l:k~(:Xk)", which means: [it] separates [one] from the faults of heretical philosophers, 
[and] burns down the view of an-atman, now the view of atman is blazing, just as the flame in the end of a 
kalpa. See T.16, p.583b 
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atman, but that it signifies the real self or genuine atman. For example, Shan-yue (~A), 

living in Song dynasty (960-1279), annotated tathagata-nairatmya-garbha as follows: 

In [the context of] dharma-nairatmya, [I explain] that the tathagatagarbha is the 

atman possessing and demonstrating various virtues; this is truly the meaning of 

"genuine Atman" ... [thus,] to compare tathagatagarbha with the expression "an

atman" is indeed [to make] tathagatagarbha the Atman ... in that case, to explain 

[tathagatagarbha] as the atman gives way to the conceptual atman of the heretical 

philosophers [and this would mean that one] reaches the genuine Atman on the 

basis of the mistaken atman functioning as the cause. III 

Similarly, Han-shi of the Qing dynasty, in his work Leng Qie ling Xin Yin states: 

At first, the tathagata taught an-atman for the sake of sentient beings who 

clung to the five aggregates as the atman. Again later, for the sake of the 

Sravakas who clung to the teaching of an-atman and who were confused 

about self-nature ... in order to explain [to them] the genuine Atman, when 

the tathagata was explaining an-atman, he dwelt as the genuine atman. 112 

Finally, having thoroughly examined tathagata-nairatmya-garbha in the Laflkiivatiirasutra, 

it was found that the doctrines of tathagatagarbha and pudgala-nairatmya were aligned with 

each other but only under a certain condition - that is, only when the atman proposed by 

other religions was denied. However, from the viewpoint of the metaphysical aspect of the 

Laflkiivatiirasutra, the tathagatagarbha can be considered to be the genuine Atman, but one 

which is very different from the absolute an-atman declared in Primitive Buddhism. 

Actually, there is a noticeable inconsistency between the views of Primitive Buddhism and 

the tathagatagarbha tradition as indicated in the following chart. 

III "1i~1t~:fJG$, ~tlD*~~:fJG, ~mt~1~, t!P~fZ~ ... ~tlD*~t)§~fZ, ftlJtlD*~F.SfZ~ ... ~fW~~t)F.S 
fZ~, F.S1jfJ511Hf\i;~:9~~, 4'l1ZSl~fZ.ii~fZ". See Leng Qie (A Ba Duo Luo Baa) ling Tong Yi fJHlJa(IThT~R 
~Hff.)M1Hffi~, in ~ 25, pp.477b-478a, Taipei: Xinwenfeng ~JTxl!., 1994. 

112 "tlD*fJJmW1:.¥A1i~fZ, ~~1i~~fZ; 1&3Z.F.SVM¥A~fZ1t, ~1i~§t1, F.S~~~fZ ... tlD*§~~fZ8'i'j, ~1:E 
~fZ". SedJ5{;lJa*~,c.,\EP in ~ 27, p.200a-b, Taipei: Xinwenfeng lfJTxl!., 1994. 
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Agreement Disagreement 

Primitive Buddhism No Atman Admitted 

Heretical Atman Denied 
Tathagatagarbha Tradition Genuine Atman Admitted 

The alignment between tathagatagarbha and pudgala-nairatmyalan-atman declared 

in Primitive Buddhism was conditioned by a denial of atman of other religions. 

Furthermore, it is now necessary to note what conditions would be necessary to have 

tathagatagarbha and dharma-nairatmya, widely propagated by Mahayana Buddhism, to be 

in agreement with each other. To deal with this issue, it is first necessary to clarify the 

interpretations regarding dharma-nairatmya according to the Madhyamaka and Yogacara 

Schools. 

In order to refute the claim that all dharmas are existent and possess self-nature held 

by the Sarvastivadins, the Mahayana tradition, steming from the Prajfiiipiiramitiisiitra to 

the Madhymaka School established by Nagarjuna, emphasized the fact that all dharmas are 

devoid of self-nature (sarva-dharma-ni/:lsvabhiiva). That is, all dharms are devoid of an 

ever-abiding substance (sarva-dharma-nairiitmya). In other words, all dharmas are 

ultimately empty (sarva-dharma-siinyatii). 

The terms "all dharmas" mentioned here include both the conditioned dharmas and 

the unconditional dharmas. The term "nairatmya" is actually a synonym of nil:1svabhava 

and sUnyata. Sarva-dharma-nairatmya means that all dharmas (sarva-dharma) are 

ultimately devoid of self-nature (svabhiiva). Not only the conditioned dharmas of the 

myriad phenomena are nil:1svabhava or nairatmya; even the unconditional dharmas such as 

Bodhi and nirvaI)a are equally nil:1svabhava and nairatmya. In conclusion, the Madhyamaka 
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interpretation is that no substantial dharma or intrinsic nature can be found in the ultimate 

siinyata. 

Dharma-nairatmya as explained by the Yogacarin Vasubhandu in his work The 

Twenty Verses and Their Commentaries (Vimsatika), to which he added his own auto-

commentary, reveals a nuanced perspective. In explaining the true essence of dharma-

nairatmya, Vasubandhu states: 

However, if all dharmas do not exist, then it would follow that cognition-only 

(vijiiaptimatra) would not exit also; therefore, how would that [non-existence of 

dharma] be established? By no means does this statement "all dharmas do not exist" 

mean that one enters into dharma-nairatmya, but rather, [the statement is made,] 

... in regard to an imagined self (kalpitatmana). II 10 c II 

It is nairatmya in reference to an imagined self, i.e. all those things imagined by the 

fools as possessing self-nature by conceptually dichotomizing the apprehended

object from apprehending-subject, etc., but not in reference to the indescribable self 

(anabhilapyatman), which belongs to the realm of the Buddha. l13 

From this quotation, we learn that dharma-nairatmya is established only in regard to the 

imagined self, but not with regard to the real and indescribable self. In other words, 

dharma-nairatmya within the Yogacara School negates only the imagined realm that is a 

representation of the mind-only, and thus refers to the illusionary nature of the 

parikalpitasvabhava (imagined nature). However, the real realm of the Buddha, namely the 

parini~pana-svabhava (perfected nature), does not fall within the definition of dharma-

nairatmya as applied to concepts. 

113 The Sanskrit reads: "yadi tarhi sarvatha dharmo nasti tadapi vijnaptimatrarh nastIti katharh tadhi 
vyavasthapyate I na khalu sarvatha dharmo nastIty evarh dharma-nairatmya-praveso bhavati, api tu 
kalpitatmana //lOll. yo balair dharmal)arh svabhavo grahya-grahakadii). parikalpitas ten a kalpitenatmana 
te~arh nairatmyarh, na tv anabhilapyenatmana yo buddhanarh vi~aya iti". See S. Levi, op cit., p. 6, lines 14-
18. Also see, Bon kan wa taisho seshin yuishikiron genten (Jt1lfDJl;j?,~tit~Ji!rJfE~~ifHl*m!-), edited and 
translated by Inazu, Norimi (f@i'$mc::::::') and Sogabe, Masayuki (1'tflGmllI'¥:), p. 23. Tokyo: Sanbo Shoten 
(== 'i:m: J;5), 1989. 
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By comparing dharma-nairatmya explained by the Madhyamaka and that explained 

by the Yogacara, it is said that, though the exposition of dharma-nairatmya is accepted by 

these two Schools, their understanding and definition differ. For the Madhyamaka, 

"dharma" of "dharma-nairatmya" includes all dharmas, both conditioned and 

unconditioned, while for the Yogacara school, it simply refers to conditioned and imagined 

phenomena. Thus for the Yogacara School, the conditioned dharma is certainly nairatmya, 

but the unconditioned dharma is not nairatmya; parikalpitasvabhava is certainly illusionary, 

but parini~panasvabhava is pure and real. The following chart will clarify how dharma-

nairatmya is defined by the two schools. 

Dharma- Nairatmya 

Madhyamaka All Dharmas Both Conditioned And Nibsvabhava, SUnyata 
Unconditioned 

Yogacara Conditioned Dharmas of Parikalpitasvabhava Illusionary, Unreal 

The tathagatagarbha doctrine of the Laftkiivatiirasiitra, as mentioned above, is regarded as 

an expedient teaching to reveal dharma-nairatmya. However, what kind of dharma-

nairatmya is revealed by the tathagatagarbha that is dharma-nairatmya? The 

Laftkiivatiirasiitra states: 

What is knowledge of dharma-nairatmya? It is the realization that skandha, dhatu, 

ayatana is by nature the appearance of parikalpitasvabhava. 114 

From the above quotation, it is clear that dharma-nairatmya in the Laftkiivatiirasiitra is 

understood as parikalpitasvabhava. "Dharma" of "dharma-nairatmya" is restricted to 

114 The Sanskrit version reads: "dharmanairiHmyajfianarh katamad yaduta skandhadhatvayatananarh 
parikalpitalak~aI)asvabhavavabodhai)", in Saddharma-LalJkavatara-sutram (Buddhist Sanskrit Series No.3) 
p.29. Also Nanjio p. 68, lines 8-9. 
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conditioned and ever-changing dharma such as skandha, dhatu, and ayatana. Furthermore, 

these dharmas that are essentially parikalpitasvabhava, are representations of mind-only. 

The Lalikiivatiirasutra states: 

To know that there are only organs and [outer] circumstance, 

is to be free from attachment to atman (atma-griiha). 

To realize that there is mind [only] but no [outer] circumstance, 

is to be free from attachment to dharma (dharmagriiha). 

Depending on milla-vijiiana, 

there is the arising of other vijiiana. 115 

Consequently, dharma-nairatmya expediently revealed through the doctrine of 

tathagatagarbha is not the dharma-nairatmya propagated by the Madhyamaka School. 

Dharma-nairatmya in Yogacara is meaningful in the context of mind-only. Here we find 

evidence for Yogacara influence on the Lalikiivatiirasutra. 

In conclusion, the tathagata-nairatmya-garbha in the LaJikiivatiirasutra is neither 

exactly identical to the pudgala-nairatmya or anatman declared in Primitive Buddhism, nor 

is it a duplicate of dharma-nairatmya propagated by the Madhyamaka School, which 

insisted that all dharmas, whether conditioned or unconditioned, are ultimately devoid of 

intrinsic nature. Rather, the "nairatmya" found in the LaJikiivatiirasutra negates only 

heretical Atman and parikalpitasvabhava. The tathagata-nairatmya-garbha in the 

LaJikiivatiirasutra, expressed in a "positive" way can be comprehended as "tathagata-

atmastitva-garbha." 

Reviewing the viewpoint of dharmanairatmya found in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra as 

discussed in chapter two of this thesis, it can be pointed out that regarding the relationship 

115 "JD{EllHN~, fliJMD~fUJ\; '1'fr{A~~:W, fliJMD~i*fJt. El3ftvjs:~~rI&, ffiJ1'f§4H~~", in Da
Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **Am{.iJa*~lL, see T.16, p.631c. 
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conditioned and ever-changing dharma such as skandha, dhatu, and ayatana. Furthermore, 
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1 1 5 "JD{EllHN�, fliJMD�fUJ\; '1'fr{A��:W, fliJMD�i*fJt. El3ftvjs:��rI&, ffiJ1'f§4H��", in Da
Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **Am{.iJa*�lL, se e  T. 1 6, p.63 1c. 
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between tathagatagarbha and Atman, the Srfmiiltidevisutra and the Laizkiivatiirasutra 

present a similar dialectic: 

Thesis: The 
Tathagatagarbha Antithesis: The Synthesis: The 

Resembles the Tathagatagarbha is "Genuine A.tman" is 
Heretical A.tman, as Emphasized as Raised above 

stated in Earlier NairatmyalAn- Nairatmyal An-atman 
Scriptures atman 

"Tathagatagarbha is "The dharma-kay a of 
not atman, pudgala, tathagata is the 

Srfmiiliidevi-
sattva, and jlva." perfection of eternity, 

siitra 
the perfection of bliss, 
the perfection of self 
(atman), and the 
perfection of purity." 

"It is expounded in "Tathagata -nairatmya- "The characteristic of 
sutras that the garbha should be the clear and pure 
tathagatagarbha is clear understood by you, in genuine Atman is 

Lailkiivatiira 
and pure by nature, it is order to abandon the exactly 
eternal, permanent, viewpoints of the tathagatagarbha." 

-siitra unceasing, and heretical 
changeless. It possesses philosophers." 
thirty-two characteristics 
of excellence, hidden 
within the body of all 
sentient being ... " 

The above table shows that compared to the Srfmiiliidevisutra, the Laizkiivatarasutra 

presents a clearer intention to revise the tathagatagarbha doctrine propagated in previous 

scriptures. Additionally, it is only in the Laizkiivatiirasutra that a detailed discussion on 

nairatmya, together with its relevant interpretation from the Yogacaric perspective, is found, 

and it is only therein that doctrinal complexities are thus enhanced in contrast t<,> the earlier 

texts. 

II. Tathagatagarbha is Essentially Asiinya 

The claim of the Laizkiivatiirasutra that 

Sometimes it [tathagatagarbha] IS taught as sunyata, without-characteristic, 
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wishlessness, suchness (tathatii) , the extent of reality (bhiitakoti) , reality-as-such 

(dharmatii) , existential pattern (dharma-kiiya), nirvaI)a, lacking self-nature 

(nibsvabhiiva), non-arising, non-extinguishing, originally tranquil, nirvaI)a-by

nature. These terms are meant to expound tathagatagarbha. 116 

seems to be an attempt to justify tathagatagarbha as none other than siinyata, without 

characteristic, wishlessness, nil)svabhava, etc. by contextualizing it III the 

Prajiiiipiiramitiisiitra that frequently uses those terms. However, the significance of 

"sUnyata," an important notion in Buddhism, differs from tradition to tradition and from 

time to time. Therefore, it will be necessary to clarify whether "sUnyaUi" mentioned in the 

Lalikiivatiirasiitra is identical to "sUnyata" taught in Primitive Buddhism and Madhyamaka. 

Samadhi-traya (three contemplations) or vimok~a-mukha-traya (three gates to 

emancipation) is made up of and characterized by "sUnyata, no-defining-characteristic and 

wishlessness." The doctrine of samadhi-traya probably has its beginnings in the 

Sarhyuktiigama, according to which sUnyata, the most fundamental among all the three, is 

explained as follows: 

Observe well that formlrUpa is an impermanent, uncompromising, and undesirable 

dharma. In the same manner, observe that feeling (vedanii), perception (sarhjfiii) , 

volitional action (sarhskiira) , and consciousness (vijfiiina) are impermanent, 

uncompromising, and undesirable dharmas. [To observe in this manner] is called 

"sUnyata." 117 

The logical steps involved in the discussion of "sUnyata" in the Sarhyuktiigama lies 

in understanding that the five aggregates are impermanent, and that because they are 

impermanent they are uncompromising, and that because they are uncompromising they 

116 See footnote 90 above 

117 "~WfSfflli1¥tJ!i~lfMtflXZ1!, ~D~W~'¥t ' fJ( , ff ' ~fj1(ffllimJ!i¥~IfMtBXZ¥! ... ~~m~." In ~[l6J-a-*~ 
(Smhyuktiigama), see T.2, p.20b. 
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1 1 7 "�WfSfflli1¥tJ!i�lfMtflXZ1!, �D�W�'¥t ' fJ( , ff ' �fj1(ffllimJ!i¥�IfMtBXZ¥! . . .  ��m�." In �[l6J-a-*� 
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lack defining-characteristics, and that because they lack defining-characteristics they are 

silnyata. The teaching of impermanence, uncompromising, and no defining-characteristics 

apparently. are features of Primitive Buddhism. Furthermore, silnyata is not simply a denial 

of self/atman, but also the denial of what belongs to self/mama. 118 

This early doctrine of silnyata is adhered to and expounded by early Mahayana 

traditions that emphasize "silnyata of all existences" (sarva-dharma-sunyatii). In the 

doctrinal context of sarva-dharma-silnyata, not only the defiled and conditioned dharma is 

silnya, but even the pure and unconditioned dharma is sunya. All dharmas, whether defiled 

or pure, are equally silnya because they are devoid of intrinsic nature (niJ:zsvabhiiva). The 

doctrine of ultimate silnyata is thus propagated in early Mahayana. 

Following in the footsteps of Primitive Buddhism and Early Mahayana, the 

Laflkiivatiirasutra took up the complex of "sunyata, no defining-characteristics, and 

wishlessness" as an explanation of the tathagatagarbha. One should question, however, 

whether silnyata mentioned here is the same as that maintained in Primitive Buddhism and 

Early Mahayana. The scholar monk Zeng Fong-yi (1iVlII.{i) of the Ming dynasty (1368-

1644) annotated this section of the Laflkiivatiirasutra as follows: "The tathagatagarbha is by 

nature pure, thus it is said to be silnyata." 119 Accordingly, sunyata in the context of the 

Laflkiivatiirasutra actually denotes purity, instead of silnyata in the sense of an-atman or 

nil)svabhava. Whether tathagatagarbha in Laflkiivatiirasutra should be sOnya or asOnyata 

can be considered in the light of the section in which momentariness (k~a1Jika) is discussed: 

Momentariness, moreover, Mahamati, is the alayavijfiana that is named 

11M For example, it is mentioned in the ~/lliJi3*~ (Samyuktagama) we find the expression, "the siinyata of self 
and what belongs to self'(~f\(;f\(;pfT), see T.2, p.72e. 

IIY "PO * iii §l 'l'1iiHP, t&~~", see Leng Qie ling Tsung Tong (tJ'J{1Ja*~*Jj) in ~ 26, p.458b. Taipei: 
Xinwenfeng ~JT:3tIf, 1994. The same annotation is also given by Tong-run (Jj¥f'~) in Ming dynasty in his 
work Leng Qie ling He Zhe(m{1Ja*~i't,flJ:), see ~ 26, p.816a. 
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tathagatagarbha. Momentary is that which is accompanied by manas and the habit

energy of evolving vijiiana. That which is accompanied by habit-energy without 

outflow is not momentary. And foolish and ordinary people do not comprehend, 

because they are attached to the theory of momentariness. Because they do not 

realize momentariness and non-momentariness of all dharmas, the unconditioned 

(asamskrta) dharma is also denied by nihilism (ucchedadr$ti).120 

The Song version of this section is awkward in wording,121 but its implication seems to 

basically agree with the Sanskrit version. The Tang version is comparatively smoother in 

wording, 122 and it seems to accord well with the Sanskrit version. The Tibetan version 

agrees with the Sanskrit as well, despite an obviously superfluous Tibetan negative particle 

rna. 123 A different translation is found, however, in Wei version, that reads: 

The alayavijiiana named tathagatagarbha is neither simultaneous with manas nor 

with the habit-energy of evolving vijiianas; therefore, it is called, "silnyata." Being 

simultaneous with habit-energy without outflow, it is thus named "asilnyata." 

Mahamatil foolish and common people, neither realizing nor understanding [this], 

become attached to all dharmas that are momentary and non-abiding and 

erroneously say, "Even dharmas without outflow are momentary and non-abiding" 

and thus, they reject the real tathagata-garbha. 124 

Apparently, the words "momentariness and non-momentariness" m the other versions 

transform into "silnyata and asilnyata" in the Wei version to convey approximately the same 

120 The Sanskrit original reads: "k~anikarh punar mahamate aIayavijfUinarh tathagatagarbha!) sarhsabditam 
mana!) sahitam pravrtti-vijfUina-vasanabhi!) k~aJ.likam anasrava-vasanabhir ak~aJ.likam / na ca baIa
prthagjana avabudhyante k~aJ.lika-vadabhinivi~~a!) k~aJ.likak$aJ.likatam imam sarvadharmaJ.lam tad 
anavabodhad uccheda-dr~~ya asarhskrtan api dharman nasayi~yanti". In Saddharrna-LalJkavatara-sutrarn 
(Buddhist Sanskrit Series No.3), p.95. See also, Nanjio, p. 235 line 15 - p. 236, line 4. 

121 It reads "i';~~iMD*~, ~1~j::, ~~~*,~UlJ~, ~im~*,~F~Uj}~. ~FfL~pfTW:, §N~HUj}~~i%tl&, /fW:-1:;7] 
ilHUjj:~;:j'F~UW, tJIfT 5V~~~i:t," in T.16, p.512a. 

122 It reads: "~D*~i';~~~, PfTW~~~~~1~, ~~UlJ~1:t; ~1ffiffl~~~F~UlJ~1:t. llt~FfLf~HUj}~ili%:gZpfT 
rgg~D, 1iSl/ffj~~D-1:;7]~ti1:t~ ~~Uj}~~F*Ujj:~ii5l:, 1iSl§t~~ [QJ~ti1:tf~, mD~1fT 5E,," in T.16, p.621 c. 

123 See the details in ljphags-pa lan-kar g§egs-paJ:ti theg-pa chen-poJ:ti rndo, Peking edition of Tibetan 
Tripitaka Vo1.29, leaf 163b, line 6-7 

124 "~ilJ~!Hf~~i';~D*~, ~3=t~ , ,'~~.~, tl&i';~~; ~5E~Yffiffl.~1:ttl&, i';~/f~. *~! ~~fL~/f 
W:/f~D, fJ\~~fi1:t*UW/f1:t, m1:E!fB5E,mH'F~ ~: '~YffifflZi:tW'*Uj}B/f1:t', {j&1iSl~PDPD*~". In T.16, 
p.559c. 
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Tripitaka Vo1.29, leaf 1 63b, line 6-7 

124 "�ilJ�!Hf��i';�D*�, �3=t� , ,'��.�, tl&i';��; �5E�Yffiffl.�1:ttl&, i';�/f�. *� !  ��fL�/f 
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notion. The terms "siinyata" and "asiinyata" in the Wei version were evidently inherited 

from the Srfmiiliidevfsiitra, wherein we find the following: 

Siinyata-tathagatagarbha is free from [mundane] wisdom not [oriented] towards 

liberation and from all afflictions. ASiinyata-tathagatagarbha is liberation-wisdom 

possessed by innumerable Buddhas surpassing [the numbers of] grains of the 

Ganges [and] is the inconceivable Dharma. 125 

By comparing the Srfmiiliidevfsiitra and the Laftkiivatiirasiitra, it can be seen that their 

explanations on the relation between siinyata and tathagatagarbha are very similar. 

The Superficial The Sunyata and Asiinyata Defined 
Integration by the Tathagatagarbha Tradition 

between Tathagatagarbha 
and Siinyata Siinyata Asiinyata 

"Tathagatagarbha is the Siiyatatathagatagarb Asiinyatatathagataga 
wisdom of siinyata realized ha is free from rbha is liberation-

Srfmiiliidevi- by tathagatas." [mundane] wisdom wisdom possessed 

sutra not [oriented] by innumerable 
towards liberation Buddhas surpassing 
and from all [the numbers of] 
afflictions. grains of the Ganges 

[and] is the 
inconceivable 
Dharma. 

Sometimes it [tathagata- The aIayavijfiana "The alayavijfiana 
garbha] is taught as named named 
siinyata, without- tathagatagarbha is tathagatagarbha 
characteristic, neither simultaneous being simultaneous 

Lailkiivatiira- wishlessness, suchness with manas nor with with habit- energy 
sutra (tathatii), extent of reality the habit -energy of without outflow, it 

(bhiitako{i), reality-as-such evolving vijfianas; is thus named 
(dharmata), existential therefore, it is called "asiinyata." 
pattern (dharma-kiiya), "siinyata." 
nirvaI)a, lacking self-
nature (nibsvabhiiva), non-
arising, non-extinguishing, 
originally tranquil, nirvaI)a-
by-nature. These terms are 
meant to expound 
tathagatagarbha. 

125 "~PD*iii, PfTg~Ii!ff1J~::;r:~1'tijft~ , -tDtj1lj[£j; ::;r:~PD*iii, J'til~l'IZiyj;tOJ{ilM1'tijft~ , ::;r:JEU~tt". See 11#1( 
'*.AWr, in T.II, p.677a. 
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1 25 "�PD*iii, PfTg�Ii!ff1J�::;r:�1'tijft� , -tDtj1lj[£j; ::;r:�PD*iii, J'til�l'IZiyj;tOJ{ilM1'tijft� , ::;r:JEU�tt". See 11#1( 

'*.AWr, in T. I I , p.677a. 
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Although both the Srfmaladevfsutra and the Laflkavatarasutra indicate a tendency 

to connect sunyaUi doctrine passed down from Primitive Buddhism to Early Mahayana, this 

connection is simply a superficial integration based on taking the terms rather literally. As 

representative works on mind-only, both Srfmaladevfsutra and Lalikavatarasutra suggest 

sunyata in a mind-only sense. That is, these texts claim "conditioned sunyata" that can 

account for something "asunya" but does not allow for "ultimate sunyata" that negates 

"intrinsic nature" (svabhava). Therefore, even though the Lalikavatarasutra, just as the 

Srfmaladevfsutra, attempted to integrate sunyata with tathagatagarbha, in the final analysis 

tathagatagarbha is regarded to be "asunya." 

Furthermore, in dealing with this issue the Srfmaladevfsutra and the 

Laflkavatarasutra name the subject matter differently. In the Srfmaladevfsutra it is simply 

referred to as "tathagatagarbha," while in the Lalikavatarasutra it is called "alayavijiiana 

named tathagatagarbha." Compared to earlier scriptures, the Lalikavatarasutra reveals a 

sense of Yogacaric influence by identifying the tathagatagarbha with alayavijfiana. The 

identification of tathagatagarbha with alayavijfiana is not simply a terminological 

borrowing from the Yogacara tradition, but signifies an activator in the doctrinal 

development of the tathagatagarbha tradition, which is the issue to be discussed in the next 

chapter (Chapter Four). 

In the Laflkavatarasutra, a perspective on "sunyata" can be. seen in the following 

statement: 

It is not the case that vijfiana ceases III its self-real-form, but only its effect

producing-form ceases. If self-real-form ceased, then alayavijiiana would cease ... 

however, the cessation of the alayavijfiana would be no different than the nihilistic 
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doctrine of the heretical philosophers. 126 

On the basis of this quotation, it is evident that the alayavijfHina consists of two forms, 

namely the self-real-form (svajiitilak~a1Ja) and the effect-producing-form (karmalak~a1Ja). 

Even if the latter is ever-arising and ever-ceasing, the former as a deep-rooted stratum of 

consciousness can never cease. In other words, the most essential part of the consciousness, 

the alayavijfiana, which is tathagatagarbha, must be ever-existent and asiinya. 

In conclusion, the doctrine of tathagatagarbha in the LailkiivatiirasUtra has been 

expressed in various ways. For example, it has been expressed by the statement, " ... 

Alayavijfiana named tathagatagarbha is not simultaneous with manas nor with the habit-

energy of evolving vijfianas; therefore, it is called, 'siinyata'." Or it is expressed by the 

statement, "The alayavijiiana named tathagatagarbha being simultaneous with habit- energy 

without outflow, it is thus named 'asiinyata'." Or it is expressed by the explanation, "It is 

not the case that vijfiana ceases in its self-real-form, but only its effect-producing-form 

ceases." These statements generally follow the stance of the tathagatagarbha tradition that 

explain that "some things are siinya while the other things are asiinya,,127 and they accord 

well with Srlmiiliidevlsutra that differentiates aSiinyata-tathagatagarbha from siinyata-

tathagatagarbha. This "asiinya" standpoint is admitted by the Yogacara School and the 

tathagatagarbha tradition. Therefore, it is natural that the Lailkavatiirasutra took more of a 

Yogacaric stance than a Madhyamaka one on the issue of siinyata and its relation to 

tathagatagarbha, and thus, this "siinyata" refers to the "conditioned siinyata" instead of the 

"ultimate siinyata," the Yogacaric siinyata instead of the Madhyamaka siinyata. 

12fi "~FE! ~f§~1~, {g~H§1~. EE! ~f§1~%t iZ§I~H!iJ1~ ... iZ§~1~%t /f~:9}ig[IWf~§~~~". In the Leng
Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling :fJ5{jJDjlilJ~j,t:fHi.MlL see T.l6, p.483b. This sentence is to be explained in the 
next chapter. 

127 "~~i:t;~~, ~ ~i:t;/f~", see Angulimalyasutra 9Ctftll~m*rf in T.2, p.527b. 
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4) Conclusion 

The tathagatagarbha tradition seen as a branch of You-zong (::g *), a sect 

emphasizing existence, is characterized by the teaching of "atman" and "asUnyata." Perhaps 

certain Mahayanists in the later period of Mahayana Buddhism felt the crisis that this 

"atman" is too similar to the heretical Atman and purposed to lead this doctrinal trend back 

to the Agama teaching of anatmaninairatmya and to connect it with the early Mahayana 

teaching of sUnyata. It was probably under this momentum that the claim of "tathagata-

nairatmya-garbha" appeared in the Laflklivatiirasiitra. The movement from atman back to 

anatman, from asunyata back to sUnyata, is no doubt noticeable. However, after careful 

reflection upon the tathagatagarbha doctrine in the Laflkiivatiirasiitra, it became evident 

that this "return" or "integration" had its limitations. In the ideological trend of later 

Mahayana Buddhism, the doctrine of "real and eternal mind-only" became all influential 

and dominant. Consequently, an investigation on tathagata-nairatmya-garbha in the 

Laflkiivatiirasiitra revealed that "nairatmya" was confined to the principle of mind-only; in 

the same way, "sUnyata" is clutched under the principle of mind-only. The overwhelming 

influence of the Yogacara School that maintained the principle of mind-only is thus 

presented ill the Laflkiivatiirasiitra. The tathagata-nairatmya-garbha ill the 

Laflkiivatiirasiitra IS ultimately the genuine atman that is asUnya. The dialectical 

development between two is outlined below: 

Early Period of the The Tathagatagarbha Teaching in the 
Agama Tathagatagarbha Tradition Laflkiivatiiras iitra 

Nairiltmya atman 
Nairatmya-in the sense of Mind-Only, namely 

no heretical Atman but genuine 
Atman only 

Siinyata Afiinyata 
Siinyata - in the sense of Mind-Only, namely 

affliction is sOnya while the real-
mind is asiinya 
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TATHA.GATAGARBHA DOCTRINE IN THE LANKAVATARASUTRA (2) 

--TATHA.GATAGARBHA.LAYAVUNA.NA 

82 

No doubt a very striking example of an interflow between the Mahayana traditions 

of the tathagatagarbha doctrine and the doctrines of the Yogacara School is the newly 

coined term "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana" found in the Latikavatarasutra. Grammatically, 

the compound "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana" can be understood as a karma-dharaya, in 

which the word "tathagatagarbha" is considered to be contextually equal to the word 

"alayavijfiana." As indicated by many eminent scholars, the combination of 

"tathagatagarbha" and "alayavijfiana" marks a turning point in the development within the 

tathagatagarbha tradition. 128 However, what was the doctrinal variation in the 

tathagatagarbha tradition that resulted from this combination of "tathagatagarbha" with 

"alayavijfiana"? Or what theoretical developments in the tathagatagarbha doctrine took 

place due to its identification with alayavijfiana? In order to deal with these questions, it 

will be necessary first to understand in what sense the word "cause" (hetu) is used in the 

discussion on the tathagatagarbha doctrine. 

Throughout the tathagatagarbha tradition, "tathagatagarbha" has been viewed as the 

ultimate cause that supports or upholds all forms of existence. The scriptures, such as the 

Tathagatagarbhasutra and the Angulimalasutra, in the initial stage of the tathagatagarbha 

tradition were dedicated towards propagating the teaching that all sentient beings are 

endowed with "tathagatagarbha" that is eternal and changeless. In other words, the 

doctrinal foci of these early scriptures were toward the immeasurable wisdom originally 

12X. As introduced in chapter one, the relationship between tathiigatagarbha and aIayavijiHina is an important 
index in classifying the historical stages of the tathiigatagarbha tradition. 
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innate in sentient beings and the certainty that all sentient beings would attain Buddhahood 

eventually. Therefore, the main concern of these early texts was not to establish an 

ontological existence as "ultimate cause." However, the philosophy of a "first cause" 

probably had incubated a sense of ontology in these texts that such inclinations fostered a 

sense of "cause" in the tathagatagarbha in an indirect way. For example, the idea that "the 

tathagatagarbha is originally pure but becomes defiled by adventitious dusts,,129 found in 

the Tathiigatagarbhasiitra tends towards extending the meaning of the word 

"tathagatagarbha" as a "supporting cause" (pratyaya); that is, tathagatagarbha is the cause 

that supports all the earthly dusts. The implication of tathagatagarbha as the supporting 

cause is explained in texts such as the Srfmiiliidevisiitra, the AniinatviipiirlJatva-nirdesa-

parivarta-siitra, and the Ratna-gotra-vibhiiga. Together with the richness in dialectical 

interest, these later texts place more and more ontological significance upon the meaning of 

the tathagatagarbha. The tathagatagarbha as the supporting cause of all pure and impure 

existence is established in this period. Down to texts such as the Lwikiivatiirasiitra in the 

later period of the tathagatagarbha tradition, this doctrine of "supporting cause" has been 

followed. 

What deserves special attention regarding the Laflkiivatiirasiitra is that, other than 

the traditional theory of the supporting cause, it demonstrates an unique development in the 

theory of the ultimate cause. That is, the Laflkiivatiirasiitra briefly and clearly indicates that 

the tathagatagarbha is the originating cause of all forms of lives. Despite being the 

129 Statements and metaphors posed to convey this idea are very common in the Tathagatagarbhasutra. To 
cite just one example, "The sentient beings, just as the way I saw, are sinking in the filth of affliction and 
drifting along the long night. [I] know those afflictions are adventitious dusts, [therefore I] expediently 
teach the self-nature, which is clear and pure, to make [them] realize the clear and pure tathagatahood." (PO 
1XpJT~~1'f'I¥f, y9:rJH~~1frE~:gz, JD1BlrJH~m~~, §'11m~:1J1~~3t %gftm~po**.) See Da-fang
guang-ru-lai-zang-jing CT.:1J ~pO*jJiU!lD in T.16, p.462c 
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"ultimate cause," the "supporting cause" and the "originating cause" are very different. For 

example, with regard to a plant, the earth can be understood as the supporting cause while 

the seed is the originating cause. Similarly, with regard to clouds and rain, the sky can be 

understood as the supporting cause and steam or vapor constitutes the originating cause. 

Therefore, "supporting cause" is a dependable base upon which all phenomena are 

supported, while "originating cause" is the elementary factor from which all phenomena 

develop. "Supporting cause" and "originating cause" are both "ultimate cause" of 

phenomena; however, the former is an indirect cause and the latter is an intimate or direct 

one. 

The tathagatagarbha is essentially pure and flawless, so how can it serve as the 

originating cause of all forms of lives which are basically defiled and imperfect? It is 

exactly in regard to this point that Yogadiric influence is found. That is to say, in the 

Lalikiivatiirasutra; tathagatagarbha is generally identical to alayavijfiana: thus, the later, 

also named "sarva-bljakarh-vijfiana," has the potential to cast the attribute of "originating 

cause" on the tathagatagarbha and therefore making it into the seed from which all 

existences develop. 

The alayavijfiana claimed by the Yogacara School is "an aggregate of all seeds" 

(sarva-bfjika) from which both the physical world of myriad phenomena and sentient 

beings in endless transmigration mature and arise. Therefore, the alayavijfiana is the 

ultimate cause of all existences. Tathagatagarbha nourished by the tathagatagarbha tradition 

is the pure and ever-abiding base that supports and upholds all phenomena. Therefore, the 

tathagatagarbha is the ultimate base of all existences. Comparatively speaking, both 

alayavijfiana and tathagatagarbha share the same features as the ultimate cause behind the 
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visible phenomena; however, the attribute and function of these two kinds of "ultimate 

cause" are quite different. The alayavijfiana is capable of generating all things and is thus 

dynamic; the tathagatagarbha is a supporting for all things and thus should be static. 

Name Classification Attribute Function 

A.layavijfiana Producing Dynamic Generating 

Ultimate Cause ( Ever-changing All 

Cause and Evolving) Existences 

Supporting Static Supporting 
Tathagatagarbha 

Cause ( Ever-abiding All 

and Changeless) Existences 

By combining alayavijfiana and tathagatagarbha, the attribute and function of the 

former was probably added to the latter and thus extended the meaning of tathagatagarbha. 

In order to highlight this external influence from the Yogacara School upon the 

tathagatagarbha theory in the Laflkiivatiirasutra, this chapter will examine tathagatagarbha 
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I. The Sr'imiiliidev'isiitra 

Tathagatagarbha thought found in the Lafikiivatiirasutra owes its doctrinal basis 

mainly to the Srfmiiliidevisutra. As discussed in chapter two, the Srfmiiliidevisutra, being a 

representative scripture in the middle stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition, went beyond 

the basic tenet that all sentient beings are endowed with tathagatagarbha and developed a 

variety of theories that gave tathagatagarbha a more comprehensive significance. The 

siinyata and aSiinyata of tathagatagarbha, the relationship between dharma-kaya and 

tathagatagarbha, as well as tathagatagarbha as supporting cause of pure and defiled 

existences, have all been expounded in the Srfmaladevisiitra: 

The tathagatagarbha is the basis, the upholder, and the support of the wisdom not 

separate from liberation. Also it is the basis, the upholder, and the support of the 

conditioned dharmas that are separate from and other than liberation. 130 

Here, tathagatagarbha is depicted as "ultimate cause" supporting pure existences of the 

Buddha Dharma and also defiled existences of the conditioned dharma. 

By defining the "tathagatagarbha" as "ultimate cause supporting all existences," the 

Srfmaliidevisiitra explicitly declares that "tathagatagarbha is the support (nisraya / 

pratisaralJa), upholder (adhara) , and base (prati$tha).,,131 As implied by this declaration, 

tathagatagarbha is the supporting base that upholds all existences just as the sky is the basis 

of all phenomena. Depending on and supported by the sky, all beings, be they insentient 

130 "tzD*_~, tlir'fM~~~>l~_, rik{;&;\~J~rik~9t:lz:; ?fJ\W7f-M::f~~~~~ffA1*, 1;& , f~ , 9t:lz:". See 
T.II, WIl*A -wt p.676c, The version of GUI)abhadra is not clear in wording here. The approximate 
meaning is that "what provides the dependence, the hold and the support to the inconceivable Buddha 
Dharma, and to the conditioned dharmas, is the tathagatagarbha". (::fM::fWT::fE>l::f~::f,E.sUi{~M* ... WT~ 
~7f-ff~1*{;& , fi'f ' 9t:lz:~, riktzO*_) See WIl§ffiyOJL -**1Jf~1JJJa~, T.12, p,222b. In either case 
of the two Chinese versions, tathagatagarbha is indicated as the final basis of both the pure and the defiled 
dharmas. , 

131 See The Lion's Roar of Queen Srfmala, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1990 1 st edition, p.l 05. The 
Chinese version reads "tzO*_rik{;& , j~J~ , ;!i':9t:lz:". See WW§ffiyO:fL-**1J1J!1JJJHJf, T.l2, p.222b. 
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mountains and rivers or sentient humans and animals, are able to exist and act. 

However, how is that the tathagatagarbha is capable of being the ultimate basis of 

all beings? It is because tathagatagarbha possesses the attributes of "ever-abiding" and of 

"being free of conditioned characteristics." The SrTmiiliidevTsutra states: 

Life and death depend on the tathagatagarbha .,. tathagatagarbha exists; therefore, 

[samsaric existence of] life and death are explained ... this is a sound 

doctrine .... Death is the decay of all organs; life is the new arising of all organs. 

Tathagatagarbha has neither life nor death; tathagatagarbha is free of conditioned 

characteristics; tathagatagarbha is ever-abiding and unchanging; therefore, 

tathagatagarbha is the basis, upholder, and support. 132 

The cycle of life and death is imperfect and transient. Since the conditioned phenomena of 

life and death are ever-changing, they required something relatively stable and steady to be 

their basis. Generally speaking, whatever functions as a basis for others must possess the 

attribute of constancy, just as the moon that waxes and wanes depends on the constancy of 

the sky. Sentient beings, in the same manner, undergo life and death on the basis of an ever-

abiding tathagatagarbha. It is due to its property of permanence that tathagatagarbha is able 

to function as "ultimate cause" that supports the changing world of mortals. 

The permanent property of tathagatagarbha provides changing phenomena not only 

the basis of an ultimate support, but also the basis of practice upon which the struggle 

towards nirval).a becomes possible. The SrTmiiliidevTsutra reads: 

If tathagatagarbha did not exist, then there would be neither the detesting of 

suffering nor the joy of seeking enlightenment. Why? The six consciousnesses 

together with what are to be known - these seven dharmas are impermanent and 

non-abiding even for an instant, cannot bear sufferings, and cannot detest and 

132 "~JE1Ht~~D*~TI:f!f~D3K~, i!&~~~JE, ~:g~~ ... JE~, ~~~~f.f'U~'L ~~, *JT~tiflUe, ;;!F~D*~:f!f~ 
:f!fJE. ~D*~~i1I:f!ff!fH§, ~D*~mtt::f~, ~i!&~D*~~{~, ~t~, ~9t:lI." See ImWgjjJ-=r~fL -**15 
ff15IJH~, T.12 p.222b. 
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reject [suffering] and seek enlightenment. The tathagatagarbha is without 

beginning; it is a dharma that neither originates nor extinguishes; it experiences the 

feeling of sufferings; it is capable of detesting sufferings and of seeking 

enlightenment. 133 

The six consciousnesses and what is to be known by the consciousnesses are always 

changing, and thus they cannot serve as a solid basis. It is obvious that the feelings of 

suffering cannot be kept and stored in this fluctuating consciousness that is swiftly 

changing. Furthermore, because the six consciousnesses are changing and unable to bear 

the feeling of sufferings, it is impossible for them to arouse the motivation for practice and 

the power to continue that are enduring and reliable. In contrast, tathagatagarbha that is 

rooted in the depths of consciousness is unconditioned and is thus free from the oscillation 

of arising and extinguishing. It is owing to this characteristic of constancy that the feelings 

of suffering can be rooted and kept in tathagatagarbha, and thus the tathagatagarbha 

provides sentient beings with the continuous motivation of struggling through the fetters of 

sufferings and with the wish to consistently embrace the deep-rooted expectation of 

attaining Buddhahood. Thus, the tatMgatagarbha, owing to its attribute of ever-abiding, is 

not only a "supporting cause" of every pure and defiled existences, but also the "ultimate 

basis" of the deep-seated motivation of turning the defiled samara into the pure nirvaI)a. 

IT. The AnfmatviipiirIJatva-nirdesa-parivarta-siitra 

At approximately the same time as the Srfmiiladevfsutra, the AnunatviipurlJatva-

nirdeSa-parivarta-sutra reveals a tathagatagarbha doctrine very much the same as the 

133 ";s~tzD*~ff, !!!.~IID:E ' ~*1~~. {6Jj;J.;!&? 1i~Jlt7\~~&.L-~,lJiJTjD, tzD~-t;7!, *UtJ:~/ftt /f~JS(E, 
/fmlID:~ft ~Ji*1~~. tzD*~ff, ~*IM~~, ~±~1~1!, ~~~E, 1El~IID:E, ~Ji*1~~." See JmfixA~ 
T.II, p.677c. In this citation the term "pJTjD" is quite vague in meaning. Its counterpart in the version of 
GUl)abhadra is "{A!~", which is probably the manas or the seventh consciousness suggested by the 

Yogacara School. In this case, this i~'1!~ is the consciousness upon which the six consciousnesses are 
based. 
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former. This sutra expounds three kinds of dharmas in the realm of sentient beings 134
: 

1) The dharma originally corresponding to the tathagatagarbha substance and is 

pure (~D310i*~~H§J¥.R&m1~i!): This is the dharma substance originally 

existent. It is not separated from the pure wisdom and the dharma-dhatu of 

tathata. It corresponds to the pure dharma only. To the sentient beings it is the 

mind clear and pure by nature. This pure dharma is very similar to asunya-

tathagatagarbha expounded in the Srfmaladevfsutra. 

2) The dharma originally not corresponding to tathagatagarbha substance and 

being tangled in afflictions is impure (~D*i\*~~/f'1§J¥.R&):Jij~~1/f'1~~i!): This 

is the defiled dharma entangled in afflictions from beginningless time. It does 

not correspond to the pure dharma-dhatu. It is removed only by the wisdom of 

the Buddha. To the sentient beings it is the adventitious dust of afflictions. This 

defiled dharma is in harmony with the sunya-tathagatagarbha expounded in the 

Srfmaladevfsutra. 

3) The dharma equal to, eternal, and existent in the tathagatagarbha even into 

the future (~D*i\**~~ZP:~ , 'i:?i&f'fr!): The tathagatagarbha is the foundation of 

all dharmas. Although existing in mundane phenomena, it is none other than all 

true dharmas. The tathagatagarbha supports all dharmas and is the upholder of 

all dharmas because it is non-originating and non-extinguishing, eternal, clear 

and cool, changeless, and a refuge. This attribute of the tathagatagarbha agrees 

with what has been explained in the Srlmaladevfsutra by the statement, 

"Tathagatagarbha is the basis, the upholder and the support." 

134 The Chinese depictions are ~D*i\*~~.f§J¥.R&m1~r:t, ~D*jjl*~~/f'.f§J¥.R&):ffil'i'~*I/f'tI'r1~1:t, and 
the ~D*jjl**~~ZP:~ , '1:?i&'R1:t. See the details in T.16, p.467b-c. 
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It is in the third point that the tathagatagarbha as the ultimate cause supporting all 

existences is affirmed. Just as the Srfmaladevfsutra, the AnunatvapUflJatva-nirdeSa-

parivarta-sutra also indicates that tathagatagarbha is dharma-kaya, which is the 

unconditioned dharma that neither originates nor extinguishes. Moreover, this dharma-kaya 

of tathagata is eternal, permanent, clear and cool, and changeless. It is due to these 

attributes of steadiness and so on that the tathagatagarbha is able to support all dharmas, 

uphold all dharmas, and function as the ultimate cause of all existences. 

m. The Ratna-gotra-vibhaga 

Following in the footsteps of the Srfmaladevfsutra and the AnunatvapurlJatva-

nirdeia-parivarta-sutra, the Ratna-gotra-vibhaga in collating the tathagatagarbha texts and 

summarizing the tathagatagarbha teaching finally becomes the representative work of the 

tathagatagarbha tradition. It is indicated in the Ratna-gotra-vibhaga that the flawless dhatu, 

namely the mind that is clear and pure by nature, is the ultimate basis of the flawed dhatus 

such as the five aggregates, the six sensory organs, and so on. The Ratna-gotra-vibhaga 

states: 

Just as all world-systems arise and disintegrate depending upon open space, 

the senses arise and disintegrate depending upon the dhatu without outflow .... 

Earth depends upon water and water upon wind. 

Wind depends on space [but] space does not depend upon earth and so on. 

In the same way, aggregates, elements, and sensory organs are based upon 

karma and defilements. 

Karma and defilements are based upon unwholesome thoughts, [but] 

unwholesome thoughts abide in the pure mind. 

Yet the pure mind itself does not abide in all those phenomena. 135 

135 This translation is based on the Chinese version (see T.31, p.8l4a tzD-l;T]tttFf3~, {tlillI~1:1J,1fZ, {tD~~1ffiW, 
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The quotation above implies that what is relatively stable, such as karma, defilements, and 

unwholesome thoughts, provide a relatively stable support, while what is absolutely stable, 

ie., the ultimately pure mind, provides an absolutely stable support upon which all 

phenomena are sustained. It is further explained: 

The pure mind, just as open space, is without causes and conditions, 

Nor does it need a principle of unity [of cause and conditions]. 

It neither arises, abides, nor ceases. 

Just like open space, pure mind is always luminous and changeless, [but] 

It becomes covered by the adventitious afflictions produced from imaginary 

discrimination. 136 

It is eyident from the above quotations that the ultimately pure mind is absolutely stable 

owing to its unconditioned nature, by virtue of which it is free from the restriction of 

arising, abiding, cessation, and so on. It is this changeless attribute of "pure mind" that 

makes it possible for it to function as the final support of all. 

On the other hand, this intrinsically pure mind, namely the tathagatagarbha, is not 

only the supporting cause of all phenomena, but it is also the fundamental cause whence the 

motivation of emancipation comes forth. In explaining the relevant teaching of the 

Srfmiiladevfsutra, the Ratna-gotra-vibhaga states in a verse: 
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If the buddha element (buddha-dhatu) were not present, there would be no remorse 

over suffering. There would be no longing for nirvaI)a, nor striving and devotion 

towards this aim ... that suffering is seen as the fault of existence and happiness as 

the quality of nirvaI)a, stems from the presence of the disposition (gotra) to 

buddhahood. "Why so?" In those who are devoid of disposition, such seeing does 

not occur. 137 

Obviously, the terms "Buddha element (buddha-dhatu)" and "disposition (gotra)" in the 

quotation above are synonyms for the word "tathagatagarbha." What is evident here is that 

while worldly sufferings depend upon the tathagatagarbha to arise, the will to remove 

suffering and to seek nirvaI)a also depends upon the tathagatagarbha to be aroused. It can be 

said that the Ratna-gotra-vibhaga faithfully interprets the tathagatagarbha doctrine that the 

tathagatagarbha is the supporting cause of the samsaric world as well as the guarantee of 

the Buddhahood found in the Srfmaladevisutra. Actually, this doctrine is consistently 

claimed throughout the tathagatagarbha tradition. 

2) Tathagatagarbha as Cause in the LaftkiivatiirasiUra 

The tathagatagarbha doctrine in the LGlikiivatarasutra on the one hand inherits the 

earlier tradition with regard to tathagatagarbha as the "supporting cause" upon which all 

dharmas, whether pure or defiled, are established. On the other hand, the tathagatagarbha 

doctrine due to Yogacaric influence is identified with the "producing cause" of seed (bija) 

from which all existences originate. 

It should be noted that since the LGlikavatarasutra is greatly influence by the 

Yogacara School, the term "tathagatagarbha" becomes identical with the term 

"alayavijiiana." In the LGlikiivatarasutra the statements, "Tathagatagarbha that is named 

137 This is the translation by Rosemarie Fuchs (see The Buddha Nature, p.2S, New York: Snow Lion, 2000) 
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aJayavijfiana,,138 and "alayavijfiana that is named tathagatagarbha,,139 are found, and thus 

tathagatagarbha and alayavijfiana becomes synonyms. Consequently, we find that the two 

terms have been combined to produce the compound "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana." The 

following discussion, which incorporates the ideas of "supporting cause" and "producing 

cause" in the context of the term "alayavijfiana" appearing as a synonym of the word 

"tathagatagarbha" and vice-versa, has been divided into two major topics: 

1. Meaning of "Supporting Cause" inherited from the Tathagatagarbha tradition, 

and 

II. Meaning of "Producing Cause" implanted from the Yogacara School. 

I. Meaning of "Supporting Cause" Inherited from the Tathagatagarbha 

Tradition 

The argument that the tathagatagarbha is the ultimate cause supporting all 

existences is based on the philosophical assumption that all temporal and mortal things 

must depend on something eternal and substantial. Temporal and mortal things no doubt are 

extinguishable while their eternal and substantial basis must be steady and imperishable. 

The argument for the cessation of all existences is none other than nihilism that has been 

refuted by Buddhism. Regarding this, the Laflkiivatiirasutra states: 

13H Skt. text reads: tathagatagarbha alayavijiUlnasarhsabdito, see Nanjio, p. 235, line 7-8. The Song version 
reads "~D*~il~~~" (Len-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling fJj1fJo~iJ}~jt~HiJU~, T.16, p.512b). The term 
"~~~" in view of word order of the compound, "alaya-vijiiana" is probably a scribe's mis-ordering of "~ 
~". The Wei version reads "~iJ}~If~~~" (Ru-Leng-Qie-ling AfJj1fJoM~, T.16, p.559b), which designates 
only "alayavijiiana." This discrepancy may have resulted from the Sanskrit original, or may be a brief 
rendering adopted by the translator. The Tang version reads "PD*~il~~~" (Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling 
7;JI~AfJj1fJo*~, T.16, p.621c), which is a relatively correct rendering among the three Chinese versions. 

139 Skt. text reads: alayavijiianarh tathagatagarbhai) sarhsabditarh, see Nanjio, p. 235 line 16. The Song version 
reads "il~~~~D*~" (T.16, p.512b), which is ambiguous, not to mention that the word order of "~~~" 
could be wrong. The Wei version reads "~iJ}~If~~~ilPD*~" This is a relatively clearer rendering. The 
Tang version reads "~D*~il~~~" (T.16, p.621c), which is totally the same as the previous one. 
Theoretically it should be rendered "~~~il~D*~". 
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Three modes are distinguishable in the Vijfianas: (1) Vijiiana characterized as 

evolving, (2) Vijiiana characterized as producing effects, and (3) Vijiiana 

characterized as remaining in its original nature .... 

Having given the three kinds of vijiianas, the siitra continues to discuss what the cessation 

of each means and turns to discuss the condition and the consequence of the alayavijiiana 

ceasing: 

... if they were not different, the cessation of the evolving Vijiianas would mean the 

cessation of Alayavijiiana, but there would be no cessation of its original form. 

Therefore, Mahatmati, what ceases to function is not the Alaya in its original self

form, but the effect-producing form of the vijfianas. When this original self-form 

ceases to exist, there will indeed be the cessation of the Alayavijfiana. If, however, 

there is the cessation of the Alayavijiiana, this doctrine will in no way differ from 

the nihilistic doctrine of the philosophers. 140 

Consciousnesses are classified into three - the evolving form (pravrttilak~af}a), effect-

producing form (karmalak~af}a), and original self-form (svajatilak~af}a).141 Among these 

the evolving form refers to the former seven consciousnesses characterized by developing 

and becoming. The effect-producing form refers to the arising and decaying function of 

140 This is the translation of Suzuki, see The Lankavatara Sutra-A Mahayana Text, pp.33 and 34-35, Taipei: 
SMC Publishing Inc. 1991. The Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling :f)l5ifJD~Q]~R~&W*~, reads: "~~~1f'=' 
fif§, ~~"f§ , ~f§ , ~f§ ... ~F § ~f§~1~, {§.~f§1~. E § ~;f§1~1tf, ))il\~}{iJi~ ... ))il\~i~1tf, ::f~:9H~ 
1f5e.~ifH~i". See T16, p.483b. 

141 The translated term of the Song version is "§ ~f§" (TI6, p.483b), the Tang version "~f§" (TI6, 
pp.593b ' c) and the Wei version "~f§" and" § f§" (T16, p.522a). The rendering of the Wei version is not 
coherent; besides, the context wherein these terms belong seems not accurate. The Sanskrit "jati" means 
birth or origin; this is why Suzuki translates it as the "original self-form". The Tibetan version translates 
'~ati" as "rigs" (vol. 29, p.32, leaf 76b, line I) and therefore adds the sense of Buddha lineage or Buddha 
nature other than birth or origin. In this case, it is questionable why the Song and Tang versions translate 
svajatilak~aI)a as "true form" (~f§) and "true self-form" (§ ~f§) respectively, instead of "original form" 
(1=.f§) and "original self-form" (§1=.f§) that accords well with the Sanskrit original? To this questionable 
point an explanation is suggested by Takasaki, Jikido that, the term "birth/ jati/1=." extends the meaning of 
"features destined by birth." Moreover, the "features destined by birth" extends the meaning of "the 
original, inherent feature," which is the "true form/~f§." See the details in The Lafikavatara Satra (mifJa 
r&J, p.136, in Bukkyo Koza ({~~Y:~Mg[) 17 Daizo Shuppan Kabushiki Kaisha(*))il\tfj~&f*A~ffr±) Tokyo, 
1980, 2nd edition, 1985. 
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consciousnesses. The original self-form refers to the originally clear and pure state of 

tathagatagarbhalayavijii.ana. 

The evolving form and the effect-producing form of Vijii.anas are both superficial 

phenomena unceasingly arising and falling, while the original self-form is the deep-seated, 

ever-abiding substratum. The effect-producing form restlessly turns around and around, but 

the substratum of the original self-form, namely the tathagatagarbhalayavijii.ana, is 

constantly abiding; therefore, to view tathagatagarbhalayavijii.ana as ceasing is no different 

than the nihilistic theory suggested by heretic philosophers. 

The assumption that the temporary things must depend on something substantial is 

also suggested in the following verse: 

The ocean of alayavijii.ana is ever-abiding. 

Due to the agitation of the wind of the external world, 

The waves of various consciousnesses 

Arise turbulently. 142 

Just as the ever-abiding ocean is the basis supporting the waves, the ever-abiding 

alayavijii.ana is the basis supporting the seven consciousnesses. Even though the surging 

waves may cease while the deep ocean itself is unceasingly existent, in the same manner, 

the surface consciousnesses may vanish even though the substratum consciousness exists 

continuously. 

According to the Laflkiivatiirasutra, the continuously existing substance is none 

other than tathagatagarbhalayavijii.ana. In other words, tathagatagarbhalayavijii.ana is the 

supporting cause of all existences. Moreover, the terms "all existences" mentioned here 

include defiled dharmas of transmigration as well as pure dharmas of emancipation. This 

142 "i(§llX1mm1:t, :t§iWMpJTfJ], fj!fj!8~~1.Bt llI~mffijili'~", see Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling in T.16, 
p.484b. 
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means tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana is the supporting cause for both sarilsara and nirva1).a. 

Regarding this doctrine, we turn to a close examination of this argument cited in the 

Lankavatarasutra : 

1. Moreover, oh Mahamati, Wholesome and unwholesome are [terms referring to] 

the eight vijfianas. Which are the eight? They are the tathagatagarbha named 

alayavijfiana, Manas, Manovijfiana, and the aggregate of five vijfianas as 

described by the outsiders. Mahamati! The aggregate of five vijfianas does not 

transmigrate, is not inclined to suffer or to be happy, and does not have the 

function of becoming the cause for nirva1).a. Moreover, Mahamati! The 

tathagatagarbha is associated with the cause inclined towards suffering and 

happiness. 143 

2. The [terms] wholesome and unwholesome refer to the eight vijfianas. Which are 

the eight? They are tathagatagarbha named alayavijfiana, Manas, Manovijfiana, 

and the aggregate of the five vijfianas ... seven vijfianas do not transmigrate, do 

not bear suffering and happiness, and are not the cause of nirva1).a. Mahamati! 

The tathagatagarbha endures suffering and happiness and possesses the cause 

[for liberation]. 144 

3. The so-called wholesome and unwholesome dharmas are [terms in reference to] 

the eight vijfianas. Which are the eight? The first is the alayavijfiana, the second 

is the manas, the third is the manovijfiana, the fourth is visual vijfiana, the fifth 

is auditory vijfiana, the sixth is the olfactory vijfiana, the seventh is gustatory 

vijfiana, and the eighth is the tactile/body vijfiana ... The aggregate of five 

vijfianas does not occur in the six ways [of existences] of transmigration, does 

not bear suffering and happiness, and does not function as the cause for nirva1).a 

143 See Saddharma-Lankavatara-sutram, (Buddhist Sanskrit Series No.3) p. 95. See also Nanjio, p.235, line 
6) kusaHikusaIaI) punar mahamate yaduta a~~au vijiianani. katamani a~~au? Yaduta tathagatagarbha 
aIayavijiianasamsabdito mano manovijiianam ca paiica ca vijiianakayastIrthyanuvarI)ital) / ... (p. 236, line 4) 
asamsari,)o mahamate paiica vijiianakaya ananubhUtasukhadul)kha anirvaI)ahetaval) / tathagatagarbhal) 
punar mahamate anubhUtasukhadul)khahetusahital) ... / (Sanskrit version) 

144 5Ji;T5Ji;# "EB)\~ Jnr~'iE.')\? "EB-hD;;:fxiil;\>=/:7~t¢iil;\>= ( ') ""'- ""'-~t¢-p,1i~t¢ 8. J.-~t¢T,);b;;!;iIi T;rrl,+.I-~ 
I=J/I' I=J"E, fiFJ aaA·Ir:rJ~t;\t' . aFJ~ :;y\:.i1~..-o5~11~ Il.;\ 'J~" ,ts,il~/..x 5a~~ ... -wi=i~/I"OILtr'\f, /1'3Z.. ~*, 

~F1!E~lzl *~! PD*~;g, '3tE~, WI2SI{J't. (Song version) in Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling tJ5{tJO 
~iiJ~R37mWM1L see T.16, p.512a. 
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means tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana is the supporting cause for both sarilsara and nirva1).a. 

Regarding this doctrine, we turn to a close examination of this argument cited in the 

Lankavatarasutra : 

1 .  Moreover, oh Mahamati, Wholesome and unwholesome are [terms referring to] 

the eight vijfianas. Which are the eight? They are the tathagatagarbha named 

alayavijfiana, Manas, Manovijfiana, and the aggregate of five vijfianas as 

described by the outsiders. Mahamati ! The aggregate of five vijfianas does not 

transmigrate, is not inclined to suffer or to be happy, and does not have the 

function of becoming the cause for nirva1).a. Moreover, Mahamati ! The 

tathagatagarbha is associated with the cause inclined towards suffering and 

happiness. 143 

2. The [terms] wholesome and unwholesome refer to the eight vijfianas. Which are 

the eight? They are tathagatagarbha named alayavijfiana, Manas, Manovijfiana, 

and the aggregate of the five vijfianas . . .  seven vijfianas do not transmigrate, do 

not bear suffering and happiness, and are not the cause of nirva1).a. Mahamati ! 

The tathagatagarbha endures suffering and happiness and possesses the cause 

[for liberation] . 144 

3 .  The so-called wholesome and unwholesome dharmas are [terms in  reference to] 

the eight vijfianas. Which are the eight? The first is the alayavijfiana, the second 

is the manas, the third is the manovijfiana, the fourth is visual vijfiana, the fifth 

is auditory vijfiana, the sixth is the olfactory vijfiana, the seventh is gustatory 

vijfiana, and the eighth is the tactile/body vijfiana . . .  The aggregate of five 

vijfianas does not occur in the six ways [of existences] of transmigration, does 

not bear suffering and happiness, and does not function as the cause for nirva1).a 

1 43 See Saddharma-Lankavatara-sutram, (Buddhist Sanskrit Series No. 3) p. 95. See also Nanjio, p.235, line 
6) kusaHikusaIaI) punar mahamate yaduta a��au vijiianani. katamani a��au? Yaduta tathagatagarbha 
aIayavijiianasamsabdito mano manovijiianam ca paiica ca vijiianakayastIrthyanuvarI)ital) / . . .  (p. 236, line 4) 
asamsari,)o mahamate paiica vijiianakaya ananubhUtasukhadul)kha anirvaI)ahetaval) / tathagatagarbhal) 
punar mahamate anubhUtasukhadul)khahetusahital) . . .  / (Sanskrit version) 

144 5Ji;T5Ji;# "EB)\� Jnr�'iE.' )\? "EB-hD;;:fxiil;\>=/:7 �t¢iil;\>= ( ' ) ""'- ""'-�t¢-p, 1i �t¢ 8. J.-�t¢T,);b;;!;iIi T;rrl,+.I-� 
I=J /I '  I=J "E ,  fiFJ aaA· I r:rJ �t;\t' . aFJ � :;y\:.i1�..-o 5�11� Il.;\ ' J�" ,ts, il�/..x 5a�� . . .  -w i=i�/ I " O ILtr'\f, /1' 3Z.. � * ,  

�F1!E�lzl *�! PD*�;g, '3tE�, WI2SI{J't. (Song version ) in Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling tJ5{tJO 
�iiJ�R37mWM1L see T. 1 6, p .5 1 2a. 



 

Mahamati! The tathagatagarbha does (not) bear suffering and happiness and is 

(not) the cause of life and death. 145 

4. The wholesome and the unwholesome refer to the so-called eight vijfUlnas. 

Which are the eight? They are the tathagatagarbha named alayavijiUina, manas, 

manovijnana, and the aggregate of five vijfianas ... Mahamati! The aggregate of 

the five vijfianas does not transmigrate and does not bear suffering and 

happiness. The tathagatagarbha bears suffering and happiness and possesses the 

cause [for liberation]. 146 

5. The wholesome and the unwholesome are said to be the eight vijfianas. Which 

are the eight? They are the eighth tathagatagarbha named alayavijfiana, manas, 

manovijfiana, and the aggregate of five vijfianas spoken about by heretical 

philosophers ... Mahamati! The aggregate of five vijfianas neither transmigrates, 

nor bears suffering and happiness, nor is the cause of nirval)a. Mahamati! 

Tathagatagarbha possesses the cause for not experiencing suffering and 

h . 147 appmess. 
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There are some discrepancies among the various versions. First, according to the Song 

version, the former seven vijfianas cannot be the subject of transmigration, cannot bear the 

feeling of suffering and happiness, and cannot be the cause of emancipation. However, 

according to the Sanskrit version, the Tibetan version, and two other Chinese versions, it is 

the "aggregate of the five vijfianas" that cannot undergo these. Even so, it is not necessarily 

145§~/f~1!:ff, PfTg~)\~~.1PJ~F.S)\? -:ff~ilJ~!f~~~, =:ff~, =~~~, [9:ffffN~~, 1i:ff~~, 7\:ff.~~, 
-t.:;:ff3~~, )\:ff!l~~IT1i~!l:ff, /f~7\ill:, /fstE~, /f{'F1!E~1Z9. *~! PO*JJli (/f) stE~, (JF) 
~JEIZ9. (Wei version) in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling Am{j]M~, see T16, p.559b-c. 

140 ~X~.=I;1. hr::=E8)\"~ IMT",,"'-e;:,)\? =!!l-hO:m:#/J#~ =ft.-p,=ft.~ *li=t$ EI.-+UI li=t$ EI.:jI::,,:i;;iI;lIi X;rr2,"';-
1=J/I't=I-B, rJIEit:J Q~·IQj~R . ar.1~ /l"'.jJw:i-(=IlJ~a~, }~~J.x..lG ... i:ta.x, 7T j:ia.x~ll/\.,c.::.." Q~~:friJIL~"T, /1"xt5" 
~, :ff¥!E~IZ9. ~D*~1t=g:~, WIZ91~· (Tang version) in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling *~!tAfJ51.IJM~, 
see T.l6, p.621c. 

147 dge ba dang rni dge ba ni 'di Ita ste marn par shes pa brgyad marns so. brgyad gang zhe na, 'di Ita ste de 
bzhin gshegs ba'i snying po kun gzhi marn par shes pa zhes brgyad pa dang, yid dang, yid kyi marn par 
shes par dang, rnu stegs can gyis brjod pa'i marn par shes pa 'dus pa Inga mams so ... blo gros chen po! marn 
par shes pa 'dus pa Inga marns ni 'khor ba yang rna yin, bde ba dang sdug bsngal rnyong ba yang rna yin, 
rnya ngan las 'da' ba'i rgyu yang rna yin no. blo gros chen po! de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po ni dge ba 
dang sdug bsngal mi rnyong ba'i rgyu dang be as pa. (Tibetan version). ljphags-pa lmi-kar g§egs-pa/:li theg
pa chen-po/:li mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1.29, p.67, leaf 163b, line 2 -leaf 164a, line 1. 
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There are some discrepancies among the various versions. First, according to the Song 

version, the former seven vijfianas cannot be the subject of transmigration, cannot bear the 

feeling of suffering and happiness, and cannot be the cause of emancipation. However, 

according to the Sanskrit version, the Tibetan version, and two other Chinese versions, it is 
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�JEIZ9. (Wei version) in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling Am{j]M�, see T 1 6, p.559b-c. 

140 �X�.=I;1. hr::=E8)\"� IMT",,"'-e;:, )\? =!!l-hO:m:#/J #� =ft. -p, =ft.� *li=t$ EI.-+ U I  li=t$ EI.:j I:: ,,:i;; iI;lIi X ;rr2,"';-1=J /I' t=I -B ,  rJ I Eit:J Q�· I Qj �R . ar.1� /l"'.jJw:i-(=IlJ�a�, }��J.x.. lG ... i:ta.x, 7T j:ia.x�ll/\.,c.::.. " Q��:friJIL�"T, /1" x t5"  

�, :ff¥!E�IZ9. �D*�1t=g:�, WIZ91� · ( Tang version ) in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling *�!tAfJ51.IJM�, 
see T. l 6, p.62 1 c. 

1 47 dge ba dang rni dge ba ni 'di Ita ste marn par shes pa brgyad marns so. brgyad gang zhe na, 'di Ita ste de 
bzhin gshegs ba' i snying po kun gzhi marn par shes pa zhes brgyad pa dang, yid dang, yid kyi marn par 
shes par dang, rnu stegs can gyis brjod pa' i marn par shes pa 'dus pa Inga mams so . . .  blo gros chen po! marn 
par shes pa 'dus pa Inga marns ni 'khor ba yang rna yin, bde ba dang sdug bsngal rnyong ba yang rna yin, 
rnya ngan las 'da' ba' i rgyu yang rna yin no. blo gros chen po ! de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po ni dge ba 
dang sdug bsngal mi rnyong ba' i rgyu dang be as pa. (Tibetan version). ljphags-pa lmi-kar g§egs-pa/:li theg
pa chen-po/:li mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1.29, p.67, leaf 1 63b, line 2 - leaf 164a, line 1 .  
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the case that the Song version cannot convey the doctrinal stance of the LaJikavatarasutra, 

because this paragraph of the LaJikavatarasutra probably owes its inspiration to the 

Srfrni'iladevfsutra wherein it is claimed: "The six consciousnesses together with what are to 

be known - these seven dharmas are impermanent and non-abiding even for an instant, 

cannot bear sufferings, cannot detest and reject [suffering], and seek enlightenment.,,148 

The "seven vijiiiinas" suggested in the Song version echo these "seven dharmas" seen in the 

Srfrnaladevfsutra. Moreover, in the Song version of the LaJikavatarasutra it is stated that 

"the aggregate of the five vijfianas is together with manas and manovijfiana, wherein the 

characteristics of the wholesome and the unwholesome forms transform and change 

continuously [like] flowing . water." 149 Although the eighth vijfiana, the 

tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana is substantially steady and constant, the former seven vijfianas 

are always changing even in a single instant. 

To conclude this first discrepancy, whether one takes one's stand on the "seven 

vijiianas" suggested in the Song version or on the "aggregate of the five vijfianas" 

suggested in the other versions, they cannot function as a steady and constant basis 

supporting the momentarily turning cycle of life and death, because they transform and are 

unsteady. Further, due to their mutability and instability, those surface-layered vijfianas 

cannot bear the feeling of suffering and happiness and therefore cannot arouse an aspiration 

for emancipation in the depths of one's mind. 

Second, the Sanskrit, Song, and Tang versions all indicate that "the tathagatagarbha 

endures suffering and happiness and possesses the cause [for liberation]," while the Wei 

14H See T.ll, p.677c, as already introduced in this chapter. See p. 86, nt. 131 above. 
149 "1i~~~~, (,[J' ' )~ , ~~{!l, :g::f:g;f§~lji'~±!, ;f§~YfrU1:", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **A 

t!f5{1mM1L See T.16, p.S12c. Nevertheless, the corresponding section of the Wei version, Tang version, 
Sanskrit version and the Tibetan version all mention that the aggregate of the five vijiHinas is together with 
the "manovijfianas" only, but do not mention the seventh vijfiana of "manas". 
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version reads that the tathagatagarbha " ... does (not) bear suffering and happiness and is 

(not) the cause of life and death," and the Tibetan version reads that the tathagatagarbha " ... 

possesses the cause for not experiencing suffering and happiness" respectively. 

With regard to such discrepancies, referring to the statement "Tathagatagarbha is 

that which has no beginning; it is a dharma that neither originates nor extinguishes; it sows 

all sufferings, detests [worldly] suffering and happiness, and seeks enlightenment"ISO found 

in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra may be of some help. This statement, which is probably the 

doctrinal basis for the origin of the counterpart statement found in the Lmikiivatiirasutra, 

obviously agrees with the Sanskrit, Song, and Tang versions. Moreover, because according 

to the context of the Lmikavatiirasutra it seems that it intends to contrast the 

tathagatagarbha with the five/seven vijfianas, the negations found in the Wei and Tibetan 

versions are superfluous words inserted possibly due to a mistake in printing or copying. 

Therefore, what the Lalikiivatiirasutra intends to explain here, in the manner of the 

doctrinal foundation already laid in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra, is that the tathagatagarbha, 

compared to the former five/seven vijfianas, possesses the attributes of permanence and 

ever-abiding, of bearing sufferings, of detesting and rejecting [suffering], and of seeking 

enlightenment. To support this, the Lalikavatiirasutra states: 

The seven of manas and manovijfiana, visual-vijfiana, and so on have habit

energy (viisanii) as their cause, They are momentary and lack wholesome virtues. 

They are not subjected to transmigration ... the tathagatagarbha is subjected to 

transmigration of life and death and is the cause for [both] nirva1)a and worldly 

suffering and happiness. lSI 

ISO "~D*~*, ~M~~, /f~7f¥~1~, fiilfiN, l~JlRN~ , *13!~." See fm~gilFrofL -**1J{-'1JJl*~, 
T.12, p.222b. 

151 "~R~~~ , ~IU~~-t:, ~~~IZ9, ~*UjfGtt, 1ilft~1,m~, ?F1frE"1t ... ~D*~*, :i=.3b1frE", R~13!~ , 
N~zlZ9," see T.16, p.622c. 
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1 5 1 "�R��� , �IU��-t:, ���IZ9, �*UjfGtt, 1ilft�1,m�, ?F1frE" 1t . . .  �D*�*, :i=.3b1frE", R�13!� , 
N�zlZ9," see T. 1 6, p.622c. 
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As is clear from the citation above, the Lalikavatarasutra views "tathagatagarbha 

named alayavijfiana" as the supporting cause of all existences. Compared to the 

Srfmiiladevfsutra, which suggests that the supporting cause of all beings is 

"tathagatagarbha," the Lalikiivatarasutra reveals a clear intention to assimilate the Yogacara 

teaching of alayavijfiana. 

There have been two systems of philosophy with regard to the ultimate supporting 

cause. First, the Srfmiiladevisutra considers the tathagatagarbha as the ultimate supporting 

cause, and the Mahayana-samgraha-sastra considers the alayavijfiana to be the ultimate 

supporting cause. To regard the tathagatagarbha as the ultimate supporting cause is to 

presume that all existences are based on the ultimately pure and abiding substance; while to 

regard the alayavijfiana as the ultimately supporting cause is to presume that all existences 

are based on impure seeds that are are changing and uncertain. It seems that the 

Lalikavatarasutra integrates the two philosophies of the tathagatagarbha tradition and the 

Yogacara School by combining tathagatagarbha with alayavijfiana, and therefore suggesting 

"tathagatagarbha named alayavijfiana" as the supporting cause of all existences. In this case, 

the supporting cause of all is both the pure and abiding tathagatagarbha as well as the 

impure and variable alayavijfiana." Essentially, such a supporting cause unites the pure and 

the impure and combines the abiding with the changeable. However, such a claim as 

"tathagatagarbha named alayavijfiana" comes down on the side of the pure tathagatagarbha, 

for it essentially inherits the tathagatagarbha tradition of "the intrinsically pure, yet defiled 

by adventitious dusts," a claim made by the tathagatagarbha tradition in its statement "The 

tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana is pure by nature, [but] it is defiled by adventitious dustS.,,152 

152 "PD*~~~ljt2f>:tEm¥*, ~~pJT~ffijm:f1*", see Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling *~ttAfJH1JaML in T.16, 

p.619b. 
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1 52 "PD*���ljt2f>:tEm¥*, ��pJT�ffijm:f1*", see Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling *�ttAfJH1JaML in T. 16, 
p.6 1 9b. 
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The Lalikiivatiirasutra describes the above as follows: 

Tathagatagarbha ... ie., what is named alayavijfiana, having been influenced by 

habit-energy of various dull obscure reasoning from beginningless time, is 

accompanied by the seven vijfianas that give rise to abode of ignorance just as the 

great ocean on which waves roll constantly [even though] its body subsists 

uninterruptedly. [But it] is free from the harm of impermanence, detests those 

who speak about atman, [and] is completely pure in its essence. 153 

Accordingly, it is because of dull habit energy that the intrinsically pure tathagatagarbha 

becomes the dust-covered alayavijfiana. Even though alayavijfiana appears as if different 

from tathagatagarbha both in names and condition, essentially the nucleus of alayavijfiana 

is none other than the pure and flawless tathagatagarbha, as illustrated below. 

~ alayavijfiana 
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What deserves special attention here is this: Although adhering to the 

tathagatagarbha tradition by claiming the intrinsic purity of the tathagatagarbha, the 

Lalikiivatiirasutra goes a step further than the earlier texts by assimilating the Yogacaric 

idea of alayavijfiana into the doctrinal system of the tathagatagarbha. 

Finally, in suggesting that "tathagatagarbha named alayavijfiana" is the supporting 

cause of all, the Lalikiivatiirasutra seems to be comprised of both tathagatagarbha thought 

153 This paragraph is translated from the Sanskrit version, which reads: "Tathagatagarbho 1 anadikala-vividha
prapaiica-dau~\hulya-vasanavasitai) alayavijiiana-sarhsabdito'vidyavasana-bhumijaii) saptabhir vijiianaii) 
saha mahodadhita-railgavan nit yam avyucchinna-sarlrai) pravartate anityata-do~a-rahita atmavada
vinivrtto 'tyanta- prakrri-parisuddhai)." See Saddharma-Lmikavatara-siltram, (Buddhist Sanskrit Series No. 
3) p. 90. See also Nanjio, p. 220, line 13 to p. 221, line I The corresponding Chinese translations are for 
the most part unclear. 
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and the Yogiidira doctrines. After close investigation, however, we find that the term 

"alayavijiiiina" is a borrowing of terminology rather than a doctrinal implantation. The 

development of "tathagatagarbha named iilayavijiiana" actually acknowledges the 

iilayavijiiana possessing many seeds as the pure and abiding tathiigatagarbha. This 

alayavijiiana, interpreted from the viewpoint of the tathagatagarbha, namely the 

alayavijiiana centered by tathagatagarbha, when compared to the alayavijiiana that is a 

collection of all seeds as explained in the Mahiiyiina-sarhgraha-siistra, is substantially 

different in so far as "tathagatagarbha named alayavijiiana" as the supporting cause is none 

other than tathagatagarbha as the supporting cause. That the Laftkiivatiirasutra adheres to 

the tradition insisting on the ultimately pure mind is evident in verses such as: 

Like the mind of white clothes 

is soiled by manovijiiana and habit-energy, 

The defilements of impure habit -energy 

make the mind un-manifest. 154 

Pollution appears in the pure, 

purity does not appear in the polluted. 

Just like a cloud covered sky, 

mind is not revealed. 155 

Just as pure mercury 

cannot be polluted by dirt, 

So it is with pure alayavijiiana, 

the foundation of sentient beings. 156 

154 "{J'~Dt:lES:tR, g~~ , W§1~:f:J§, :f:J§W§1ZJ1fff:], %{J'/f~lEJ!", see Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **Am{iJa 
*~" in T.16, p.629a. 

155 ":f:J§fJ!1J~~~, ;}F1~HJ!1J~:f:J§. ~D~~~J!i[[2:, 1C,'/ffJ!1f\iWf', see Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AfJH1Ja*~" 
in T.16, p.630a. 

156 "~D*~J.Vjlf~, ~:f:J§/f~g~, jjl~~1'1f\~, ~~J1ff{t(.Lt.", see Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AfJMiJa*~" 
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The similes of white clothes, clear sky, and pure mercury imply the pure mind, 

alayavijtuina, or tathagatagarbha according to the LaJikavatarasutra. This pure mind of 

tathagatagarbhiHayavijiiana is the supporting cause upon which the sentient beings and the 

phenomenal world depend, just as soil depends on white clothes and clouds depend on clear 

sky. This doctrine of an essentially pure tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana as the ultimate 

supporting cause is what the LaTikavtarasutra inherited from the tathagatagarbha tradition. 

II. Meaning of "Producing Cause" Implanted from the Yogadira School 

The LaTikavatiirasutra continues the tathagatagarbha tradition by claiming 

tathagatagarbha as the "supporting cause" for both samsara and nirva1).a, but it takes one 

step forward in suggesting the tathagatagarbha as the "producing cause" of the phenomenal 

world. 

To discuss this further it is necessary to investigate the mutual relationship between 

the surface consciousnesses and the deep-rooted tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana. 

In our discussion above, we have seen that "... [on] the great ocean [of 

alayavijiiana] ... waves [various consciousnesses] roll constantly, [even though] its body 

subsists uninterruptedly." 157 Here the relationship between alayavijiiana and other 

consciousness is just like the relationship between ocean and the waves on surface of the 

ocean. It can be further inferred that a twofold relationship exists between ocean and waves. 

That is, the deep ocean or the still water deep in the ocean is the "supporting cause" as well 

as the "producing cause" of the waves on the surface. In other words, the deep ocean is not 

in T.16, p.639b. 
157 See note 151 above. 
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only the basis upon which waves depend (supporting cause), but is also the producing 

factor (producing cause) from which the waves take shape. The producing factor 

(producing cause) is a more intimate and direct cause for producing the product (waves) 

than the basis (supporting cause) for the water to become the product, i.e., the waves or the 

surface consciousnesses, because the "producing cause" is actually the original element of 

the product. It is on the basis of this intimate relationship between "producing cause" and 

"supporting cause," the dialectical relationship of "neither different nor not-different" 

between the ocean and the waves can be possible. An example of this dialectical 

relationship can be found in the Laftkavatarasiitra when it explains the relationship 

between the alayavijiUina and other consciousness: 

Mahamati, it is like a lump of clay and the particles of dust making up its 

substance, they are neither different nor non-different; again, it is like gold and 

various ornaments made of it. If, Mahamati, the lump of clay is different from its 

particles of dust, no lump will ever come out of them. But as it comes out of them 

it is not different from the particles of dust. Again, if there is no difference 

between the two, the lump will be indistinguishable from its particles. 

Even so, Mahamati, if the evolving VijfHina are different from the 

Alayavijfiana, even in its original form, the Alaya cannot be their cause. Again, if 

they are not different, the cessation of the evolving Vijfianas will mean the 

cessation of the Alayavijfiana, but there is no cessation of its original form .... 158 

In order to explain the relationship between alayavijfiana and evolving vijfianas (Le. the 

first seven vijfianas) , two similes are proposed: First, the particle of dust is the original 

element of clay, and second, gold is the original element of gold ornaments. These two 

similes demonstrate the relation between the original element and the product, but not the 

ISH This is Suzuki's translation, see The Lankavatara Sutra-A Mahayana Text, p.34, Taipei: SMC Publishing 
Inc. 1991. 
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relation between the supporting basis and what depends on it, as the simile of ocean and 

waves implies. 

It is on the basis of the relation between the original element and the product that 

the dialectic of "neither different nor not-different" can be established. If clay is different 

from the particles of dust, then it could not be made up of the latter; but because clay is 

indeed made up of the latter, clay cannot be "different" from the particles of dust, the 

original element that constitutes it. On the other hand, if clay is not different from the 

particles of dust, the former cannot be differentiated from the latter, but because they are 

actually distinguishable, clay and the particles of dust are not "not-different." 

By utilizing this dialectic, the LaJikiivatiirasutra aims to explain that if the evolving 

vijfianas, viz., the first seven vijfianas, ie., surface consciousness, are different from the 

original form of the alayavijfiana, viz., the tathagatagarbha, then the evolving vijfianas could 

not have originated from tathagatagarbha. But because tathagatagarbha is indeed the 

original cause of the evolving vijfianas, tathagatagarbha could not be "different" from the 

evolving vijfianas. On the other hand, if tathagatagarbha is not different from the evolving 

vijfianas, then tathagatagarbha would be extinguished when the evolving vijfianas become 

extinct. But because tathagatagarbha, viz., the original form of the alayavijfiana, has not 

ceased, the evolving vijfianas would not be "not-different." 

Original Element (Deep-rooted) Particles of Gold Original Form of the 

Dust Alayavijfiana 

Developed Product (Surface) Lump of Gold Ornaments Evolving Vijfianas 
Clay 

The above dialectic of "neither different nor not-different" applies only with regard 
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to the relationship between the original element and the developed product and does not 

apply to the relationship between the supporting basis and what depends on it. For example, 

a tree is "neither different nor not-different" from the seed whence the tree originated, but 

because a tree is obviously different from the earth upon which it relies, it is inappropriate 

to argue that a tree is "neither different nor not-different" from the earth. 

In conclusion, the paragraphs above, though dedicated to an explanation of "neither 

different nor not-different" in view of the relation between tathagatagarbhalayavijiUina and 

the evolving vijiianas, an assumption underlying this dialectic IS that the 

tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana is the original element or producing cause of the evolving 

vijiianas. Just as a tree is produced from a seed, the evolving vijiianas evolve from the seed 

of tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana. 159 

At this juncture there is a need to clarify what sense the word "cause" (hetu) has 

within the context of the LaJikavatarasutra. Consequently, we now turn to some passages 

in the siitra. 

1. Mahamati, tathagatagarbha is of the nature of cause of the wholesome and the 

unwholesome; it is the producer of all forms of life. It functions just as an actor 

takes on all forms of life devoid of atman and what belongs to atman. 160 

2. This garbha of tathagata is the cause of the wholesome and the unwholesome; it 

can universally develop and produce all forms of life. Just like an actor, it 

transforms and appears as various forms of life devoid of Atman and what 

159 This implication is well expressed in the verse: "discrimination named manovijiUina that is accompanied 
by the five vijiHlnas is like images and waterfall that arise from the seeds of mind", (:5t15U;g~~~, EzJfifEi 
~~fJ't. ~D~f~~1.m, :fff{Ai-=fi!]), in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling *~!Vvt)'5fJJa*~, see T.16, p.626c. 

100 tathagatagarbho maMmate kusalakusalahetukal), sarvajanmagatikarUi.. Pravartate na~avadgatisamka~a, 
atmatmlyavarjital) ["s" in text] (Sanskrit version) See the Nanjio edition of The LUliklivatlira Sutra, p. 220, 
lines 9-. 
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belongs to it. 161 

3. The garbha of tathagata is the cause of the wholesome and the unwholesome; 

therefore, it can serve as a cause-and-condition of life-and-death of the six 

forms of life. Just like an actor performs various skills, because sentient beings 

depend on the tathagatagarbha, they undergo life-and-death in the five forms of 

life. But Mahamati, tathagatagarbha is devoid of Atman and what belongs to 

it. 162 

4. This tathagatagarbha is the cause of the wholesome and the unwholesome; it 

can universally develop and produce all [forms of] life, just like an actor takes 

on various forms of life devoid of Atman and what belongs to it. 163 

5. The tathagatagarbha becomes the cause of the wholesome and the unwholesome; 

it is the producer of all the lives and forms of life. Like an actor, it is free from 

Atman and what belongs to Atman, [but] the misfortune of lives arrives. l64 

Among these versions, the Wei version (No.3) is obviously very different. First, the 

statement "It can universally develop and produce all forms of life" that appears in other 

versions, appears in the Wei version as "It can serve as a cause-and-condition of life-and-

death of the six forms of life." By skipping the active verbs "develop and produce" (~j§, 

xing-zao), the Wei version cleverly avoids the subjective and active implication of the 

tathagatagarbha as a "producer." Second, the statement "It transforms and appears as 

various forms of life" in the other versions appears inthe Wei version as "undergo life-and-

'61~O*ziH~:~:;f'g[2Sl, ~gJJlliJ!H§-W!oo~. ~~O{:sZ!ffi, ~f~§~!OO, 1!lfEiJ(;iJ(;j5ff. (Song version) in Leng

Qie-A -Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling fJ!H1JD~iiJ~RtHff.*llL see T.16, p.51 Oa. 
162~O*Z~~~::f~[2SI~, ~gW7\~{'F~5E[2SI*~. ~~o{:sZ!ffitef.lfjH:sZ, ~~1;&:fj~~o*~~, 1i~~5E. )( 
~! ffiJ~O*~I!lfEiJ(;iJ(;j5ff. (Wei version) in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling /\fJ'J11Jo*,m, see T.16, p.556b. 

163~O*~~~::f~[2SI, ~gJJlliJ!!~-W!oo~. W~O{:sZ!ffi, ~f~~!OO, 1!lfEiJ(;iJ(;j5ff. (Tang version) in Da-Sheng

Ru-Leng-Qie-ling :*Jt~/\tJJ{1JD*,m, see T.16, p.619b. 
1M de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po dge ba dang mi dge ba'i rgyur gyur pa, skye ba dang 'gro ba thams cad 

byed pa, bdag dang bdag gi sangs pa ni, gar mkhan bzhin du, 'gro ba'i nyam nga bar 'jug ste, (Tibetan 
version) ijphags-pa lan-kar gsegs-pa/:ti theg-pa chen-po/:ti mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1.29, 
p. 64, leaf 156a, line 7-8. 
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xing-zao), the Wei version cleverly avoids the subjective and active implication of the 

tathagatagarbha as a "producer." Second, the statement "It transforms and appears as 
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' 6 1 �O*ziH�:�:;f'g[2Sl, �gJJlliJ!H§-W!oo�. ��O{:sZ!ffi, �f�§�!OO, 1!lfEiJ(;iJ(;j5ff. (Song version ) in Leng
Qie-A -Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling fJ!H1JD�iiJ�RtHff.*llL see T. 16, p.5 1 Oa. 

1 62�O*Z���::f�[2SI�, �gW7\�{'F�5E[2SI*�. ��o{:sZ!ffitef.lfjH:sZ, ��1;&:fj��o*��, 1i��5E. )( 
�!  ffiJ�O*�I!lfEiJ(;iJ(;j5ff. ( Wei version ) in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling /\fJ'J11Jo*,m, see T. 1 6, p.556b. 

163�O*���::f�[2SI, �gJJlliJ!!�-W!oo�. W�O{:sZ!ffi, �f��!OO, 1!lfEiJ(;iJ(;j5ff. ( Tang version ) in Da-Sheng
Ru-Leng-Qie-ling :*Jt�/\tJJ{1JD*,m, see T. 16,  p.6 1 9b. 

1 M  de bzhin gshegs pa' i  snying po dge ba dang mi dge ba' i rgyur gyur pa, skye ba dang 'gro ba thams cad 
byed pa, bdag dang bdag gi sangs pa ni, gar mkhan bzhin du, 'gro ba'i nyam nga bar 'jug ste, (Tibetan 
version) ijphags-pa lan-kar gsegs-pa/:ti theg-pa chen-po/:ti mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1 .29, 
p. 64, leaf 1 56a, line 7-8.  
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death in the five forms of life" following the additional words "sentient beings depend on 

the tathagatagarbha," words not found in any of the other versions. 

Apparently, the Wei version adds these words in order to define tathagatagarbha as 

the supporting cause upon which the phenomenal world of life and death depends. However, 

it should be questioned whether such an interpretation faithfully conveys the original 

intention of this paragraph. In other words, what is the credibility of the Wei version here? 

Without doubt, the three Chinese versions were translated at different times by different 

translators, and it may have been that the Sanskrit originals of these three Chinese 

translations were dissimilar to some extent. By comparing the versions, it can be seen that 

the Wei version is much more voluminous and is inclined to adding words which l1}ay have 

been the translator's tactic to smooth out the context. Although this style of translation may 

help the reader to understand the Lmikavatarasiitra, obscure and abstruse both in wording 

and meaning, it may also have been that the doctrinal stance or personal viewpoint of the 

translator infiltrated into the translation intentionally or incidentally, which makes the 

credibility of the translation somewhat doubtful. Actually, no sooner had the Tang version 

made its presence, some Chinese scholars indicated that "the translation of Bodhiruci has 

many faults.,,165 

Except for the Wei version, the other versions seem to be quite in agreement. All of 

them indicate that tathagatagarbha is the cause of the wholesome and the unwholesome and 

is also the producerl66 of all forms of life. Just as an actor performs various skills and plays 

165 "ifrE5z:Z~375ij:", in Xin-Yi-Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling-Xu *Jf~**AmfjJaM)~ff, in T.16, p.587a. 
llili The meaning of the "producer" (kartr) is negated in the following context of the Lafzkavatarasiltra by 

stating: "the heretical philosophers do not comprehend it and regard it as the producer (karal)a)" ("1H!Ff 
~, Hfflf'F::g", see T.16, p.51Ob) At first sight, the Lafzkavatarasiltra seems to negate the existence of the 
"producer"; after a comprehensive examination, however, it is found that the "producer" that has been 
negated in the Lafzkavatarasiltra is the "Atman", the "pudgala", the "samtati", the "pradhana", the "f,{vara" 
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different roles, the tathagatagarbha manifests as various forms of life, 167 but the 

tathagatagarbha itself is devoid of the Atman and what belongs to it. 

Nevertheless, when Takasaki cites the sentence "The tathagatagarbha is the cause of 

the wholesome and the unwholesome; it can universally develop and produce all forms of 

life," he argues that the Laflkavatarasutra replaced the word "Atman" with the word 

"tathagatagarbha" and thus made the latter the supporting cause of the samsaric world. In 

addition, this theory that suggests the tathagatagarbha as the supporting cause reminds us of 

the view already suggested in the Srfmaladevfsutra. 168 Like Takasaki, Yin-shun explains 

this section of the Laflkavatarasutra and argues that the statement "The tathagatagarbha is 

the cause of the wholesome and the unwholesome" simply means that the tathagatagarbha 

is the supporting cause of life and death, but not that the tathagatagarbha, that is to say, the 

tathata, can produce the wholesome and the unwholesome or propel the cycle of life and 

death. It is simply that the wholesome and the unwholesome, life and death, all depend on 

the tathagatagarbha, just as the clouds depend on the sky.169 Obviously, Yin-shun based his 

assumption on the traditional doctrine that takes the tathagatagarbha as the supporting cause 

and probably consulted the interpretation of the Wei version, so that he took "the cause of 

the wholesome and the unwholesome" as the "supporting cause." 

After a closer examination of the phrase "the cause of the wholesome and the 

etc. suggested by heretical philosophers, but not the "producer" aspect of the "tathagatagarbha" or the 
"genuine self' (~~) suggested in the tathagatagarbha tradition. 

1(,7 The simile of "actor" (nara) in this sentence refers to tathagatagarbha, since the verse following this 
paragraph states that "the mind dances like an actor" ("natavannrtyate cittarh", in the Nanjio edition of The 
Laftkavatara Sutra, p.224), and the "mind" (citta) according to the Laftklivatarasutra is generally a 
synonym of the tathagatagarbha or alayavijfiana, as for example in the statement, "the alayavijfiana is 
named citta" (~~~§~;:g{J" in T.16, p.626c) 

I('H A translation of the Japanese found in The Formation of the Tathiigatagarbha Thought (~D*~JGt1J!0)~ 
fOG Nyoraizoo shiso no keisei) Shunjusha (~;f;kffr±) Tokyo, 1974 (3rd edition 1978). For details, see 
pp.246-247 

169 See the details in A Study on Tathiigatagarbha (~D*~zli1f1t:), pp.246-247, Taipei: Zheng-Wen lEM 
Publisher, 1992 
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unwholesome," it can be seen that that the meaning of the word "cause" in this context need 

not to be traced back to the Srfmaladevfsutra or the Ratna-gotra-vibhaga, where it is 

interpreted as the "supporting cause," but rather, because the word "cause" in this context 

means "producer" or "seed," it is better to understand it as the "producing cause." 

According to the Sanskrit version, the tathagatagarbha is the "sarvajanmagatikarta," 

namely the "kart(' of all forms of life. The word "kart(' signifies the doer, maker, producer, 

etc., so the sense of "the subject and the active" is clear in contrast only to the static and 

passive object upon which all beings depend. The Tibetan translation of kartr is "byed pa" 

which means "doer," and when utilized as a verb it means "to do, make, create, produce, 

etc." It sufficiently echoes the Chinese translation "develop and produce (~i§) as found in 

the sentence "It can universally develop and produce all forms of life." The words "develop 

and produce" refer exactly to a "producer." The English translation by Suzuki based on the 

Sanskrit version reads, "The Tathagata-garbha holds within it the cause for both good and 

evil, and by it all the forms of existence are produced." 170 The verb "produce," just as the 

Chinese verb "~~," reveals the sUbjective and dynamic implication. The Japanese 

translation by Yasui, Kosai reads, "The tathagatagarbha becomes the cause of good and evil 

and becomes the maker of all the threefold lives and the six forms of life." 171 

By comparing the Sanskrit version, the Tibetan version, the Song version, and the 

Tang version, and by consulting the English translation by Suzuki and the Japanese 

translation by Yasui, it can be concluded that the real intention of this section is that the 

170 See The Lankavatara Sutra-A Mahayana Text, p.190. Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc. 1991. 
171 See "Nyoraizo ha zen to fuzen no in to nari, issai no shou (sanze) to shu (roku shu) to no sakusha to nari" 
("~D*iW: ' ~ t /f~0)Jz;] eJt t) , -1;7J0)j: (~i!t) t ~ (7\~) t O){'F~ t lJ:' t) "), see 't(:fHZ: 
fA (Yasui, Kosai): A Study on the Original Text of the Lwikavatara Sutra (AtJ1fiJoMliO) i*#I!-Wf3"C Nyu 
ryogakyoo no genten kenkyu) in Otani Gakuho (*ft¥¥~) 48-2, 1968 
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tathagatagarbha, being a "doer" or "maker," is able to "produce" all phenomena of life and 

is therefore the "cause" of the wholesome and the unwholesome. This "cause," being 

endowed with the subjective sense of the "maker" and the dynamic function of 

"producing," is no longer the "supporting cause," statically and stably supporting all 

existences, but rather the "producing cause" that gives rise to the phenomenal world, just as 

a seed produces the tree. It is certainly significant that the Lalikiivatiirasutra extended the 

meaning of "cause," as conveyed by the compound term "tathagatagarbha," from a sense of 

a "supporting cause" inherited from the tathagatagarbha tradition to a "producing cause" 

bearing a dynamic significance. 

Nevertheless, one should mqUlre how tathagatagarbha, originally the ultimately 

pure "supporting cause," had its meaning transformed into "producing cause." To answer 

this question it is necessary to consider the reciprocal effect between tathagatagarbha and 

alayavijfiana, or by extension, the tathagatagarbha tradition and the Yogacara School. 

The tathagatagarbha tradition and the Yogacara School originated in south India and 

north India respectively and were active in the later period of Mahayana Buddhism. When 

these two streams of thinking confronted each other somewhere in central India, because 

both were based on their own doctrinal standpoint, they may have been forced to refute 

each other's doctrinal tenets, or alternatively to reinterpret the theory of the other side in 

order to digest and assimilate the opponent's theories into one's own doctrinal system. In 

the words of Brian Edward Brown, 

It is through the refractive light of the Tathiigatagarbha as unconditional absolute, 

that the Alayavijiiiina is referred to as the realm of Dharma-kiiya, the 

fundamentally pure consciousness, subsisting uninterruptedly like the depths of the 

ocean, permanent and unmoved despite the agitation of its waves. Similarly, the 
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Tathiigatagarbha's already mentioned casual function, its union with the seven 

vijiiiinas, and its momentary permeability by those consciousnesses, reflect the 

nuances of its identification with the Alaya. 172 

Admittedly, the alayavijfiana in the LGlikiivatiirasutra is identical to the tathagatagarbha 

and therefore becomes the pure vijiiana and the fundamental basis. 173 On the other hand, 

the alayavijfiana is the aggregate of all seeds (sarva-bfja) , having the function of initiating 

all existences. Specifically, the alayavijfiana produces the seven vijfianas inwardly and 

manifests the physical body (deha), the daily utensils (bhoga), and the physical world of 

life (prati$tiina) outwardly. 174 Once the attribute of "all seeds" or "producing cause" 

possessed by the alayavijiiana is added to tathagatagarbha, the combination makes the 

statement "The tathagatagarbha is the cause of the wholesome and the unwholesome; it can 

universally develop and produce all forms of life" reasonable and understandable. 

The combination of tathagatagarbha with the theory of seed (bfja) is an important 

development within tathagatagarbha thought that was advanced by the Laftkiivatiirasutra. 

Although prior to the Laftkiivatiirasutra the concept of the seed had been implied in 

tathagatagarbha, it was still very indirect and indistinct. For example, the 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra in the very early stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition alludes to the 

idea that the tathagatagarbha is entangled within defilement by means of nine metaphors. 

Among them, the sixth and the eighth metaphors imply that the tathagatagarbha is the 

"flawless seed." The sixth metaphor gives an account of a seed existing inside the shell. The 

seed may gradually grow to be a giant tree provided that it is bedded in sound soil condition. 

172 See the details in The Buddha Nature-A Study afthe Tathagatagarbha and Alayavijiiana, p.181, Delhi: 
Motilal Brnarsidass Publishers, 1994. 

173 As expressed in the verse "Just as pure mercury / Can not be polluted by dirt / So it is with pure 
alayavijfiana / The foundation of sentient beings." For details, see nt. 154 above and the previous section of 
this chapter. 

174 As expressed in the statement "The alayavijfiana suddenly manifests all realms of body, appliance and 
land" (~~i@[fJta~ % RJj~ , ~± -W~JIf-), see T.16, p.596b. 
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1 73 As expressed in the verse "Just as pure mercury / Can not be polluted by dirt / So it is with pure 
alayavijfiana / The foundation of sentient beings." For details, see nt. 1 54 above and the previous section of 
this chapter. 
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The eighth metaphor gives an account of an embryo of the holy king conceived in an ugly 

and humble woman who is not aware of whom she had conceived. 175 The eighth metaphor 

is a very basic metaphor of tathagatagarbha thought. 

The Sanskrit compound "tathagata-garbha" can be understood literally as the 

"tathagata-embryo," that is, the tathagata in an immature stage. That tathagatagarbha is the 

cause of the tathagata, is analogous to the embryo being the cause of the holy king and the 

seed of the giant tree. These metaphors in the Tathagatagarbhasutra, though implicit, have 

the possibility to extend the tathagatagarbha doctrine to include the idea of a flawless seed. 

A similar teaching is also found in the MahaparinirvalJasutra, which states, "My body 

possesses the seed of Buddha nature." 176 However, whether it be the notion of seed 

expounded in the Tathagatagarbhasutra or the "seed of Buddha nature" expounded in the 

MahaparinirvalJasutra, the term "seed" refers simply to the "flawless seed" that gives rise 

to the wholesome dharmas and that guarantees the attainment of Buddhahood. In this 

context, it does not refer to the Yogacaric sense of "all seeds" (sarva-bljaka), which could 

refer to either or both the wholesome or the defiled, flawless or faulty, and which is capable 

of producing all the phenomenal worlds. 

As a text in the middle stage of the tathagatagarbha doctrine, the Ratna-gotra-

vibhtiga explains that sentient beings are endowed with "Buddha nature" or belong to the 

"Buddha-gotra." The text explains Buddha-gotra to be of two kinds: 

There are two kinds of Buddha-gotra. The first is like the treasure in the ground; 

the second is like the fruit on a tree ... Relying on the two kinds of Buddha-gotra, 

the threefold kaya is attained. 177 

175 For details see Chapter Two of this thesis. 
176 ":fl<::~f1P:fH;Jtt1f.l-f-," see *ffi£t11£~*~, T.12, pAIOe. 
177 "{;Jtt1l§=f.l, -1l§"Potiliit =1l§"PotM* ... {:tI:=f.I{;Jtt1, i~i±l =f.l~," ~~-~,tlftE§i, see T.31, p.839a. 
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Since the threefold Buddha-kaya is established on the basis of the Buddha-gotra, the 

Buddha-gotra appears more like the "supporting cause" than the "producing cause." The 

Ratna-gotra-vibhiiga does not interpret Buddha-gotra or tathagatagarbha from the view of 

the Yogacaric sense of seed, despite the fact that tathagatagarbha as the intrinsic potential 

for the attainment of Buddhahood is similar to the Buddha seed possessed by the 

bodhisattvas. The Yogiiciirya-bhiimi-siistra, which is a representative work of the Yogacara 

School, explains the two sorts of gotra or blja in the following terms. 

What is gotra? In summary, there are two kinds: First, the gotra of the abiding 

intrinsic nature; the second, gotra achieved by practice. 

The gotra of the abiding intrinsic nature refers to the bodhisattvas who possess 

the six excellences. and who have obtained these Dharmic [excellences] from 

having passed through immeasurable lives. This is named "gotra of abiding 

intrinsic nature." 

The gotra achieved by practice refers to [the bodhisattva] who has obtained [this 

status] by having practiced the roots of virtues previously. This is named "gotra 

achieved by practice" ... this gotra is also named blja, also named dhatu, also 

d kr·· 178 name pra .ltl. 

The former, namely the gotra of the abiding intrinsic nature, is originally innate III 

bodhisattvas from beginningless time. It is actually the flawless seed directed to 

Buddhahood, and essentially speaking it is the tathagatagarbha innate in all sentient beings. 

Though it is true that the Yogacara School tends to explain tathagatagarbha as the inherent 

flawless seed, the Ratna-gotra-vibhiiga does not interpret the tathagatagarbha as the 

"flawless seed." The advancement and combining of tathagatagarbha with the idea of 

17X "]ifiiJfltt? ~~~~=fl: -, 7fs:t1:f::lJltt, =, ~?JTr&fltt. 7fs:t1:{:tflt!:::tf, ~~~ti:gllii7\~J*Im, ~PD~ 
tEl, ij£~fr€:lt!t~,'~*, 7*m?JTi~, ~;g7fs:tt{:tfltt. ~?JTr&fltt::tf, ~~)tI$~~t~?JTi~, ;l'E\:;g~?JT!7xJI 
tt ... xl!Ultt, ~;gfl-T, ~;g1?;W, ~;g1?;ti". fjj,jfjJagffij:fu~M See T.30, p.478e. 
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"seed," especially in the Yogadiric sense of "all seeds," can be viewed as an 

accomplishment of the Lalikiivatiirasutra. 

Under the influence of the Yogacara School, the Laliktivatiirasutra identifies 

alayavijfiana with tathiigatagarbha, and therefore, to that extent, it is natural and reasonable 

to interpret. tathagatagarbha from the perspective of "all seed." That is to say, 

tathiigatagarbha and alayavijfiana are viewed as synonyms in the Lalikiivatiirasutra, and the 

latter is considered to be the "consciousness of all seeds" (sarva-bfja-vijfiiina); 

consequently, tathagatagarbha logically becomes synonymous with "all seeds" or the 

"seeds of mind." The Lalikiivatiirasutra states: 

The monovijfiana named discrimination accompanied by the five vijfianas is like 

images and waterfall that arise from the seeds of mind. 179 

These "seeds of mind" giving rise to the monovijfiana and the five vijfianas inwardly are 

also named "seeds of consciousness" or "all seeds" and manifest various forms of life 

outwardly and transmigrate in the cycle of life and death: 

Such seeds of consciousness revolve and manifest the external world. 180 

The seeds inside consciousness can manifest the mentally objectified world. 181 

The consciousness is the seed of life and death. Because there is seed, there is 
life. 182 

The various seeds from which various forms of life [possessing] various 
defilements and sufferings can evolve are called "all seeds.,,183 

The statement "The various seeds from which various forms of life ... can evolve" 

resembles the claim that "the tathiigatagarbha is the cause of the wholesome and the 

17Y"7t53U;:fj~~~, lZW1i~jjWt tzD~{~41m, itf{Airil]", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling *~tAfJJ{ho*~, 
T.16, p.626c. 

IXO "tzD~Il~fir, ",nJ:e,(.fj!)fJ!J1", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AfJJ{ho*Jll:, T.16, p.60 lc. 
IXI "~~CP§~fir, ~t.fj!{j<ij~J1", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AfJJ{ha*Jll:, T.16, p.626a. 
IX2 "~~~1=.:9Efi, :ff'fiM<::ff 1=.", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AfJJ{ha*Jll:, T.16, p.628c. 

IX3 "fifill~fir, ~t~~@31=.. fifiYK*lE=g:, ;:fj~f;7Jfir", in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AfJJ{ha*~, 
T.16, p.626c 
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unwholesome; it can universally develop and produce all forms of life" cited above. The 

tathagatagarbha as "the various seeds" or "all seeds" is able to produce the myriads of 

things and also the turbulent flow of life and death. Finally, the Lmikilvatarasfitra implants 

the attribute of the alayavijfiana as "an aggregate of all seeds" and its function of 

manifesting the phenomenal world onto the tathagatagarbha through the combination of 

both. 

However, the "grafting" has caused a logical conflict in the newly developed 

doctrine; because tathagatagarbha is an originally and ultimately pure substance, it can be 

the pure and flawless seed only within the context of "being a seed." Moreover, how would 

it be possible for such a "flawless seed" to produce this faulty world of transmigration? In 

order to solve this dilemma, it is necessary to review the combination condition of the 

tathagatagarbha and the alayavijfiana. As stated above, "Tathagata ... is named alayavijfiana, 

having been influenced by habit-energy of various dull obscure reasonings from 

beginningless time, [but] is completely pure in its essence." In this sense, the 

tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana can be viewed as a synthesis of the pure and the defiled, namely 

the flawless seed that establishes Buddhahood and the faulty seed that establishes 

transmigration. The tathagatagarbha is the flawless seed, or the producing cause of 

Buddhahood; the alayavijfiana has tathagatagarbha at its centre, but is covered by the faulty 

seed of habit-energy, viz. the producing cause of the imperfect life. In the combination of 

both as tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana, the alayavijfiana becomes both the flawless seed 

(alayavijiiana with tathagatagarbha at the center) and the faulty seed (alayavijiiana) as 

defined above. 184 

IH4 In this regard, it can be inferred that the tathagatagarbha is superficially different from the alayavijiiana or 
the tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana in which the defilement-covered condition is emphasized. 
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Therefore, it is under the influence of Yogacaric thought concerning alayavijfiana 

that the Lmikiivatiirasiitra interprets the tathagatagarbha as "all seeds", i.e., the "producing 

cause" of the phenomenal world. It is due to the combination of the tathagatagarbha and 

the alayavijfiana, as expressed by 'tathiigatagarbhalayavijfiiina' in the Lmikiivatiirasiitra, 

that the twofold function of the flawless seed and the faulty seed is revealed. 

tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana: 

3) Conclusion 

~ ___ alayavijfiana 

~4---I---- tathagatagarbha (flawless seed) 

~f----- habit-energy (faulty seed) 

Throughout the history of the tathagatagarbha tradition, tathagatagarbha has been 

explained consistently as the "supporting cause" upon which all existences depend. This 

basic claim is followed in the Srfmiiliidevlsiitra, the AniinatviipiirlJatva-nirdefa-parivarta

siitra, the Ratna-gotra-vibhiiga, and the Laflkiivatiirasiitra. However, the Laflkiivatiirasiitra 

that was compiled later not only inherits this traditional doctrine of the "supporting cause," 

but also goes further to suggest the significance of the "producing cause." As a result, the 

tathagatagarbha doctrine found in the Laflkiivatiirasiitra comprises a twofold meaning of 

"supporting basis" upon which both the samsaric world and the nirval)a realm rely and the 

"producing seed" from which all phenomenal beings originate. 

To investigate the tathagatagarbha doctrine in the Laflkiivatiirasiitra, the 

overwhelming influence of the Yogacara School must be taken into consideration. The 

Laflkiivatiirasutra was compiled when the Yogacara School was very prosperous, and thus 
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it inevitably borrowed a great deal of Yogadiric terminologies as well as assimilating some 

Yogacaric theory. As a matter of fact, such ideas as "five dharma," "threefold svabhava," 

"eight vijfi.ana," "twofold nairatmya," and so on often mentioned in the LaJikiivatarasutra 

are all important doctrines of the Yogacara School. Consequently it is no wonder that the 

Laflkavatarasutra is mentioned as one of the so-named "six sutras and eleven 

commentaries" upon which the Yogacara philosophy is established. The most vibrant 

feature of Yogacaric influence upon the tathagatagarbha doctrine as found III the 

Laflkavatarasutra is undoubtedly the confluence of the tathagatagarbha and the 

alayavijfi.ana. All through the Laflkavatarasutra, "tathagatagarbha" and "alayavijfi.ana" are 

mentioned inter-changeably and a newly formed compound, "tathagatagarbhalayavijfi.ana," 

can be found in it. While the term "alayavijfi.ana" is, on one hand, a borrowing from 

Yogacaric terminologies, on the other hand, it is an implantation of the Yogacaric doctrine 

into the tathagatagarbha scheme. 

First, to suggest tathagatagarbha as the "supporting cause" and to suggest the 

alayavijfiana as the "supporting cause" is to distinguish different doctrinal systems of pure 

mind theory and impure mind theory respectively. That the Laflkiivatarasutra suggests 

"tathagatagarbhalayavijfi.ana" as the "supporting cause" does not mean that the ultimately 

supporting basis of all existences is some kind of synthesis comprising the wholesome and 

the defiled altogether. Rather, the Laflkavatarasutra follows the tathagatagarbha tradition 

that argues for a theory of "pure mind," and thus regards the ultimately pure 

tathagatagarbha as the supporting cause of all beings. Although the tathagatagarbha and the 

alayavijfi.ana are generally mentioned as synonyms in the Laflkiivatarasutra, when 

analyzing the relationship between the two from the perspective of the other, the defiled 
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mind is contained by the wholesome mind, but it is not the case that the wholesome mind 

coordinates its activities with the defiled mind on a fifty-fifty basis. In other words, 

"tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana" has as its central nucleus tathagatagarbha; therefore, it is on 

the basis of the pure tathagatagarbha that all beings are established. In this sense, the 

suggestion that "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana" or "alayavijfiana" functions as the 

"supporting cause" is simply an instance of borrowing an idea from the Yogacara doctrine 

and is not an essential implantation of a doctrine, because there is no fundamental shift in 

the basic viewpoint that the pure tathagatagarbha is the supporting cause merely with the 

addition of the "alayavijfiana." 

On the other hand, a trace of doctrinal implantation can be seen in the introduction 

of the idea of "producing cause." That is to say, because tathagatagarbha is understood to be 

identical to the alayavijfiana and because the latter according to the Yogacara School is 

bestowed with the "consciousness of all seeds" (sarva-bfja-vijiiana), tathagatagarbha must 

also be endowed with this new characteristic of "all seeds." According to Yogacara doctrine, 

inwardly, the seeds of consciousness or the seeds of the mind produce the seven 

consciousnesses and outwardly manifest as physical reality. Therefore, the originally 

motionless and changeless tathagatagarbha, due to its identification with all seeds, is 

capable of producing all consciousnesses and become manifest as all existences. The 

Laflkiivatiirasutra states: 

Tathagatagarbha does not occur because the five dharmas, the threefold 

svabhavas, the eight vijfianas, and the twofold nairatmya are realized.,,18s 

IXS This translation is according to the Sanskrit version [tathagatagarbhal) paficadharma-svabhava
dharmanairatmya-darsanan nivartate. Nanjio p. 221, line 16] and the Tibetan version [de bzhin gshegs pa'i 
snying po ... chos lnga dang rang bzhin dang chos la bdag med par mthong bas ... ldog par 'gyur teo Peking 
edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1.29, leaf IS7a, line 1]. The Chinese versions are slightly different. The Wei 
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I XS This translation is according to the Sanskrit version [tathagatagarbhal) paficadharma-svabhava
dharmanairatmya-darsanan nivartate. Nanjio p. 22 1 ,  line 1 6] and the Tibetan version [de bzhin gshegs pa' i 
snying po . . .  chos lnga dang rang bzhin dang chos la bdag med par mthong bas . . .  ldog par 'gyur teo Peking 
edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vo1.29, leaf I S7a, line 1 ] .  The Chinese versions are slightly different. The Wei 
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That the tathagatagarbha has taken up the feature of the alayavijfiana of producing 

imperfect phenomena can be inferred from the above quotation. In realizing the knowledge 

of the Yogacara doctrine, the seeds that produce "tathagatagarbha as alayavijfiana" subside. 

In this case, the compound term "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana" in the Lalikavatarasutra, i.e., 

"alayavijfiana as the consciousness of all seeds," is not only a borrowing of terminology, 

but reflects a fundamental implantation ofYogacaric doctrine. 

As Terminological The nucleus of the alayavijfiana 
"Alayavijfiana" Supporting Borrowing from the remains the pure tathagatagarbha. 

in the Cause Yogacara School 

"Tathagatagarbha 
As Doctrinal Implantation The tathagatagarbha is all seeds of 

-alayavijfiana" 
Producing from the the alayavijfiana so as to 

Cause Yogacara Teaching generate all existences. 

Finally, in examining tathagatagarbha as "the first cause," it has been found that in 

the Lmikavatarasutra the tathagatagarbha not only follows the traditional meaning of 

"supporting cause," but also appears as the "producing cause." The combination of the 

tathagatagarbha with the alayavijfiana gave the former the added meaning of "all seeds" 

(sarva-bfjaka) and as a result, the tathagatagarbha, just as all seeds grow to become plants, 

became endowed with the function of producing all forms of existences. Thus, the 

tathagatagarbha doctrine found in the Lmikavatarasutra reveals a more vivid situation, a 

more dynamic function, and a more comprehensive range compared to that found in the 

version CAt)iJ{1JO*~) reads: "the tathagatagarbha. due to truthful realization of the five dharma. the substance 

and appearance. the dharma-nairatmya. hence does not arise". ("PO*~. POJr5l!.1i1t ' lmt§ , 1M~f1<;, itt 
1'1:. ... in T.16. p.556c) The Song version (m{JJo~ilJ~»:§7mJlUJlD reads: "It is extinguished when realizing 
the tathagatagarbha. the five dharma. the intrinsic nature, the pudgala- nairatmya and dharma- nairatmya" 
("5l!.PO*~ , 1i1t ' El'I1 ' A1t~f1<;. f!ljt~". in T.16. p.51Ob), which is probably incompetent to convey 
the original intension of the Lafikiivatiirasiltra. 
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earlier texts. It is safe to argue that a very important, if not singular influence that 

contributed to this development, is without doubt the Yogadira. 

The Tathagatagarbhalayavijiiana in the Laftkiivatiirasiitra 

Producing Cause 
Category Supporting Cause 

Flawless Seeds All Seeds 

Attribute Static Substance Dynamic Mechanism 

Arousing the 

Function Supporting All Existences Motivation to Seek Producing All Beings 

Buddhahood 

Source Inherited from the Tathagatagarbha Tradition Implanted from the 

Yogacara School 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

TATHA.GATAGARBHA DOCTRINE IN THE LANKAVATARASUTRA (3) 

- PARINI~PA.NNASVABHA.VASTATHA.GATAGARBHAH1.{DAYA 
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Parini~panasvabhavastathagatagarbhahrdaya is one of the newly coined compounds 

found in the Lmikavatiirasutra. This compound can be interpreted to mean 

"parini~panasvabhava is the very essence (hrdaya) of the tathagatagarbha." Grammatically, 

the term "parini~panasvabhavastathagatagarbha" can be understood as a karma-dharaya 

compound that designates "tathagatagarbha" to be contextually the same as 

"parini~panasvabhava." In other words, tathagatagarbha, according to the LaJikiivatiirasutra, 

is parini~panasvabhava, one of the three svabhavas186 in Yogacara philosophy. Such a clear 

and definite expression reveals the overwhelming influence of the Yogacara school upon 

the tathagatagarbha tradition. In addition, tathagatagarbha that is contextually the same as 

parini~panasvabhava, has a broader frame of reference, and consequently has been enriched 

. . 
mmeanmg. 

Both tathagatagarbha and parini~panasvabhava have been explained from different 

perspectives in different periods of time and in different texts, and thus these terms can be 

understood variously, depending upon the situation. Therefore, in order to understand what 

the term "parini~panasvabhava" means and how it extended the meaning of 

"tathagatagarbha" from the Yogacaric perspective, it is necessary to examine this problem 

from two points of view. 

First, what exactly was the content and nature of tathagatagarbha prior to the 

LaJikiivatiirasutra? Second, in the LaJikiivatiirasutra and earlier texts, how was the term 

186 The parikalpita-svabhava, the paratantra-svabhava and the parini~panna-svabhava. 
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"parini~panasvabhava" interpreted? That is, was it comprehended ontologically or 

epistemologically? What precisely is the definition of the word "parini~panasvabhava," and 

what is the range of its meaning? It is on the basis of a clear analysis of the two points of 

views expressed above that it would be possible to infer which aspect of tathagatagarbha 

became emphasized and how its contents became enriched when it was combined with 

parini~panasvabhava. 

In tracing the earlier meaning of the word "tathagatagarbha," this thesis has focused 

its attention on the Tathiigatagarbhasiitra and the Srfmiiliidevfsiitra, because these two 

scriptures were the forerunners of the tathagatagarbha philosophy constructed by the 

writers of the Laftkiivatiirasiitra. On the other hand, we should consider the interpretation 

of parini~panasvabhava expressed in the early texts of the Yogacara school - i.e., the 

Samdhinirmocanasiitra and the Yogiiciirya-bhiimi-siistra, as well as the later texts, such as 

the Mahiiyiina-samgraha-siistra that systematically established the Yogacara philosophy, 

in order to gain a better understanding and analysis of the term "parini~panasvabhava" in 

the Laftkiivatiirasiitra, 

1) Expansion and Extent of Tathagatagarbha 

We have seen that the development of the tathagatagarbha tradition was a historical 

process moving from simplicity to complexity,187 a process that implies a transformation of 

IX7 The view that development refers to a movement from the simple to the complex, as discussed in Chapter 
Two of this thesis, seems to be a common consensus among many scholars who have obtained such a view 
through textual studies. According to their research, the tathagatagarbha tradition developed gradually after 
the nirval)a of the historical Buddha. Furthermore, although the development of the tathagatagarbha 
teaching itself can be classified into the initial, the middle and the later stages, this historical view is not 
acceptable to some Vajra-yana scholars, such as Tan, Xi-yong who believes that the origin of the 
tathagatagarbha thinking is rather early, even as early as the time Sakyamuni Buddha when there was the 
teaching of the Great Perfection (*1Il1~) based on the tathagatagarbha teaching. See the details in Leng 

Qie lin Dao Du f~f1JD*~~§1 (An Introduction of the Lariktivattirasiltra) p.4S, Taipei: Comprehensive 
Buddha Culture ~f~Y.: it, 1999 
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the tathagatagarbha doctrine from primordial to comprehensive. At the beginning of the 

tathagatagarbha tradition, the term "tathagatagarbha" simply refered to the transcendental 

wisdom of the tathagatas. With the passing of time, the contents and nature of 

tathagatagarbha were expounded, deepened and enriched from different perspectives and 

texts. As a result, the meaning of the term "tathagatagarbha" was no longer confined to the 

earlier definition of tathagata-wisdom, but was extended to include "Dharma nature of 

suchness" that is realized by the tathagata-wisdom. Therefore, the implication of the term 

"tathagatagarbha" changed from the "realizing-wisdom" to the "realized-realm" and also 

became extended from simply "tathagata-wisdom" to an integration of both wisdom and 

realm. 

I. Tathagata-Wisdom in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra 

The Tathiigatagarbhasutra, as acknowledged in the academic community, is a 

relatively early scripture of the tathagatagarbha tradition. The most essential doctrine of this 

tradition that all sentient beings within the defiled world of afflictions possess the 

intrinsically pure tathagatagarbha, has been conveyed in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra by 

means of the nine metaphors such as the tathagata inside the withered lotus, the pure honey 

surrounded by a swarm of bees, and so on that have been mentioned previously. 188 

However, the implications of these similes should be investigated so that we will be able to 

understand the specific contents of this intrinsically pure tathagatagarbha. 

As introduced in the second chapter of this thesis, according to the 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra the content of the tathagatagarbha is in the main, the tathagata-

IXX See Chapter Two of this thesis for detail. The remaining seven are: the grain wrapped inside the husk, the 
gold brick dropped into a filthy place, the extensive deposit of gold buried under the earth, the seed and 
sprout inside the shell, the Tathagata's statue made of all jewels enwrapped within a piece of foul cloth, the 
embryo of the holy king conceived in an ugly and humble woman, and the gold statue inside the burned
black mold. 
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wisdom that is supramundane and transcendental. This perfect tathagatagarbha or tathagata-

wisdom is the doctrinal basis that not only accounts for the attainment of Buddhahood by 

all sentient beings, but also guarantees that all sentient beings will attain Buddhahood. 

In Amoghavajra's version of the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, the opposite of the term 

"tathagata-garbha" (~D*Jil ru-Iai-zang) is usually "affliction-garbha" (;f:JH~Jil fan-nao-

zang), probably out of concern for linguistic symmetry. Generally speaking, tathagata-

garbha in opposition to defilements or affliction-garbha is often presented as tathagata-

wisdom, and thus we see such passages as the following: 

... in order to eliminate affliction-garbha and to purify the tathiigata-wisdom for 
their sake, 189 

... removing afflictions and purifying tathiigata-wisdom, 190 

Affliction and all unwholesome acts 
that conceal the most eminent body 

Should be diligently purified and eliminated 
in order to reveal the tathiigata-wisdom, 191 

All sentient beings enwrap tathiigata-wisdom with afflictions. 192 

In the above quotations, we see that the content of tathagatagarbha is none other than 

tathagata-wisdom. This tathagatagarbha or tathagata-wisdom is unable to manfest itself in 

so far as it is covered by afflictions and unwholesome acts as conditioned by sentient beings. 

It is not until afflictions have been eliminated and unwholesome karma has been removed 

that the light of tathagatagarbha or tathagata-wisdom can shine forth. This doctrine that 

tathagata-garbhaltathagata-wisdom is covered by afflictions is frequently seen in the 

Tathiigatagarbhasutra in such statements as: 

IMY "~1Bl~~j:J!i'I'&l~M"z, 1~PD*~M"z", see T.16, p.461e. 
IYO "~~j:J!i'l'~j, 1~PD*~", see T. 16, p.458e. 

IYI "j:J!i'I'&lJK~~, ~~(#&)~flE!'!r, &'iIJ~~~IWi, mitePD*~", see T.16, p.459a. 
In "MFff'I'jIft)jJ!i'l'&l~PD*~", see, T.16, p.462b. 
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"Afflictions cover externally, tathagata- wisdom resides internally,,,193 

"All sentient beings, like the molded gold statue, is wrapped by the mud of 

afflictions on the outside, and in the spacious interior filled totally with the 

treasure' of the flawless wisdom of Buddh-Dharma.,,194 
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Tathagata-garbha concealed by afflictions is "tathagata-wisdom," "flawless wisdom of 

Buddha-dharma," and so on. In view of the above, it can be inferred that in the initial stage 

of the tathagatagarbha tradition, the main content, if not the only content, of 

tathagatagarbha was tathagata-wisdom. 

According to a recently deceased scholar of Buddhism in China and Taiwan, Yin-

shun, even before the term "tathagatagarbha" had been formulated, tathagata-garbha 

thought was already implicitly conveyed in the Ga1:u;/'a-vyilha-siltra. 195 In the chapter 

Tathiigatotpatti-sarhbhava of the siUra, we read: 

There is no sentient being who does not possess tathagata-wisdom. It is only that 

sentient beings are bewildered and do not realize tathagata-wisdom .... Tathagata

wisdom, no-characteristic-wisdom, no-obstac1e-wisdom are possessed by all 

sentient beings, but ignorant sentient beings covered by bewildered perverted 

views, do not know, do not see, and are not confident. How is it that they do not 

know nor see that tathagata's complete wisdom resides inside their bodies? ... 

Tathagata-wisdom resides inside their bodies. (It is) no different than the 

Buddha. 196 

This paragraph according to which the tathagatagarbha inherent within the sentient beings 

is the omniscient wisdom of the tathagata and which is found quoted later in the Ratna-

193 "tJ'H~1J~J}mHI~, tzD*Z~~1J~pq", see, T.16, p. 464a, 
194 "-t:n1f'I1ftzD:ili:{~flt J}~;tJH~1JEpfTfI~; 1J~pq&rt1q:r, mY1f1~i*M1ffi~D(~).", see, T.16, p.464a. See 

chapter two for more examples. 
195 See the details in Zu Lai Zang Zhi Yan Jiu ~D*~;LWfJl: (A Study on Tathagatagarbha), pp. 98-103, 

Taipei: Zheng-Wen IEtifJ Publisher, 1992. 

190"MJS<.1:.Jt~D*~~/fffitfE=1f, {~JS<.1:.~Jj{fu, /f~O~D*~ ... ~D*~~ , M:f§~~ , MlijE~~, ~5EtEfj~ 
JS<.1:.Jtrp, 19~~JS<.1:.M{fU;fJ!fI, /f~O/f~, /f1:.1§{j' ... ~fiiJ~D*~5E~~1:E1J~JtrpmFf~D~? ... ~O?K 
~~1:E;!'t.Jtpg, W1~M:W;", see T.9, pp. 623c-624a. 
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treasure' of the flawless wisdom of Buddh-Dharma.,, 194 
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Tathagata-garbha concealed by afflictions is "tathagata-wisdom," "flawless wisdom of 

Buddha-dharma," and so on. In view of the above, it can be inferred that in the initial stage 

of the tathagatagarbha tradition, the main content, if not the only content, of 

tathagatagarbha was tathagata-wisdom. 
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Tathiigatotpatti-sarhbhava of the siUra, we read: 

There is no sentient being who does not possess tathagata-wisdom. It is only that 

sentient beings are bewildered and do not realize tathagata-wisdom . . . .  Tathagata

wisdom, no-characteristic-wisdom, no-obstac1e-wisdom are possessed by all 

sentient beings, but ignorant sentient beings covered by bewildered perverted 

views, do not know, do not see, and are not confident. How is it that they do not 

know nor see that tathagata's complete wisdom resides inside their bodies? . . .  

Tathagata-wisdom resides inside their bodies. (It is) no  different than the 

Buddha. 196 

This paragraph according to which the tathagatagarbha inherent within the sentient beings 

is the omniscient wisdom of the tathagata and which is found quoted later in the Ratna-

1 93 "tJ'H�1J�J}mHI�, tzD*Z��1J�pq", see, T. 1 6, p. 464a, 
1 94 "-t:n1f'I1ftzD:ili:{�flt J}�;tJH�1JEpfTfI�; 1J�pq&rt1q:r, mY1f1�i*M1ffi�D(�).", see, T. 1 6, p.464a. See 
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1 95 See the details in Zu Lai Zang Zhi Yan Jiu �D*�;LWfJl: (A Study on Tathagatagarbha), pp. 98-103, 

Taipei: Zheng-Wen IEtifJ Publisher, 1 992. 

1 90"MJS<.1:.Jt�D*��/fffitfE=1f, {�JS<.1:.�Jj{fu, /f�O�D*� . . .  �D*�� , M:f§�� , MlijE��, �5EtEfj� 
JS<.1:.Jtrp, 19��JS<.1:.M{fU;fJ!fI, /f�O/f�, /f1:.1§{j' . . .  �fiiJ�D*�5E��1:E1J�JtrpmFf�D� ? . . . �O?K 
��1:E;!'t.Jtpg, W1�M:W;", see T.9, pp. 623c-624a. 
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gotra-vibhiiga is usually viewed as the prototype of the tathagatagarbha teaching. It can 

thus be infered that the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, which represents the scripture of the 

tathagatagarbha tradition, defines tathagatagarbha as tathagata-wisdom. 

However, there is an interesting situation that appears in Buddhabhadra's version of 

the Tathiigatagarbhasutra. There we find the following narration: 

"fBttZO*ijl (that tathiigatagarbha), m1*~~ (clear cool without fever), 

*~~ (great wisdom) ~ (gathering), :tzjl~1JB1B (subtle, calm nirviilJa).,,197 

Were one to interpret this narration according to the grammatical usage of the classical 

Chinese, it can be understood as follows: 

"Tathagatagarbha, clear and cool without fever, is an aggregation of great wisdom, 

and the subtle, calm nirvaI).a." 

Accordingly, the tathagatagarbha found in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra does not stick only to 

the basic definition of the "realizing wisdom" but also extends its meaning to the "realized 

realm of nirvalJ.a." 

But an alternative interpretation can be found in Amoghavajra's version which will 

be presented first in Chinese, then an explanation in English, and finally a possible English 

translation. 

An ambiguity found in this paragraph is the term :fitt (bhiivatii). A reasonable assumption 

is that the Chinese character '1'1 is a miscopy of '[11, which resembles tt in shape. This 

assumption is supported by the Tibetan version wherein the corresponding word is "sems 

197 See T.16, pA58e. 
19X See T.16, pA63a. 
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can.,,199 Given that 'Ii originally was 'Iw the term 1§'I1 should be corrected 1§'lw. On the 

basis of this assumption, the paragraph can be translated: 

Inside those [who have the] matrix of the afflictions (1J['I'~~) of desire, hatred, 

and ignorance exists the tathagatagarbha-dhatu; for this reason they are named 

sentient beings (1§'lw). When [the matrix of the afflictions of desire, hatred, and 

ignorance] subsides, it is named "clear and cool" and also named "nirval).a." 

When [one] is able to clear and remove the affliction of ignorance, the nature (:W-

/dhiitu) of [such a] sentient being is named the "aggregate-substance (~fsi) of 

great wisdom (*~)." That sentient being is named the "aggregate of great 

wisdom." 

On the basis of Amoghavajra's version, an alternative interpretation of Buddhabhadra's 

version may be as follows: 

The tathagatagarbha (fEl~D*~) is covered by various afflictions. Once the 

afflictions subside, it is the realm of subtle and tranquil nirval).a (frj>~¥fB¥s), 

which is clear and cool without fever OW¥ffi~~). Those sentient beings who 

have been freed from the afflictions are aggregates of great wisdom (*~.~). 

Therefore, although nirval).a is the realm wherein afflictions have subsided, the substance or 

tathagatagarbha of sentient beings whose afflictions have been eliminated is ultimately the 

aggregate of great wisdom. 

In conclusion, tathagatagrabha found in the Tathiigatagarbhasiitra is none other 

than tathagata-wisdom, and this is the reason that tathagatagarbha is also named as the 

199 Takasaki, Jikido indicates in The Formation of the Tathagatagarbha Thought that Amoghavajra 
deliberately translated this term as "1'ftt", i.e. sat-tva, so as to imply the similarity between sattva and 
bodhisattva. See details on p.63. This is a very inspiring assumption. However, the term "1'f'l'iI-f" does not 
appear like an intentional translation, but more like an incidental miscopy due to similar configuration of 
characters, which is constantly found in ancient books. The reason is that, first, in the section following this 
paragraph there appears the term "1'f'I1f", which has been habitually used by the translator Amoghavajra. 
Second, the Chinese term 1'f'l'1 is generally the translation of astitva, astita, bhava, sat, satta, sad-bhava etc., 
but not sattva. 
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treasure of wisdom (9§l •• )200 or the treasure of great wisdom (::f;::~.)201 in this sutra. 

II. "Tathagata-Siinyata-Wisdom" and "Tathagata-Realm" 

in the SrfmatiidevfsUtra 

129 

The Tathagatagarbhasiitra as an early text of the tathagatagarbha tradition explicitly 

defines tathagatagarbha as tathagata-wisdom. The Srfmaladevfsiitra, representing the 

middle stage of the tathagatagarbha tradition, although deducing the nature of 

tathagatagarbha from different angles and thus extending the meaning of tathagatagarbha, 

explicitly defines tathagatagarbha as "tathagata-sunyata-wisdom," thus takes it as the basic 

significance of the tathagatagarbha. 

The tathagatagarbha is the wisdom of tathagata-sunyata. The tathagatagarbha is 

yet to be seen and acquired by all the sravakas and the pratyeka-buddhas. It is 

known and realized only by Buddhas.202 

The tathagata-wisdom explained in the Tathagatagarbhasiitra is further articulated in the 

Srfmaladevfsiitra as wisdom of tathagata-sunyata, which is exclusively achieved by the 

tathagatas and is beyond the reach of the sravakas and the pratyeka-buddhas. However, the 

term "sunyata" of the so-called "sunyata-wisdom" is very different from "svabhava-

sunyata" explained in the Prajiiaparamitasiitras and their relevant commentaries, which 

insist on the insubstantial nature of all dharmas, whether conditioned or unconditioned. 

This sunyata is a conditional sunyata claiming that whereas the conditioned and temporary 

dharmas are sunya, the unconditioned and perpetual dharmas are not sunya. The 

2(X) The sutra (Buddhabhadra's version) reads: "The great treasure is inside the body, it is ever-abiding and 
changeless. Having observed thus, (the tathagata) for the sake of sentient beings expounds [the doctrine] to 
make them obtain the treasure of wisdom, [and therefore enjoy] abundant wealth and extensive advantages". 
(j;Jf1:E!lpg, m1:E::f~~. tzo~fi~e, ffij~JK1:~3l, %1~~, *~~JJifJj.) See T16, p.458b. 

201 The sutra (Amoghavajra"s version) reads: "You all wear this great treasure of wisdom, so as to escape 
poverty and become Buddhas". (&~'E1:1tJT*~!ii, jjl~M~1'Ft!t.), See T16, p.463a. 

202 "tzO*!ii~, tlP~tzo*~'I:1z~. tzO*!ii~, -t7J"M1IJ~pfT*~~, W\*~1~, nl1sm7~D&~g1'F~~". 
See TIl, 677a. 
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202 "tzO*!ii�, tlP�tzo*�'I:1z�. tzO*!ii�, -t7J"M1IJ�pfT*��, W\*�1�, nl1sm7 �D&�g1'F��". 
See T I l ,  677a. 
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Srfmiiliidevfsutra explains: 

The wisdom of tathagata-sunyata is of two kinds. Which are the two? [The first] 

named sunya-tathagatagarbha is free from the wisdom not oriented to liberation 

[but] freed from all afflictions. [The second] asunya-tathagatagarbha is the 

wisdom oriented to liberation of innumerable Buddhas and of inconceivable 

Dharmas.203 

The tathagata-sunyata-wisdom refers to two kinds of mental states or two kinds of wisdom 

directed to liberation. The sunya-tathagatagarbha, when understood from the perspective of 

practice, refers to the mental state that has eliminated and discarded all afflictions. This 

mental state is not different from the process of practice. The asunya-tathagatagarbha is the 

inherent liberation wisdom and the inconceivable Buddha Dharmas. This mental state is 

innate by nature and is not acquired by means of practice. In other words, the sunya and 

asunya of the tathagata-sunyata-wisdom respectively indicate a state in which afflictions 

have been eliminated and the innate state of the Buddha wisdom. The sunya-

tathagatagarbha alludes to the gradation of practice. It is the practice of eliminating 

adventitious defilements and the sunyata-wisdom directed to liberation. On the other hand, 

the asunya-tathagatagarbha refers to the pure substance of the Buddha Dharma. It refers to 

the status of the originally existing inconceivable Dharmas, and also to sunyata-wisdom 

that is essentially free of defilements. 

Furthermore, the "sunya-tathagatagarbha" and the "asunya-tathagatagarbha" of the 

tathagata-sunyata-wisdom, when interpreted in light of the Chinese versions, can be 

understood from another point of view. That is, what is sunya is temporary and unreal, 

while what is asunya is permanent and substantial. Accordingly, sunya-tathagatagarbha is 

203~D*Ji\~'11Z1N~~=fi, 1i'iJ~m=? g~~~D*Ji\, pJTg~~ftlj~/f~~fffi:~ , -W;l:J®:'I'~; /f~~D*Ji\, J'ti@ 
'l1iij;1i'iJ1~~~fffi:~' /fJGUfii:t". Jm~xAWr, SeeT.ll, p.677a. 
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sunyata-wisdom by which one realizes that all afflictions are temporary and unreal; asunya-

tathagatagarbha is sunyata-wisdom by which one realizes that tathagata-wisdom or the 

Buddha Dharma is permanent and substantial. 

Finally, whichever of "sunya" or "asilnya" is grasped, "sunya-tathagatagarbha" and 

"asunya-tathagatagarbha as they occur in the Srfmiiliidevisutra are both tathagata-sunyaUi-

wisdom. Among these two types of tathagata-sunyata-wisdom the latter, the asunya-

tathagatagarbha, is obviously more essential and dominant because the non-empty Buddha-

wisdom oriented to liberation is the Dharma-substance that exists primordially and that is 

fundamentally authentic.204 

"Sunya-tathagatagarbha" and "asunya-tathagatagarbha" are frequently cited and 

encountered in the Srfmiiliidevfsutra. Together "sunya-tathagatagarbha" and "asunya-

tathagatagarbha" comprise tathagatagarbha, or the tathagata-sunyata-wisdom. From the 

perspective of having "realizing-wisdom" as the basic contents of the tathagatagarbha, the 

Srfmliliidevisutra continues the doctrine established in the Tathiigatagarbhasutra. However, 

the Srfmiiliidevfsutra goes a step further in that it expands the definition of the 

tathagatagarbha. The sutra states: 

Noble meaning (iirya-satya) explains the most profound meaning, subtle and 

difficult to know. It is not the referent (vi$aya) of dialectic thinking. It is what is 

to be known by the wise, but it is beyond the belief of all mundane [minds]. Why 

so? This [noble meaning] explains the deep and profound tathagatagarbha. The 

204 The AnunatvapurIJatva-nirdda-parivarta-sutra, composed approximately at the same time as the 
Srfmaladevfsutra, contains ideas similar to "sunya-tathagatagarbha" and "asunya-tathagatagarbha". The 
counterpart of asunya-tathagatagarbha is named "the substance originally corresponding to tathagatagarbha 
and all the pure Dharmas" (PO~I<:m~~*~~1Elffi!~&m1~r!), which is further explained: "this dharma is just
as-it-is, is not illusionary, is neither away nor departed from pure wisdom, is the pure Dharma-dhatu of 
tathata, [and] is the inconceivable Dharma coming from beginningless time and possessing Dharma 
substance that corresponds to peace and purity". (lltr!PO'Jf ' /fl.!ili~, /fl!lt ' /fllit~~m1~~PD1!Jl!./f 
J~,§'M!. ffllifrEl*~~*, 1'flf:tm1~;fElffi!r!~) See details in T.16, p.467b-c. 
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J�,§'M!. ffllifrEl*��*, 1'flf:tm1�;fElffi!r!�) See details in T. 1 6, p.467b-c. 
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tathagatagarbha is the tathagata's referent. It is not to be known by all the 

sravakas and the pratyeka-buddhas.2os 

In this paragraph, tathagatagarbha is regarded as the most profound tenet, the noble 

meaning or the ultimate truth. Specifically speaking, tathagatagarbha refers to the realm 

realized by the tathagatas. 

In addition to the statement that "tathagatagarbha is the tathagata-sunyata-wisdom," 

the Srfmaladevfsutra's claim that "tathagatagarbha is the tathagata's referent" expands the 

range of the definition of the word "tathagatagarbha" in comparison to the earlier 

Tathagatagarbhasutra. From "the realizing-wisdom of the tathagata" to "the realized-realm 

of the tathagata," the Srfmaladevfsutra endows tathagatagarbha with these two new 

perspectives and thus extends the meaning to those perspectives not yet found in the earlier 

texts of the tathagatagarbha tradition. 

In spite of the fact that the definition "tathagata's realm" or "tathagata's referent" is 

not as dominant as that of the "tathagata-sunyata-wisdom," the Srfmiiladevfsutra can be 

understood as a text that represents a transitional stage in the focus from the "realizing-

wisdom" to the "realized realm or referent." 

2) Contents of the term "Parini~panasvabhava" 

The term "parini~panasvabhava" refers to one of the threefold svabhava of the 

Yogacara school. It has more or less different definitions, and the range of its meaning is 

expanded or contracted to some extant in various texts. Therefore, it is necessary to 

205 "~§$:g, ~:g:~~, fT&*lEft5;O, ~FJlSlj!~:W, ~~:gpff5;O, -Wtf:l:rs~pff~~g{B. {ii}.L-:-Zi!i50 JJt~~:g:1~~O* 
Z~. ~O*~:g, ~~D*~:W, ~F-WVIlfJ*¥1tpJT5;O". Seerm:lUffi+OJL-**1Jf~1J}JU~, T.12, p.22lb. 
This paragraph of the Srfmaladevisutra is later cited in the Lwikavatarasutra. According to the Sanskrit 
version of the LwikavatZirasutra the Sanskrit original of the tathagata's "realm" here should be the 
tathagata's "vi~aya", which has been translated into English as "domain" by Alex Wayman in The Lion's 
Roar of Queen SrTmala, p.96, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1990. 
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examine the definition of the parini~panasvabhava found in Yogacara texts antecedent to or 

contemporary with the Lmiklivatlirasutra, because only antecedent or texts contemporary 

with the LaTiklivatlirasutra can possibly have inspired or influenced the perspective the 

LaTiklivatlirasutra has in its interpretation of the term "parini~panasvabhava." 

Yogacara texts antecedent to the LaTiklivatlirasutra are the Samdhinirmocanasutra 

and the Yogliclirya-hhumi-slistra and should therefore be taken into consideration. These 

texts are considered the earliest texts of the Yogacara SchooL 

The five dharma (pafica-dharma)206 theory found in the LaTiklivatlirasutra is less 

developed in the Samdhinirmocanasutra. It is evident that the terminology of paika-dharma 

(or pafica-vastu) has not yet been established. Of the five, only three - nimitta, naman, and 

vikalpa - are presented, and tathata and samyag-jiUina are missing. This indicates that the 

theory of five dharma was not yet completed when the Yogacara School began. 207 

Consequently, it is safe to infer that the Samdhinirmocanasutra and the Yogliclirya-hhiimi-

slistra must have been earlier than the LaTikavatlirasutra.208 

As for Yogacara texts composed approximately at the same time as the 

LaTiklivatlirasutra, there is the Mahliylina-samgraha-slistra of Asanga. 

The historical sequence of the LaTikavatlirasutra and the Yogacara masters AsaIiga 

and Vasubandhu is frequently debated among scholars. Among the arguments of those who 

claim that Asanga and Vasubandhu are earlier than the LaTikavatlirasutra, the most 

persuasive is the claim that among the many commentaries composed by these two masters, 

206 The five are: nimitta, nama, vikalpa, tathata and samyag-jfiana. 
207 See the details in Funahashi, Naoya :fltmf,§j~: On the Five Dharmas and Three Natures (liit:. t == t1(::. J 

~ ll) in Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (EPll"F=1~~)("F=uH~) 21-1, 1972 
20H It is argued, however, by Tan, Xi-yong ~ T~ 7k that the Larikavatarasutra is earlier than the 

Samdhinirmocanasutra and the great Yogacara masters Asmiga and Vasubandhu. For details, see Tan, Xi
yong and Shao, Song-xiong tlG i:JU:1E: Essays on the Tathagatagarbha (YD * Iii illla ~), p.89, Taipei: 
Comprehensive Buddha Culture ~1~x1t, 2006. Further evidence is not provided to support this argument. 
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there are almost no texts in which citations of the Lmikavatiirasutra can be found. For 

those who argue the opposite, the most important argument is that the Vyiikhyii-yukti of 

Vasubandhu does not mention even the title of the Lmikiivatiirasutra, but does quote nine 

verses (gatha) from the Xth Chapter, Sagathakam of the Lalikavatarasiitra,z°9 

Regarding the historical sequence of the Lalikiivatarasutra and the Yogacara masters, 

AsaIiga and Vasubandhu, it does not seem possible to reach a conclusion at this time. What 

can be known is that no matter which may have come earlier, there could not have been 

much difference between the times of both. Therefore, even if the Mahiiyiina-samgraha-

sastra of AsaIiga is slightly later than the Lalikavatarasiitra, it is still probable that both 

texts grasped and explained parini~panasvabhava in the same academic context. 

I. Tathata in the Samdhinirmocanasiitra and the Yogiiciiryabhiimisiislra 

The Samdhinirmocanasiitra and the Yogacarya-bhiimi-sastra, two early texts of the 

Yogacara School, regard tathata as being the specific contents of the parini~panasvabhava. 

The Samdhinirmocanasutra defines the term "parini~panasvabhava" as follows: 

What is the defining-characteristic of the parini~panasvabhava of all dharmas? It 

is the tathata of the equality of all dharmas. All bodhisattvas are attentive with 

regard to this tathata [and] are able to reach [their] goal because [they] make 

improving and advancing diligently the condition and because [they make] 

contemplating reasonably without confusion of the condition. [The bodhisattvas] 

gradually cultivate [their practice towards] this goal until anuttara-samyak

sarhbodhi has been realized perfectly?IO 

20Y For details, see Naoya Funahashi (fitti!ll~~), "The Lankavatara Sutra and the Time of Vasubandhu" (i±!: 
~JU:: tJ511Jo*I t O)lW1&~mH':::' -:J p -n in Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies (fP}j!~I~f.x~WfJt;) 20-1, 
1971, pp 321-326. For Xth Chapter, see Nanjio, p. 264-376. 

210 This is from Xuan-zang's (z3,lD translation Jie-Shen-Mi-Jing (m?~\fM~): "~Ii1J~1*[§Jm'Jf:f§ ? ij~-t7J 
1*ZP:~~PO. 1J~llt~M, ~:g:ili/K~1fu*~ji~I29*&i!&, PO:£J!I'F:e~I~UJGt'lt~I29*&i!&, n~gJmJl, 1J~Ift~ 
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Similarly, the Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra defines parini~panasvabhava: 

What is the parini~panasvabhava? It is .the tathata of all dharma, the path of the 

noble wisdom, the realm of the noble wisdom, the referent of the noble 

wisdom.211 

On the basis of the above two citations, it can be concluded that during the initial 

stage when the doctrine of the threefold svabhava was established, the term 

"parini~panasvabhava" was contextually linked to the term "tathata," whereby the sense of 

"ultimate truth" can be inferred. That is, all dharmas in their very prime state are 

essentially equal and not yet grasped, defined or distorted by any conceptual or linguistic 

activities. This tathata is the truth REALM understood and practiced in noble wisdom, and 

also the perfect REALM realized by the bodhisattvas through diligent cultivation and 

reasonable contemplation. Briefly, parini~panasvabhava, according to the 

Sarhdhinirmocanasutra and the Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra, is tathata, which assumes the 

equal realm of the ultimate truth. 

The relationship between parini~panasvabhava and tathata can also be investigated 

by looking into the defining-characteristics of the threefold svabhava (tri-svabhava) and the 

five dharma (panca-dharma). The five dharma according to the Yogacara School are also 

named the five foundations (panca-vastu), and this explains a twofold categorization of the 

five foundations as flawed or flawless. The five dharmas had not yet been formed in the 

Sarhdhinirmocanasutra, and it is not until the Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra that the five are 

developed into a systematic theory. The sastra reads: 

:ilr'fir'fiv~t$(~), JJ¥$.\ctlE~1?fm, :1J§~l.ilrMli". See T.l6, p.693a In Bodhiruci's translation, the Shen
Mi-lie- Tuo-ling O~EMJN;MlD: "the characteristic of parini~panasvabhava"(l.ilnlG.;fED is explained as "the 
characteristic of paramartha" (~-~;f§), and is defined "the substance of the tathata of all dharmas" (§i!irt 
~tlDZfll). See T.l6, p.669c. 

211 "~fiiJl.ilnlG.ti? §!§J§ii1t~~D, ~~pJTfr, ~~JtJl!., ~~PJT*~". See T.30, p.703b. 
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Which are the five foundations? The first is referent (nimitta), the second is name 

(nama), the third is discrimination (vikaZpa), the fourth is suchness (tathata), the 

fifth is proper knowing (samyag-jfiana). To what does "referent" refer? In brief, it 

refers to all things inferred by words. To what does name refer? It refers to 

secular words implicit in the referent. To what does discrimination refer? It refers 

to mind and mental events (citta-caitta) operative in the three world systems 

(traidhatuka). To what does suchness refer? It refers to what becomes manifest as 

dharmanairatmya realized by noble wisdom, but it is not anything inferred by 

words. To what does proper knowing refer? In summary, there are two kinds. 

First is proper knowing of only the supramundane; second is proper knowing of 

the mundane and the supramundane.217 

The definitions of the five dharmas given here in the Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra basically 

are followed in later texts without much discrepancy. Among these five dharmas, the first 

three are flawed dharms while the last two are flawless dharmas. From the perspective of 

the flawed dharmas, "nimitta" (referent) refers to things indicated by worldly languages, 

"naman" (name) refers to worldly languages used to indicate things, "vikalpa" 

(discrimination) refers to mental activities of thinking and feeling, and so on. From the 

perspective of the flawless dharmas, "tathata" (suchness) refers to the transcendental 

realm manifested in the realization of dharmanairatmya grasped and obtained by noble 

knowledge, but it does not refer to phenomena within the reach of, or explainable 

through, language. Samyag-ji'iana (proper knowing), on the other hand, refers to knowing 

properly by which worldly and mundane obstacles are removed and the ultimate realm of 

tathata is realized or attained. 

With the above discussion as our background, we can compare the definitions of 
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"tathata" and "parini~pannasvabhava established in the Yogiiciirya-bhumi-siistra. Tathata is 

"what becomes manifest as dharmanairatmya realized by noble wisdom," while 

"parini~panasvabhava" is "". tathata of all dharmas, the path of noble wisdom, the realm of 

noble wisdom, [and] the referent of the noble wisdom." Thus, it can be seen that according 

to the Yogiiciirya-bhumi-siistra, "parini~panasvabhava" of the threefold svabhava 

corresponds exactly to "tathata" of the five dharmas, namely, the realm realized by the 

noble wisdom. The siistra states: 

Question: In the correspondence of the threefold svabhava to five dharmas, to 

how many of the five dharmas does the first svabhava match? Answer: There is 

none. Question: To how many does the second svabhava match? Answer: Four 

match. Question: To how many does the third svabhava match? Answer: One 

matches.213 

This dialogue is too sketchy to be clear but it can be inferred that by "the third svabhava," 

parini~panasvabhava is meant and that the "one dharma" that matches is tathata. The 

diagram below shows the relationship between both as suggested in the Yogiiciirya-bhumi-

siistra. 

213"F,,': =fi§lt1t§~1iit, fJJ§lt1, 1iitcp~pJTtI? ~: tfl)~FPJTtI. F,,': m=§lt1~pJTtI? ~: [2]PJTtI. F,,': 
m=§ltt~pJTtI? ~: -PJTtI". See filrl{j]agffiflB~lffi, T.30, p.704c. There are further comments as follows: 
"Question: If paratantrasvabhava also matches samyag-jfiana, why is it stated previously, "grasping of the 
parikalpitasvabhava is caused by the paratantrasvabhava' [and] how can that be undersstood? Answer: That 
context mentions only the defiled part of the paratantrasvabhava and not its pure part. It should be 
understood that regarding the pure part, there is no grasping caused by that". CF,,': B{t<{t!!.Ml§ltt~IE~pJT 
1'1, {ilJt)l:M§~'{t<{t!!.Ml§ltU&~§tpJT¥J\§lt1¥J\ ' J!;PJ7~D?'~: iEt~Pi~{t<{t!!.Ml§lt1n~5t, ~Fm~5t. 
:fim1*5t, ~~D*MEt~¥J\, J!;PJ7~D.) 
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2 1 3"F,,' : =fi §l t1t§�1iit, fJJ §l t1, 1iitcp�pJTtI? �: tfl)�FPJTtI. F,,' : m= §l t1�pJTtI? �: [2]PJTtI. F,,' : 
m= §l tt�pJTtI? �: -PJTtI". See filrl{j]agffiflB�lffi, T.30, p.704c. There are further comments as follows: 
"Question: If paratantrasvabhava also matches samyag-jfiana, why is it stated previously, "grasping of the 
parikalpitasvabhava is caused by the paratantrasvabhava' [and] how can that be undersstood? Answer: That 
context mentions only the defiled part of the paratantrasvabhava and not its pure part. It should be 
understood that regarding the pure part, there is no grasping caused by that". CF,,' : B{t<{t!!.Ml §l tt�IE�pJT 
1'1, {ilJt)l:M§�'{t<{t!!.Ml §l tU&�§tpJT¥J\ §l t1¥J\ ' J!;PJ7�D?'�: iEt�Pi�{t<{t!!.Ml §l t1n�5t, �Fm�5t. 
:fim1*5t, ��D*MEt�¥J\, J!;PJ7�D.) 
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amyagjiiiina-Realizing Wisd7m Flawless 

Pure-- Parini~panasvabhiiva ------lTathatii--Realized Realm 

According to the Yogacarya-bhilmi-sastra, which represents the early stage of the 

Y~gacara School, samyag-jiUina and tathata are both classified as flawless dharmas within 

which the latter corresponds to the pure part of the paratantrasvabhava; only tathata, the 

truth realm of suchness, corresponds to the parini~panasvabhava. Therefore, although from 

the ultimate point of view "realizing wisdom" and "realized realm" should not fall into the 

opposition of dualism but ought to follow the principle of "non-duality of realm and 

wisdom,,,214 from a practical point of view, the earlier definition of "parini~panasvabhava" 

as found in the earlier Yogacara texts is not related to the "realizing wisdom" of samyag-

jfiana but to the "realized realm" of tathata. 215 That "parini~panasvabhava" includes 

214 To cite just one example, the Commentary on the Mahaparinirv[lI~asiltra (*m!,t¥3l.~*~if5iE) states: "In the 
way of the conventional truth exists the two of realm and wisdom. Once the non-arising is manifested the 
distinction between realm and wisdom is vanished ... the ordinary person distinguishes so as to see the two 
of realm and wisdom; the wise man renounces realm and wisdom, to whom all is the truth of oneness, so it 
is said the oneness of the wise". (i!t~*ilicp1=f~9§I =, :;5 5i!.~:'t, flfj::f 5i!.1=f~9§lZ53U ... fL~7t53U, i!iJ:5i!.1=f 
~9§lZ=; ~~~9§1, 1§'~-ffij;, ~~~-.) See T.38, p.221a. 

215 It is indicated by Suguro, Shinzyou Il9H5{§~¥ that in the initial stage of the Yogacara School, that is to say 
the stage of the Samdhinirmocanasiltra, the doctrine of the threefold svabhava is the theory on existence 
but not a theory of epistemology dealing with the subjective activities of mentality. Specifically, the 
parikalpitasvabhava suggests the objects bearing the nature of being recognized and distinguished, namely 
the objectified phenomena; the paratantrasvabhava is the defiled dharmas established by the principle of the 
twelve co-depedent origination, which is the objective dharmas instead of the subjective consciousness; the 
parini~panasvabhava signifies the tathata, which is again the objective presentation but not the subjective 
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subjective wisdom is a doctrinal development found in the later texts. However, in so far as 

the Samdhinirmocanasutra and the Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra are of concern, it can be 

known that "parini~panasvabhava" in the primary stage of the Yogacara School simply 

indicates the pure and flawless realm of the ultimate truth. 

II. All the Pure Dharmas in the Mahiiyiinasmhgrahasiistra 

The Yogacara School from its inception was marked by the teaching of Maitreya, 

who is said to have placed importance on the view and practice of Yoga. From Maiteya 

down to Asailga and Vasubandhu, it is well known that Yogacara philosophy manifested 

remarkable achievements. Especially in the Mahayanasamgrahasastra of Asailga we find a 

systematically constructed, comprehensive, and mature theory of the Yogacara at a time 

slightly earlier than the composition of the Laflkavatarasutra. Even if the 

Mahayanasamgrahasastra· were later than the Laflkavatarasutra, the difference probably 

would be insignificant. Parini~panasvabhava defined simply as tathata in the earlier texts 

saw an expansion in its definition in the Mahayanasamgrahasastra. The text states: 

How should the parini~panasvabhava be understood? It should be understood 

through the explanation of the four pure dharmas. Which are the so named four 

pure dharmas? The first, the naturally pure, that is to say, tathata, siinyaUi, 

bhiitakoti, animitta, paramartha, [and] dharma-dhatu. The second, pure in view of 

being freed from defilements, that is to say, [naturally pure by virtue of] the 

elimination of all obstacles and defilements. The third, the purity of the path by 

which one attains [tathata etc.], that is to say, all the bodhipak~a-dharma, 

paramiUi, and so on. The fourth, the purity of the referent that brings about [the 

path], that is to say, [the purity of] the subtle and right Dharma teachings of the 

intelligence. See the details in "The Establishment of the System of the Yogacara Teaching--Especially 
centered on the Mahayana-sarhgraha-sastra" (r!fE~~3tO){;ifs:*O)F&JL--t < (~ ['lI**~ifH.D r:p{J\(~ L 
-r) ,in The Yogacara Thinking (r!fE~~JGUJ!), Tokyo: Shunjusha, 1 st print of new edition, 2001. 
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Mahayana. The reason is that because this teaching is the pure cause for 

producing the pure, it is not parikalpitasvabhava. Because it flows forth (ni$yanda) 

from the pure dharma-dhatu, it is not paratantrasvabhava. Those four dharmas 

exhaust all pure dharmas.216 

Accordingly, the Mahiiyanasamgrahasastra, in defining "parini~panna-svabhava," is so 

comprehensive that it includes all pure dharmas. In contrast, the Samdhinirmocanasutra 

and the Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra simply give tathata that is listed as the first category of 

pure dharma, i.e. the naturally pure. 

The first and second categories of pure dharma are not essentially different; they 

both signify the true nature or empty nature of all dharmas, viz. the ultimate realm realized 

by noble wisdom. Therefore, "pure by nature" and "pure in being freed from defilements" 

share the same purity of the same intrinsic quality. The difference lies in their 

characteristics in that the former suggests the practice stage of the sentient beings while the 

latter suggests the perfected stage of the sages. The third category, "purity of the path by 

which one attains [tathata etc.]," extensively indicates all paths of practice. The fourth 

category, "the purity of the referent that brings about [the path]," extensively indicates the 

Dharmas preached by the Mahayana. Thus, according to the Mahayanasarhgrahasastra, 

"parini~panasvabhava" does not merely mean the ultimate realm of truth beyond the reach 

of languages, but also comprises all practices leading to this realm as well as all Mahayana 

teachings that reveal this realm. 

In conclusion, the definition of parini!?panasvabhava has undergone a process of 

2 '6L-1a:rJ!;jD Iilf&W § 'l:i? J!;jD'§§3l[2]mr~t:t.1a:r~iS~[2]m1~t:t? -:{$, §ttm~, §~~~D ' ~ , W~~ , 
#\lif§] , M1~ , i:tJ'l!.. =:($, MfJ§i~1~, §~NPrttM-W~~fJ§. -=:::{$, f~rtt~m~, ~~-Wgm5ti:t, i8[~lf 
tp~. [2]:{$, ~rttij[m1$, ~~Mi**frjlIEi:t~, El3rtti:t$.t m~*¥tl)(, ~FJJff1§tpJT¥A§ti ; ~m~i:tJ'l!.~1flE 
titl)(, ~Ff.lXftl!M\§ti. ~D~[2]t:t ' ~~-W1~~i:t~. This is the version translated by Xuan-zang, see ~ 

**~~~, T.31, p.l40b. 
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expansion. In the initial stage of the Yogacara School, the Sarhdhinirmocanasutra and the 

Yogiiciirya-bhumi-siistra simply and precisely defined "parini~panasvabhava" as the "realm 

of tathata." Down to the Mahiiyanasarhgrahasastra of Asailga, despite the fact that 

parini~panasvabhava was still focused on the "naturally pure" in order to focus on the 

ultimately true nature of all dharmas, with the arrival of Asailga and Vasubandhu, factors 

such as the measures of practice and the teachings of the Mahayana came into play and 

were incorporated into the scope of the "parini~panasvabhava." Therefore, 

parini~panasvabhava does not refer only to the ultimate truth and the realized realm that are 

flawless and un-conditioned, but also to the practice necessary for separating one from 

defilements and the wisdom realizing the realm, which are flawless but conditioned. The 

Mahayiinasarhgrahasastra and other Yogacara texts that followed tend to broaden the scope 

of the parini~panasvabhava, and since this is a developing tendency of the Yogacara 

tradition, it can be reasonably assumed that the same stream had an influence on the 

Lalikavatarasutra. 

3) Parini~panasvabhavastathagatagarbhahrdaya in the Laitkavatarasutra 

As stated above, the implication of the tathagatagarbha gradually moved from the 

"wisdom" of the tathagata to the "realm" realized by the tathagata. In distinction, the 

contents of parini~panasvabhava became extended from the "realm" of the tathata to 

"practice" and "wisdom" directed towards this realm. The table below briefly shows this 

inclination. 
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Tathagatagarbha Parini~panasvabhava 

Initial Definition "Wisdom" of the Tathagata "Realm" of the Tathata 

and --Tathagatagarbhasutra --Sarhdhinirmocanasutra and 

Relevant Text Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra 

Later Definition "Tathagata-Sunyata-Wisdom" All the Pure Dharmas 
and and the "Tathagata-Realm" --Mahayanasarhgrahasastra 

Relevant Text --Srfmaladevisutra 

Developing Extended from ".Wisdom" Extended from "Realm" 

Tendency to "Realm" to Dharma Teachings and Practice 

Inheriting two Mahayana streams of the tathagatagarbha tradition and the Yogacara 

School, the Laflkavatarasutra delicately integrates the terminologies of "tathagatagarbha" 

and "parini~panasvabhava" and coins the compounded term "parini~panasvabhava-

tathagatagarbha." In order to analyze how parini~panasvabhava was influenced by the 

thought of tathata and broadened its meaning to include tathagatagarbha as tathagata-

wisdom, it is necessary to pay a close attention to the contents of the following quotations 

from the Laflkavatarasutra. 

1. What is the parini~pannasvabhava? It is the separation from the discriminating 

imagination about appearance, name, object, and characteristic; it is the tathata 

realized by noble wisdom, the realm reached and realized by self-realizing 

noble wisdom. Mahamati, this parini~pannasvabhava is the essence of the 

tathagatagarbha.217 

217 parini~pannasvabhavaJ:! katamaJ:!? Yaduta nimitta-nama-vastu-lak~ana-vikalpa-virahitarh tathataryajfiana
gatigamana-pratyatmaryajfiana-gati-gocaraJ:!. e~a mahamate parinispannasvabhavas tathagatagarbha
hrdayam. (Sanskrit version) in the Nanjio edition of The Laizklivatlira Sutra, pp.67-68. The English 
translation by D.T. Suzuki reads: "What is perfect knowledge? It is realized when one casts aside the 
discriminating notions of form, name, reality, and character; it is the inner realization by noble wisdom. 
This perfect knowledge, Mahamati, is the essence of the Tathagata-garbha". See The Lankavatara Sutra-A 
Mahayana Text, Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc. 1991, p.60. 
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2. What is the nature of accomplishment? It is to be freed from erroneous ideas 

about name, appearance, object, and characteristic; it is the realm obtained by 

noble wisdom and reached by self-realizing noble wisdom. This is named the 

nature of accomplishment, which is the essence of the tathagatagarbha. (Song 

Version)218 

3. What is the characteristic of the dharma substance of the ultimate truth? It is the 

separation from the characteristic of name, the characteristic of fundamentals, 

[and] the characteristic of object; it is the realm practiced and reached by the 

sage. Mahamati! This is named the characteristic of the ultimate truth, which is 

the essence of the the tathagatagarbha of Buddhas. (Wei Versioni19 

4. What is the nature of perfect accomplishment? It is to be separated from all the 

discriminations regarding name, referent, object, and characteristic; it is 

suchness reached by the self-realizing noble wisdom. Mahamati! This is the 

nature of perfect accomplishment, which is the essence of the tathagatagarbha. 

(Tang Version)22o 

Among the three Chinese versions, the Wei version is apparently more or less at variance 

with the rest. The translator Bodhiruci tends to translate parini~pannasvabhava as "the 
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218L-farf&§1'I1? ~~IilfE:g , i'§ , ~ , i'§*~t~, ~~?fT1~&El:l:~~jfJg?fT1=rmJIf-, ~:gf&El'11~D*~'~'. 
(Song version)in Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling mfjJalfnJ~l;t37mjU~" see T16, p.487c. 

219far~~-~~ijf)l!G:;f§? ~~~f~~D*IilfE:g"f:i'§ , mJlH§ , ~i'§i'§, ~~nM=rmJIf-1T~. *~! ~:g~
~il$i'§, ~f~~D*~'L,.(Wei version)in Ru-Leng-Qie-ling Amf1Ja*~, see T16, p.527c. 

22()far~[jiJf&El'11? ~~IilfE:g , i'§ , ~ , i'§ , -W:5t55U, El~~~~?MT~~D. *~! Jl:t~Iilf&§'11~D*~I~'. 
(Tang version) in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AmfjJa*~, see T16, p.598a. 

221 Such as seen in the Shen-Mi-lie-Tuo-ling i~Wm~5H~ translated by Bodhiruci. 
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2 19far��-��ijf)l!G:;f§? ���f��D*IilfE:g"f:i'§ , mJlH§ , �i'§i'§, ��nM=rmJIf-1T�. *�! �:g�
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The pronoun "e~a" in the Sanskrit version, according to the understanding of all the 

three Chinese translations, refers to the previous sentence in which the realm of tathata is 

described. An alternative interpretation adopted by Suzuki is to understand it as an article 

modifying the parini~pannasvabhava. In this case, "e~a parini~pannasvabhava

tathagatagarbhahrdayam" means "this parini~pannasvabhava is the essence of the 

tathagatagarbha." "Parini~pannasvabhava that is the essence of the tathagatagarbha" in the 

explanation given by the Lalikavatarasutra means "tathata" reached by noble wisdom, and 

is therefore the realm realized by noble wisdom. Compared to the definitions found in the 

Samdhinirmocanasutra and the Yogacarya-bhumi-sastra, the meaning of 

"parini~pannasvabhava" as defined by the Lalikavatarasutra accords well with the 

definition found in the initial stage of the Yogacara School. By combining 

parini~pannasvabhava with tathagatagarbha, the attribute of the former as the realized 

"realm" is naturally transferred to the latter. As a result, the Lalikavatarasutra, differing 

from the earlier scriptures of the tathagatagarbha tradition that take the tathagata-garbha as 

the tathagata-wisdom, places more emphasis on the aspect of "realm" because 

parini~pannasvabhava that is the essence of the tathagatagarbha refers to the "realm of 

tathata" realized by means of noble wisdom rather than to "noble wisdom" by which one 

realizes tathata. 

Some scholars regard the doctrine of threefold svabhava in the Lalikavatarasutra as 

an explanation of subjective mentality instead of objective existence. For example, D. T. 

Suzuki interprets them from an epistemological perspective and thus translates 

parikalpitasvabhava as "false discrimination"; paratantrasvabhava as "the knowledge of the 
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relativity-aspect;" and parini~pannasvabhava as "perfect knowledge." 222 Brian Edward 

Brown, on the other hand, claims that the threefold svabhava represent three kinds of 

understanding. He states: 

... the text expresses itself more often through the idiom of epistemology than 

ontology. This is most apparent in the scripture's references to the three self

natures (svabhava) ... 

And with regard to parikalpitasvabhava specifically, he goes on to say that it is " ... the act 

of imagination" producing its own object; paratantrasvabhava is "a mode of perception, a 

particular viewpoint" influenced and conditioned by parikalpitasvabhava; and 

parini~pannasvabhava is "perfect knowledge," which comprehends all things as Mind-

only.223 

The doctrine of the threefold svabhava involves philosophical issues of 

epistemology and ontology. In other words, by means of "noble wisdom" one becomes 

capable of realizing ultimate existence, but false discrimination can fabricate only an 

illusionary object. The doctrine of the threefold svabhava was posed originally to explain 

differing forms of existences but a particular form that existence takes is decided by a 

particular perceptional mode. In particular, practical practice does not rely on objective 

existence, but on the subjective function of cognition. Whether existence can be determined 

to be real or illusionary is decided by whether the mind is able to make a turn-about such 

that the conditioned consciousness transforms into noble wisdom. This means that the 

extension of the doctrine of threefold svabhava from an ontological theory to an 

epistemological theory is a necessary tendency in order to match the demand of practice. 

222 See the details in D. T. Suzuki: The Lankavatara Sutra-A Mahayana Text, Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc. 
1991, pp.59-6l. 

223 See the details in Brian Edward Brown: The Buddha Nature-A Study of the Tathagatagarbha and 
Alayavijfzana, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass Publishers, 1994, pp.185-l87. 
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Therefore, the most spectacular and practical aspect of the Yogacara teaching is said to be 

epistemology. 

However, to regard the threefold svabhava in the LaflkiivatiirasUtra as a theory of 

cognition in order to emphasize the importance of the epistemological aspect departs from 

the original intention of the scripture. Because the Laflkiivatiirasiitra defines 

"parini~pannasvabhava" as "tathata realized by noble wisdom." The focus is on the 

meaning of "realm" instead of "wisdom." Suzuki's translation of "parini~pannasvabhava 

tathagatagarbhahrdayam" as "This perfect knowledge is the essence of the Tathagata-

garbha," although seemingly in accord with the earlier understanding of tathagatagarbha, is 

in need of further deliberation because the Laflkiivatiirasiitra is a relatively later text 

influenced by Yogacara thought. Thus, "parini~pannasvabhavatathagatagarbha" found in the 

Laflkiivatiirasiitra, implants the meaning of "tathaUi" or "realm" unto tathagatagarbha and 

so takes the definition of tathagatagarbha one step further, shifting its definition from 

"realizing wisdom" to include "realized realm." 

As stated above, the extension of the talhagatagarbha from wisdom to realm was 

already implied in the Srfmiiliidevisiitra that expounded the ideas that "tathagatagarbha is 

the tathagata-siinyata-wisdom" and that "tathagatagarbha is the tathagata's realm." Though 

the aspect of "tathagata-siinyata-wisdom" has been expounded better in the 

Srfmiiliidevfsiitra, it is the latter, viz. the "tathagata's realm," that is cited and developed in 

the Laflkiivatiirasiitra. 

1. For Queen Srlmala to whom the Buddha's spiritual power was added, the [pure] 

realm of Tathagata-hood was expounded. This does not belong to the realm of 

speculation as it is carried on by the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas, and other 

philosophers, except, Mahamati, that this realm of Tathagatahood which is the 
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realm of the Tathagatagarbha-Alayavijfiana is meant for those Bodhisattva

Mahasattvas who like you are endowed with subtle, fine, penetrating thought

power and whose understanding is in accordance with the meaning. (Sanskrit 

version)224 

2. Queen SrImala, who is sustained by the power and spirit of the Buddha, 

expounded the realm of tathagata but not the realm of sravakas, pratyeka

buddhas, and heretical philosophers. The tathagatagarbha-alayavijfiana is 

exclusively the wisdom realm of the Buddhas and other bodhisattvas with 

sharp wisdom and whose understanding is in accordance with the meaning. 

(Song version)225 

3. It is said to Srlmala: "This tathagatagarbha is the realm of tathagata." Mahamati! 

The realm of tathagatagarbha-alayavijfiana is the realm of alayavijfiana. Now I 

and you with other bodhisattvas with very profound wisdom are capable of 

realizing these two kinds of dharmas. All others - sravakas, pratyeka-buddhas 

and heretical philosophers who are attached to names and words (~*) are not 

capable of understanding such twofold dharma. (Wei Version)226 

4. For Queen SrImala the realm of Buddha is expounded, but not the realm of 

heretical philosophers and two vehicles [of thesravakas and pratyeka-buddhas]. 

Mahamati! This tathagatagarbha-alayavijfiana is the realm of Buddha, the 

domain of activity of you and others whose pure wisdom is [in accordance 

with] the meaning followed by the bodhisattvas . (Tang Version)227 

224 This is the translation of D. T. Suzuki. See The Lankavatara Sutra-A Mahayana Text, Taipei: SMC 
Publishing Inc. 1991, p.l93. srlmalarh devlm adhi~thaya tathagata-vi~ayo desito, na sravaka
pratyekabuddhanyatIrthakaratarkavi~ayo'nyatra. Mahamate! Tathagata-vi~aya eva tathagatagarbha 
alayavijfianavi~ayastvat sadrsanarh ca si1k~manipUl)amatibuddhiprabhedakanarh bodhisattvanarh 
mahasattvanam arthapratisaral).anarh. in the Nanjio edition of The Lankfivatara Surra, p.223. 

225 Jm~XA.;7f\{~WXt$, ~~D*JJ!Jf-, ~F~IVl~~&)7}~mJf- .~D*iZiZ~, UfE{~&~fiJ~{:t<fjHfili~~ 
mJf-. (Song version)in Leng-Qie-A-Ba-Duo-Luo-Bao-ling fJ5{jJD~i1J~j;(:§7mW~~" see T.16, p.51Oc. 

22fittJmW~~§: ~D*iZ~~D*fJ!Jf-. *~! ~D*Jil§~~i1J~£f~~mJf-, fX~W&&~if~ili&7*~='M, ~g7 51-
JJUJl:t=fli;t, ~~~1Vl ' €¥3Z:{~&)7}~~¥J\~::g,¥='M, ::f~g79;D~DJl:t=1;t. (Wei version)in Ru-Leng
Qie-ling Am{jJD~~, see T.16, p.557a. 

227~JmtiXA.~~{~mJf-, ~F~)7}~=*mw. *~! Jl:t~D*iZiZ~~{~mJf-, W&~tt1'ff~trili~III~~='M 
PJT:('JZJIi. (Tang verison) in Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **Am{jJD~~, see T.16, p.620a. 
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Among the three Chinese versions the Wei version is slightly different in referring 

to the. "two dharmas," which according to context might imply tathagatagarbha and 

alayavijfiana. Besides, in the Sung version Queen SrImala, instead of the Buddha, is the 

expounder of the tathagatagarbha. In any case, tathagatagarbha is definitely the ultimate 

realm realized only by Buddha and bodhisattva. Although the quotations above are by no 

means isolated examples of the tathagatagarbha teaching inherited by the Lmikiivatiirasiitra 

from the Srfmiiliidevfsiitra, this is the only place in which the name of SrImala is mentioned. 

The phrase "the realm of tathagatagarbha-alayavijfiana,,,228 in the Sanskrit original 

cited above refers to the "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana-vi~aya" and also to 

"tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana-gocara" found elsewhere. 229 Both vi~aya and gocani. signify 

the "object of knowledge," the "realm of wisdom" or the "scope of capability." The Tibetan 

renderings of vi~aya and gocara are "yul" and "spyod yul,,230 respectively. Their meanings 

are approximately the same. In the Chinese versions they are rendered together as "jing-jie" 

( :Ij Jf.). Whether it be "tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana-vi~aya" or "tathagatagarbhalaya-

vijfiana-gocara," the Laftkiivatiirasiitra focuses on the "realm" aspect of tathagatagarbha. In 

sum, the claim that "tathagatagarbha is the realm of tathagata" just as the statement 

"parini~pannasvabhava is the essence of tathagatagarbha" indicates that the essence of 

tathagatagarbha and pariniwannasvabhava is "tathata," the perfect realm realized by the 

wisdom of tathagata. 

While parini~pannasvabhava in the Lalikiivatiirasiitra is focused on tathata, the 

m The "tathagatagarbhaalayavijfiana" in Lariktlvattlrasutra is basically no different from the 
"tathagatagarbha" in Srfmaltldevisutra. The combination and identification of tathagatagarbha and 
alayavijfiiina is an important characteristic feature in the Lariktlvattlrasutra. 

229 For such examples, see for example, N anjio edition of The Lariktlvattlra Sutra, p.222, line 14-15. 
230"de bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po kun gzhi mam par shes pa'i spyod yul"is found in ijphags-pa lwi-kar 

g§egs-pa/:li theg-pa chen-po/:li mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vol. 29, p.65, leaf 157a, line 8; "de 
bzhin gshegs pa'i snying po kun gzhi mam par shes pa'i yul"in p.65, leaf 157b, line 5 
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"parini�pannasvabhava is the essence of tathagatagarbha" indicates that the essence of 

tathagatagarbha and pariniwannasvabhava is "tathata," the perfect realm realized by the 

wisdom of tathagata. 

While parini�pannasvabhava in the Lalikiivatiirasiitra is focused on tathata, the 

m The "tathagatagarbhaalayavijfiana" in Lariktlvattlrasutra is basically no different from the 
"tathagatagarbha" in Srfmaltldevisutra. The combination and identification of tathagatagarbha and 
alayavijfiiina is an important characteristic feature in the Lariktlvattlrasutra. 

229 For such examples, see for example, N anjio edition of The Lariktlvattlra Sutra, p .222, line 14- 1 5 . 
230"de bzhin gshegs pa' i snying po kun gzhi mam par shes pa' i spyod yul"is found in ijphags-pa lwi-kar 

g§egs-pa/:li theg-pa chen-po/:li mdo, Peking edition of Tibetan Tripitaka Vol.  29, p.65, leaf 1 57a, line 8; "de 
bzhin gshegs pa' i snying po kun gzhi mam par shes pa' i yul"in p.65, leaf 1 57b, line 5 
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scope of parini~pannasvabhava is not limited to that. As discussed above, that the contents 

of parini~pannasvabhava extend from being centered on tathata and extending to the edge 

of Buddha realm is an indicator of the developing tendency of the Yogacara School. For 

example, we read the following in the Lalikavatarasutra: 

Tathata, silnyata, advaya, bhiltakoti, and dharma-dhatu are all indiscriminatively 

explained by me as parini~panna. 23! 

Consequently, the definition of "parini~pannasvabhava" is not confined to "tathata," but it 

also includes silnyata, advaya, bhiltakotI, and dharma-dhatu, terms which indicate the 

ultimate realm or transcendental truth. These are all listed in the first category of pure 

dharmas, i.e., the naturally pure, as classified in the Mahayanasmngrahasastra in which 

parini~pannasvabhava is defined as the four pure dharmas. 

The text that influenced the definition of "Parini~pannasvabhava" III the 

Lalikavatarasutra was probably the Mahayanasarhgrahasastra, or it may have been the 

case that both were influenced by the one and same academic atmosphere. Perhaps the 

Chinese commentator Bao-chen (.@) was aware of this possibility and thus, in his work 

Commentary on Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling, he quoted from the Mahayanasamgraha-

sastra when he explained the compound phrase "parini~pannasvabhavatathagatagarbha-

hrdayam.,,232 

231 "ffifPD ' ~ , 1'= ' Jr~~EZ.r!'11, .l§'~1f:51JjU, fl(;m:@IJIIF&". See Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling **AfJ'j 
{f]a*~, T.16, p.628a. The Wei version reads 1'= ' ffifPD ' ~ , Jr~~EZ. r!a, fl(;m~:51JjU, F&:§i;tiEz:r!ifEl see 
T.16, p.569b; "advaya, tathata, sunyata, bhUtako~i and dharma-dhatu, I explain that the characteristic of 
those dharmas lies in the accomplishment of non-discrimnation. 

232 The commentary reads: "The tathata realized by the self-realizing noble wisdom, is parini~pannasvabhava, 
the real substance of Dharma-body, the nature of tathagatagarbha, the true heart that is clear and pure ... 
hence the Mahtiyanasamgraha§astra says: 'It should be understood that the parini~panasvabhava is none 
other than the four pure dharmas. First, the naturally pure, that is the tathata, bhutakoti, paramartha, 
dharma-dhatu .... '" (§ W:~~pJT~PDPD, JJUlPlJIIF& § '11r!!tJra ' PD*~'11m~ffif{J\fu ... ~~~OJ11J§if!J 
:Z::;;: 'IJIIF&Jf§'11, J!!9;D'j§'~~[J]m1'r!. -, §tlm~, ~~ffifPD ' Jf~~ , 1lJJ~ , r!J1l .. .') See the details in 
T.39, p.453c. 
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That parini~pannasvabhava in the Lalikavatiirasiitra originates from being 

awakened to the realm of tathata can also be seen in the relationship between the threefold 

svabhava and the five dharmas. The Lalikiivatiirasiitra states: 

Among them name (niiman) and referent (nimitta) are of the nature of 

imagination (parikalpitasvabhiiva ~§tti ); the other-dependent discrimination 

(paratantra-vikalpa {?<fEt:5t3U) is the phenomenon of mind and mental events 

rising simultaneously, like sun and its sunlight; this is the other-dependent nature 

(paratantrasvabhiiva). Because proper understanding (samyagjfiiina) and 

suchness (tathatii) cannot be extinguished, this [state] is the perfected-nature 

(p .. bh - ) 233 
arlm~pannasva ava. 

The relationship above can be understood by the following diagram: 

The Threefold Svabhiiva The Five Dharmas 

Parikalpitasvabhiiva ~imitta 

Defiled / Niima~ Grasped Realm 

~ Paratantrasvabhiiva Vikalpa--Grasping Mind ')lawed 

/amyagjiiiina - Realizing Wisdom-Flawless 

Pure - Parini~panasvabhiiva ~ Tathatii Realized ReL 

By companng this diagram of Lalikiivatiirasiitra with the previous one of 

Yogiiciirya-bhiimi-siistra it can be seen that "parini~pannasvabhava" in the 

233 "yt: t:p is & f§if:~~tti; t~ {?<iEt:5t3U/~\J~\PJT1*{~B~ffijJm, Po B WYt, j'iH¥Jmtt. IE~POPO/fPJt~i!&, ;li!: 
lIl~ti". See T.16, p.620b-c. The corresponding translation of Suzuki is somewhat different from the 
Chinese text above, but for comparison, it is given here: "of these, name and appearance are known as the 
Parikalpita [false imagination]. Then, Mahamati, discrimination which rises depending upon them, is the 
notion of an ego-soul and what belongs to it -- the notion and the discrimination are of simultaneous 
occurrence, like the rising of the sun and its rays. Mahamati, the discrimination thus supporting the notion 
of self-nature which subsists in the multiplicities of object, is called the Paratantra [dependence on another]. 
Right knowledge and suchness, Mahamati, are indestructible, and thus they are known as Parinishpanna 
[perfect knowledge]". See The Lankavatara Sutra-A Mahayana Text, Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc. 1991, 
p.197. 
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Lmikiivatiirasutra not only includes the realm of tathata, but also comprises the wisdom of 

proper knowledge (samyagjfiiina) , which was previously classified as 

"paratantrasvabhava." Just as "parini~pannasvabhava" in the Mahiiyiinasarhgrahasiistra 

contains all the pure dharmas, "parini~pannasvabhava" in the Lmikiivatiirasutra contains 

"tathata" and "samyagjiiana," both of which are pure and flawless. With the expansion of 

the range and meaning of "parini~pannasvabhava" in the Yogacara School, 

"parini~pannasvabhava" in the Lmikiivatiirasutra was influenced by this developing trend 

and thus took on the twofold meanings of realm and wisdom. Consequently, owing to the 

combination of and perhaps even because of the identification of "parini~pannasvabhava" 

and "tathagatagarbha," the meaning of the latter simultaneously took on the meanings of 

"the objective realm" and "the subjective wisdom." 

4) Conclusion 

The statement "parini~pannasvabhavastathagatagarbhahrdayam" in the 

Laflkiivatiirasutra reveals a doctrinal association between "parini~pannasvabhava" and 

"tathagatagarbha," and also exposes the Yogacaric influence upon the tathagatagarbha 

thought. The influence of parini~pannasvabhava upon tathagatagarbha radiated in two 

directions - the spread in scope and a shift of emphasis. 

Firstly, "parini~pannasvabhava" originally was focused on "tathata" and then spread 

its scope to include "all pure dharmas." To be more specific, the activity field of 

"parini~pannasvabhava" extended from "the realized realm" to "the realizing wisdom." 

Once such an extension in scope made up of objective-existence and subjective-mentality 

had become identified with tathagatagarbha, the latter inevitably had to break out of its 

earlier state of tathagata-wisdom that constituted the subjective aspect and thereby broaden 
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its scope to include the aspects of "realizing-wisdom" and "realized-realm." 

Secondly, even if the scope of tathagatagarbha expanded to include "realizing-

wisdom" and "realized-realm," it did not mean that "wisdom" and "realm" shared the 

doctrinal gravity on a fifty-fifty basis. Under the influence of parini~pannasvabhava, the 

focus of tathagatagarbha shifted from "tathagata-wisdom" to the "realm of tathata." 

Parini~pannasvabhava in the Lmikavatarasutra includes samyagjfiana and tathata. A closer 

examination of the Yogacara tradition indicates that parini~pannasvabhava is focused on the 

tathata in the final analysis. It is thus understandable that the statement "Tathata is 

parini~panna"234 appears in the Lmikavatarasutra instead of the statement "Samyagjfiana is 

parini~panna." Moreover, the RavmJadhye~a1Ja Chapter, the first chapter in which the main 

ideas III the Lmikavatarasutra are revealed, mentions "tathagatagarbha-

svapratyatmaryajfiana-gocara,,235 and thus implicates the concept of "realm" (gocara) to 

tathagatagarbha. Thereafter in Sarvadharmasamuccaya Chapter, "parini~pannasvabhava" is 

defined as tathataryajfianagatigamanapratyatmaryajfianagatigocara, i.e., the realm of tathata 

realized by noble wisdom or reached and realized by self-realizing noble wisdom. 

Therefore, the parini~pannasvabhava as the essence of tathagatagarbha is none other than 

the realm (gocara) of tathata. Even if the sense of "realm" did not originate on the basis of 

Yogacaric influences,236 that there had been a shift in the meaning of the tathagatagarbha 

234 '';~lJD~Iil~'', see Da-Sheng-Ru-Leng-Qie-ling ;;Icff#A, IJJ(j;IJf!!!" T16, p.632b. 
235 See the Nanjio edition of The Lalikiivatiira Sutra, p.2l. The Sanskrit context to which this compound 

belongs is ambiguous. The Song translation lacks this part, the Wei (T16, p.S 19a) and the Tang versions 
(T16, p.590b) have some disagreements. This compound can be understood as a karma-dharaya compound 
and it implies that the "tathagatagarbha" is the "svapratyatmaryajiianagocara", or the realm realized by 
noble wisdom in the innermost self. The English translation of Suzuki is "the womb of Tathagatahood, 
which is the realm of noble wisdom realized in one's inmost self', see The Lankavatara Sutra-A Mahayana 
Text, Taipei: SMC Publishing Inc. 1991, p.21. 

236 Although the Srfmaladevisutra's claim that the tathagatagarbha is the tathagata-realm has something to do 
with the Yogacara School (see chapter two), nevertheless the connotation of realm with regard to 
tathagatagarbha is not necessarily brought out by the latter. In fact, the GalJ(ia-vyuha-sutra, which interprets 
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from "wisdom" to "realized-realm" due to the influence of the doctrine of 

"parini~pannasvabhava" and/or Yogacara philosophy cannot be denied. Threfore, it cannot 

be denied that the decisive contributor to this doctrinal development from wisdom to realm 

was the Yogacara school. The Yogacara texts interpret tathagatagarbha on the basis of 

parini~pannasvabhava or tathata, and therefore, following their logical train of thought, it is 

natural to find that Yogacara scholars emphasize the "connotation of realm" with regard to 

tathagatagarbha and diminish their emphasis on the "connotation of wisdom.,,237 

The Meaning of 

Tathagatagarbha 
Emphasized Aspect Scope of Meaning Covered 

Wisdom: "tathagata-wisdom," "flawless 

TathiigatagarbhasiUra Realizing-Wisdom wisdom of Buddha-dharma," 

and so on 

Srimiiliidevisutra 
Wisdom: "Tathagata-Siinyata-Wisdom" 

Realm: "Tathagata-Realm" 

Wisdom: samyagjiiana included in the 

parini~pannasvabhava 

Laizkiivatiirasutra Realized-Realm Realm: "parini~panasvabhavas-

tathagatagarbhahrdayam" , 

"tathagatagarbha -

svapratyatmaryajiianagocara" 

tathagatagarbha as the tathagata-wisdom has alrealy brought up the idea that "there is no tathata separate 
from the wisdom, no wisdom separate from the tathata" (~~~D1P3t, ~~:t3t1}~0), and the oneness of 
tathata and wisdom indiscriminately produces the possibility of bestowing the meaning of "realm" upon 
tathagatagarbha. Therefore, the source of the connotation of realm is possibily incubated within the 
tathiigatagarbha tradition itself. Probably at the same time the Yogacara School bestowed an external 
influence on this trend and thus speeded up the doctrinal development. 

237 For example, Lu, Cheng g~ in his work Leng-Qie-Ru-Lai-Zang-Zhang-liang-Yi f!1J{JJD~D*~~~fI}~ 
claims that: "tathagatagarbha is discussing the issue of realm .... Common people regard the 
tathiigatagarbha as mysterious and enigmatic and grasp it as the subject aspect of mentality; thus, there 
arises the erroneous view of original awareness. They do not understand that the tathagatagarbha should be 
discussed from the aspect of realm, and then extend to their understanding to the names of siinyata, nirvaI)a, 
etc. in order to be reasonable". For details, see p.263. It is definitely inspiring that some Yogacara scholars 
interpret tathagatagarbha from the angle of realm; however, tathagata-wisdom as the "subject aspect of 
mentality" is exactly the original meaning of the tathagatagarbha. 
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237 For example, Lu, Cheng g �  in his work Leng-Qie-Ru-Lai-Zang-Zhang-liang- Yi f!1J{JJD�D*���fI}� 
claims that: "tathagatagarbha is discussing the issue of realm . . . .  Common people regard the 
tathiigatagarbha as mysterious and enigmatic and grasp it as the subject aspect of mentality; thus, there 
arises the erroneous view of original awareness. They do not understand that the tathagatagarbha should be 
discussed from the aspect of realm, and then extend to their understanding to the names of siinyata, nirvaI)a, 
etc. in order to be reasonable". For details, see p.263. It is definitely inspiring that some Yogacara scholars 
interpret tathagatagarbha from the angle of realm; however, tathagata-wisdom as the "subject aspect of 
mentality" is exactly the original meaning of the tathagatagarbha. 
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The definition of "parini~panasvabhava" extends from "tathata" to "samyagjfiana," 

but the focus of "tathagatagarbha" shifts from "tathagata-wisdom" to "tathagata-realm." 

These two opposing polarities converge in "parini~panasvabhavastathagatagarbha" in the 

LQlikiivatiirasutra and thus cause tathagatagarbha to shift its focus and broaden its scope. 

Thus it can be seen that in the later period of the tathagatagarbha tradition, Yogacaric 

doctrine had a very strong influence upon the tathagatagarbha teaching and is therefore 

worthy of careful examination. 
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CHAPTER SIX: 

CONCLUSION 

The Lmikavatarasutra can be understood as a text that not only represents 

tathagatagarbha doctrine but also grounds itself in the ontology of the tathagatagarbha 

theory. However, because the tathagatagarbha doctrine as found in Laftkavatarasutra has 

been greatly influenced by Yogacara thinking, it has distinctive characteristics in 

comparison to the tathagatagarbha thought prior to this slitra. Therefore, this thesis, based 

on a textual study of the original Sanskrit text together with its Chinese and Tibetan 

translations and commentaries, has aimed to reveal the distinguishing features of the 

tathagatagarbha theory as expressed in the Laftkavatarasutra and as influenced by Yogacara 

doctrine. In order to accomplish this aim, three Sanskrit compounds - i.e., 

tathagatanairatmyagarbha, tathagatagarbhalayavijfiana, and parini~pannasvabhavas 

tathagatagarbhahrdayam - have been extracted from the Laftkavatarasutra. On the basis of 

these three compounds, three important perspectives with respect to Yogacaric influence 

have been elucidated. 

First, in regard to the compound tathagatanairatmyagarbha, it should be noted that to 

the term "nairiitmya" (non-self) can be attributed different meanings according to different 

traditions. For example, in primitive Buddhism, the notion of nairatmya is focused on the 

negation of an eternal and independent iitman, since no form of existence can be verified 

beyond the principle of co-dependent origination (pratftyasamutpada). According to 

Madhyamaka tradition, the term nairiitmya is used as a synonym of nif:zsvabhava (non

intrinsic-nature), which implies that all beings, be they conditioned or unconditioned, are 

devoid of intrinsic nature. For the Yogacara tradition, however, nairiitmya is used in the 
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sense of an imagined self (kalpitiitman), but not in the sense of an indescribable self 

(anabhiliipytitman). This survey of nairtitmya within the different Buddhist traditions 

indicates that the compound tathiigatanairiitmyagarbha, as found in the LaJikiivatiirasutra, 

accords well with the Yogacara tradition. That is to say, in the Yogacara tradition, iitman 

from the perspective of the imagined-self is non-existent while the genuine self of 

tathiigatagarbha must be existent. 

Secondly, in regard to the compound tathiigatagarbhiilayavijiiiina, we find that this 

unprecedentedly coined term best displays the Yogadiric influence on the tathagatagarbha 

doctrine. Throughout the LaJikiivatiirasutra, the term tathiigatagarbha is mentioned as a 

synonym of iilayavijfiiina. Consequently, from a doctrinal point of view, the 

tathagatagarbha doctrine inherits from the Yogacara understanding of iilayavijiiiina the 

causal function of all dharmas. Prior to the LaJikiivatiirasutra, the term tathiigatagarbha 

functioned to indicate merely the base or support of all existences, but according to the 

LaJikiivatiirasutra, the term tathiigatagarbha became endowed with a new meaning that 

indicated a function of producing, just as a dynamic seed is that from which a plant 

originates. This doctrinal development is probably due to the fact that alayavijfitina is also 

named sarvabfjavijiiiina (cognition as the seed of everything), indicating its function of 

bringing forth all forms of existences. 

Thirdly, in regard to the compound parini$pannasvabhiivas tathiigatagarbhahrdayam, 

the richness of tathagatagarbha appears further articulated in the LaJikiivatiirasutra. 

Ultimately speaking, tathiigatagarbha should be an inseparable unity of both subjective 

wisdom and the objective realm. However, texts in the earlier period of the Tathagatagarbha 

tradition tended to emphasize the subjective dimension by claiming that the tathagatagarbha 
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inherent in all sentient beings is the potential for becoming a Buddha. In uuikiivatiirasiitra, 

however, by declaring that parini~pannasvabhiiva (the perfected nature) is the very essence 

of the tathagatagarbha, the latter is exhaustively interpreted from the two dimensions of 

samyagjfiiina (the subjective correct knowledge) and tathatii (the objective state of 

suchness). 

To conclude, the Yogacaric influence on the tathagatagarbha doctrine can be vividly 

demonstrated by investigating the three compounds tathiigatanairiitmyagarbha, 

tathiigatagarbhiilayavijfiiina, and parini~pannasvabhiivastathiigatagarbhahrdayam . in 

conjunction with the three basic concepts of dharmanairiitmya, iilayavijfiiina, and 

parini~pannasvabhiiva that play a prominent role in the Yogacara tradition. Through 

thorough research into these three perspectives, this thesis has revealed the richness and 

complexity of the tathagatagarbha doctrine as found in LaJikiivatiirasiitra. 

The illustration below shows the scheme of this study. 

Nairatmya 

in a Yogacaric Sense 

Based on Citta-matra 

IYogacaric Inluencel 

Alayavijuana 

Identical to 

Sarvabij a -vij uana 

1 

Parini~pannasvabhava 

which mainly implies 

the Realm of Tathata 

tathiigatanmriitmyagarbha tathiigatagarbhiilayavijfiiina parini~pannasvabhiivas

tathiigatagarbhahrdayam 
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